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My last article (August issue, pl58)o described how Robert
Kronfeld was i;nslrumental in spreading the practice of highperformance soaring from Germany in'to Britain; but many
have taken it for granted that, since prolonged soaring is 'physically possible, it was sure to get itself practised anyhow. This is
not so.
In S&G for February 1964, ppll-15, there appeared a collection of historic pronouncements on soaring flight, starting with
"the way of an eagle" in the Bible and ending in 1930 with an
aviation meteorologist who, having heard that glider pilots had
been using "rising (;urrents in the vicinity of cumuilus clouds",
wrote that "Needless to say, such attempts ,are beset with
hazard and shoUld not be made."

Birds soar in narrow upcurrents
Only two got it just right. In 1903 Wilbur Wright wrote that
the air "has a rate of ascent, equal to the bird's relative rale of
descent", and in 1905 Wilhelm Kress of Vienna wrote that birds
soar in circles because the upcurrents they use are narrow.
Leonardo da Vinci in 1550 and Octave Chanute in 1909 both
understood slope soaring, but bOlh thought that circling birds
onty gain height when facing the wind. So dId Philip Wills's
uncle. Phi lip tried hard to explain that it was rising air. After
half an hour's hard: work he thought he had succeeded and was
looking forward to a well-earned rest, when his uncle ,came up
with: "But I slill don't unt;ferstand how they can keep up with
their tails, to the wind."
Wilbur Wright decided that the reason flying-machine inventors were liable to crash on ,their first take-otT was that they had
no previous practice at working the control's, let alone designing
controls that would work. So he .decided with his brother to PI:Jt
in this practice on gliders, though not by soaring, but at first
tethering the glider like a ,kite near the ground, and then by
making prolonged glides.
.
Only In t,heir fourth g:liding year, on October 26, 1903, did
their glides ever exceed one minute: Wilbur four times and
Orville twice, including a world's duration record of Imin
11.8sec by Ol'ville.
For all' his four years practice with the contmls Wilbur, who
won the toss for the first take-off of the aeroplane on December
14, s,talled it and then hit the ground. By the 17th it was repaired
and Orvtlle made the world's first aeroplane flight, though Wilbur flew it successfully toO. Afterwards. when they were all
standing arourrd ~alklng, a gust of wind blew the aircraft overa mishap which was to become endemic when the gliding er,
arrived.
Still nobody thought of soaring for ,its own sake . In 1909
Gardon England flew a Weiss glider for 58sec from Amberley
Down, gaining ,considerable height at first and then landing on
the plain below. Though a :British record, the feat was not
reported to Flight, nor did anyone think of exploring the further
possibilities of soaring. The glider was simply put away in its
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shed "to await the installation of a suitable motor".
In November 1911 Orville Wright went to Kitty Hawk, the
old gliding ground, to do some soaring. Flight reported the fact
and printed a long paragraph explaining 10 its ignorant readei's
how 'soaring differed from powered flight; but failed to report a
world's record of 9min 45sec which Orville flew a few days
later. An English friend of the Wrights, Alec Ogilvie, took "part
in Ithe soaring, and when he was again in circulation on the
occasion of the 50th anniv.ersary of the first aeroplane flight, in
1953, I took the opportunity of contacting him. He explained
that these were hovering flights, made over H crescent-shaped
sand dune, which meant that you had to soar over the exact
spot where the slope faced the wind, and if Y0U were careless
enough to drift to one side, you had a long fight against the wind
to get back to the proper place.
But were these flights done for the pleasure of soaring? No; it
was stated that they were "to tryout a new control system",
and a photograph shows a long lpole sticking Ollt in front of the
glider, with something like a lillle bag hanging on the end;
perhaps to hold an adjustable load.
Orville's next repol1ed contact with lift was one day when he
was f1Iying his aeroplane in America and entered a region of
stwng upcurrenl. He twisted this way and tha,t in an attempt Ito
get out of it, but without success. So he s.topped to do a bit of
calm thinking and decided that, as the phenomenon must be
local;, the simplest way of escape must be to l1y in a straight line
- which he did, and soon left the horrid thing behind..
But ('ong before these events, in 11896, an ass:istanl of the
famous Octave Cbanute named A. M. Herring had succeeded,
by lurning somewhat sideways to t:he wind, in soaring over 300
yards along a ridge in 48sec; but on reaching IheCar end he did
not turn the other cheek and soar back again: he merely landed
and apparently never tried again. When I told Ogilvie of this
claim, he said it was not true, but Herring was a contemporary
experimellter with the Wrights and there was no love lost be-
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tween them, and Ogilvie was a pal1isaFl of the Wliights. Anyway,
the "turning somewhat sideways" sounds genuine: but nobody
ever did it again till 1922 in Germany - and this brings us' to the
country where s~ring was first developed as something worth
doing purposefully and regularly, and not as the freak performance of a lifetime.
In Germany was a remarkable character named Oskar
Ursinus, who started a magazine called Flugsport in 1008 (a
year before Flight). In it he not onily covered conveniional avialion but was especially interested in anyt'hing out of the ordinary, such as, in later years, man-powered flight, space travel,
and soaring, and' had a regular supplement describing aeronautical patents. He was enthusiastic, emotional and highly strung.

of 13min by WoJfgang Klemperer, slarting with a bit of lift
followed by a long descent into the valley. Friedrich Hartb beat
this with 21 min soaring by the use of gust energy, out of sight of
the multitude, but this form of soaring has never become popular or widely practised so does not concern us here.
The great year was 1922': Arthur Martens won a prize of
10 000 Marks with a soaring flight of 43mln followed by a 10km
glide into the val'ley - tota'l time Ihr 6min.
This flighl was made in the Hanover group's Vampyr, and
next day Fritz Hentzen beat it with 2hrs, and later flew for 3hrs,
both flights being made in the Vampyr (not tne Greif, as stated
in Ann and Lorne Welch's Story oC Gliding).
One history book stated that such long duration flights would
not have been made if another pilot, who was named. had not
demonstrated that for ridge soaring you must turn sharply
Human soari'ng should be possible
immediately after the launch, or you will get too far out to catch
When the peace treaty, signeclin 1919, forbade the building of the lift. Unfortunatelcy I have forgotten his name bu,1 hope to
aeroplanes in Germany, :he seemed taken by surprise and was find it eventually, because he should go down to history as the
terribly upset. A propaganda pamphlet, published in the later inventor of ridge soaring - or re-inventor if you believe Her1930s and not alii true; states that he had a nerVous breakdown, ring's story.
At the ItfQfd meeting, held in England in October 1922 as a
went for a walking 'tour in the Rhon Mountains north-east of
Frankfurt am Main where his office was, and there saw a buz- result of the publicity given to the spectacular German flights in
zard soaring high above and had an idea ,that human soaring August, hardly anybody at first realised the need 10 turn sharply
should also be possible. Other accounts said he remembered after the launch, though you would think it should be obvious
that people had been gliding there since 1909. So in 1920 he 10 the meanest intelligence. Actually ltford Hill itself, at. the
issued a call to all interested to bring gliders to a raHy at the western end of ihe ridge. was prelly useless. I feel sure it was
summit of the highest mounta;in; Wasser,kuppe, 950m {about chosen by Alec Ogilvie, the only member of the si,te-choosing
3000ft) as'!. From this summit, a ridge s'tretches southwards committee who had done any soaring. It has several narrow
providing a terrific west-facing escarpment, and there is also a promontories sticking out in different directions, joined by very
gentler and shorter south slope and a less regular escarpment on short ridges, and he' must have thoughl in terms of hovering
the north side.
over one spol in a stiff wind, as over a crescent-shaped sand
The rally lasted into September and a very miscellaneous dune. If so, it was sheer luck that a magnificent florth-facing
collection of gliders turned up, but nobody soared.
escarpment stretched fmm Itford all the way to Firle. Nobody
In 1921 the next rally brought a new world's duration r,ecmd thought of turning sharply after the launch until Fokker, who
had soared at the Wasserkuppe, shOWed them how. Even then
Inany of them, including experienced aeroplane pilots with
reputations, would fly straight ahead, apparently .loo'king for
"currents", as I have said before. One RAF man as:ked to
borrow Fokker's sin,gle-seater ,and was given by him precise
The World Famous
instructions what to do, but nevertheless flew straight ahead
from the launch, wilh fokker shouting at him to "gom 'back",
and continued straight ahead until he grounded in the valley
below.
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A harrowing thunderstorm account
Annual contesls on the Wasserkuppe continued, but success
varied much with the weather. At the 1926 mee'ting, Max Kegel
was lifted into a passing thtlnderstorm cloud and carried 35
miles across country before he could extricate himself. According to Kronfeld, he gave such a harrowing account of his
experience that it was another three years before anyone else
tackled a thunderslorm.
The nights in 1929 which 'led to the formation of the BGA at a
"gliding lunch" in De'cember wer,e described in the previous
urticle. I missed hearing about that lunch through having no
time to read Flight while wriiing music for St Thomas's Hospital Christmas Show as well as carrying on duties at a Fever
Hospital 'in New Cross. ) heard illal the participants finally
separated Into two groups, one intent on administration and the
other consisting of those who actually wanted to go so far as to
fly, most of whom "went away'; to form the London Gliding
Club. t took four years for this dichotomy to boil up into the
big row which resculted in the BOA being run by the dubs.
Meanwhile. there is ,the actual lunch to describe. I knew none
of the participants at the time, and of the many whom I got to
know subsequently, hardly one is still with us. Flight gave but a
poor account of it, but The Aeroplane. which organised it, is
sure to have described it fully. I must look it up,
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Anxious old business, hosting Enterprise. North Hill do it so
well. In the event we r,eally enjoyed it. Tell you how it went.
Thirty-four entries and they started arriving Fr,iday afternoon, June IS, to be greeted by brilliant visibility "off the
clock" thermats and later wave to 12 OOOft. This was arranged
as a lorment and not, of course, to be repeated.
Day I, Saturday, June 16. Briefi.ng in front of the c1wbhouse
with a loud helicopter hovering low over our heads. Kiuy Wills
opened the Comp with charm and brevity. John Fiel'den (our
task seller) said "You are intelligent people {groans), so I'm
sending you round the universities", and he wrote on the board
"Aberystwyth, Bristol, Oxford, Cambridge'';
We goggled because there was solid 8/8 overhead. They were
dropped' downwind at 4000ft to glide it out until they met lift,
mostly near Malverll at around 1500ft. Except, that is. Ben
Rood (Nimbus 2), He thought it might wave" p'lanned Aberystwyth and spent some four hours (lVer Builth Wdls. Mik,e Pope
(Kestrel 19), Mike Carllon (Nimbus 2) and Chris Simpson
(Kestrel 19) alllurned Cambridge and got part way home. Bob
Scarborough (K,estrel 19) met 50 hot air balloons and a Flying
Fortress at IOOOft near Cheltenham. Bob Chr,istie (with all of
220 gliding hours) won Ihe day by rounding Cambridge and
landing his ASW-20 al Ounstable. Comment: "I thought this
was supposed 10 be a relaxing sport. I nev.er worked so hard in
my life."

Won by creeping 3,lon9 the hills
Day 2, Sunday, June 1'7. First grey and scratchy then sunny
and scratchy. John set an out and return, pilot selected goal.
Same number of kilometres as your handicap. Only three pilots
got home, all flying Std Libelles. Ben Watson won the day by
creeping along the hilJls to Welshpool and back, surprisingly
quickly considering the scratch'iness.
Day 3, Monday, June 18. Very hot and scmtchy. a noticeable
reddening of noses. John set a cunning task to cut down retrieve
mileage. Petrol had become a real problem. Newlown, honbridge, Bewdley, Ledbury, Abergavenny Brecon. Go round in
that order but come in from any TP you like. Only three glass
ships turned Ledbury and gol home. The day was won by Tony
Smallwoo<,i in the 'lovely Gull I. This was a really epic flight
and deserves an art'icle all to itself. If it had 'been done in :1937 it
would have been a record. He turned Bewdley and got home. It
took him sev.en hours ,and he spent ,the first !hree depressingly
near Shobdon watching the "glass slippers" shooting past.
Then he got moving, but on Ihe way home he was down to
1200ft over Tenbury Wells when the god of gliding provided
him with a corker I.hat tool< him 10 4500fl. From there he made a
final glide at VNE (5\kl) 10 arrive, triumphant, over the fie'ld at
3000ft. Peter O'Dona'ld did two TPs in the pretty little gull
winged Moswey and got home. The Moswey has a remarkable
electric vario 'that picks up "The voice of America". But Peter
and Mi,ke Russell seem to have got used to it.
Day 4, Tuesday, June 19. Blazing hol, and scratchy. Red
noses starting !o peel and Don Towson suffering a horribly
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KiNy Wills opening Competition Enterprise with Chas Nightingale,
Herefordshire GC's CFI, alongside. Photo: Tony Smalfwood.

sunburnt neck (his nose was OK). John gave nine TPs, mostly
around IOOkm and at the bottom he wrote "and Booker for
f(,ln". He didn't say so, but he'd put that in because Ken Wilkinson thought he migh! have 10 go to London on bl'lsiness and
he liked the idea of landing there.
launching was excitin,g because magnificent David Parchment was earning a million pounds for charilY by parachuting
every four minutes 31 seconds and he'd been at it all night. We
had splendid help from the tower and got them off quite
smartly. The day was won by Roberl Harding (Std Cirrus) who
did Booker and return because he hadn't realised that it was a
joke. A remal'kable flight, conditions were really difficult.
Day 5. Wednesday, June 20. Very hot, sticky and scralchy
with "can't see your hand in front of your face" visibility. John
set a triangle, Langorse Lake, Newbridge-on-Wye to lining
them home from the wesl (less chance of cannoning off each
other). There was a 101 of falling down and relights and alone
moment an astonished farmel; found five in one field and feared
they had' set up a new gliding site. Ivor Shattock (Club Libelle)
won the day and we were glad. This distinguished Welsh magician had had an undistinguished (but cheerful) Comp tip 'till
then. He had spent one happy day, after an early field landing,
tickling troul in a pretly stream with ,the farmer's daughter.
"Rhoda, sl1e was peootiful, eyes like limpid pools and lips like
petals. bicycle petals."
Day 6, Thursday, June 21, was duff. There might have been
wav.e, but there wasn't.
Day 7, Friday. June 22. You could choose between a 500, a
300 or 2ookm. Alternatively you could go cross Channel and the
Customs Officer turned up to clear those who were going
foreign. Intense excitement. The conditions were' a surprise to
everyone. Dick Stoddart managed 10 scrape his Dart away
from 900ft near l.eominster (a few miles aW<lY). Two Std
Libelles landed nearby. John Cadman said the thermals were
scarce, bitter and twisted. Nothing aoove 3000fl. Some splendid a'llempts were made. Great courage and determinat'ion
shown. Chris Ellis (460) was 8~hrs airborne, turned Mortonin-the-Marsh and Shrewsbury and fell down near Leintwardine.
Tony Srnallwood had really shocking Iluck. He came back
eagerly for a relight at 14.30hrs and found only one tug capable
of towing him slow enough. Al 15.oohrs it went U/S leaving him
fuming on the ground. He was in the lead and flying like the
Archangel Gabriel. The day was won by Tony Moulamg
(ASW-20). He'd flown the Comp with quiet, consistent efficiency right through.
Day 8, Saturday, June 23. Didn't look much good but a small
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

triangle was set and people took-0ff and came back a few times.
In the evening we bad the barbecue. Alice Maitland and I had
never organised a big one before. We needn't have worried. It
went a bomb and was so relieved that I drank too much and
am told that I spent some time on the floor of the tent covered
by a large cardboard box. Tony Moulang (ASW·20) won the
plate and the "glass slipper" tahkard. Tony Smallwood (Gull (:)
wort the Enterprise trophy for his epic tlight on Day 3 and the
Blunt Nails tankard. Robert Harding (Std Clnus) came third
and Don Towson (Std LibeHe) fourth. It was Don's first Comp.
He's a Shobdon pi'lot. We felt very proud of him. :Bob Tarrant
got the "worst I'uck" tankard fOl' sliding ,the Sold Cirrus that
went to Booker and back, slowly aod sadly, 'tail first, into the
hedge of a small Welsh field and putting it out of the Comp.
Alice Maitland was presented with a well deserved bouquet.
She worked like a Trojan, despite having a house full of guests.
Sunday morning was wet, cold and sad. We waved to our
departing friends and we felt SO(t of empty. Once they were

safely out of sight the sky cleared, a merry westerly set up..
White cumulus with flat bottoms at 5500ft appeared and it
worked well unlil around 7pm.
I'd love 10 give a list of hardworking helpers. So many were
so good. Two linch pins - Anthony Maitland organised the
Comp with his characterist,ic mixture of deprecatory modesty
and iron hand. He put in one helluva lot of w0rk. John Fielden
is a genius when it comes to Msk setting. Clever and funny and
k,ind. Thank you .Iohn.
Joys? Seeing people have a good time. Finding that We cou'ld
cope. Just about. Sorrows? Only seeing Mike Pope, M'ike Car.!ton and Justin at weekends. They went off to work during the
week - most unnatural. We missed Philip Wills dreadfully. 1f
you've only seen his photograph you wouldn't realise what al'l
attractive man ,that was. Yes we did miss him. Wouldn't he
have been pleased, though, at the way his fringe Comp has
prospered? Anyone in gliding knows what you mean when you
say "Philip's Enterprise".
.

SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL VINTAGE RALLY
Thun Airfield, Switzerland, July 14·21
CHRIS WILLS
More than 40 gliders. flown by pilots from Switzerland. France,
Holland, Hungary, West Germany and Britain. look part in this
Rally in the Bernese Oberland of Switzerland. For the first time
at one of our International Meetings we had a Spalinger S-16, a
Spalinger S-22, a Karpf Zogling which, beautitiully restored,
had 1933 wri\llen 01'1 it, another Mti-13D-3 and the 1932 Scud 2 in
which Peter Boume made many magnific,ent, seemingly fearless, long nights.
Among the guests wen: Waiter Hovten, one of the two
brothers who designed and built the famous flying wing sailplanes and aeroplanes; the legendary Hans Nietlispach who
once flew a Kranich from the back se<l!, with a pupil in front,
from Switzerland to near Spain; Irnre MiUe from Hungary who
flew Atilla Zierman's 1939 Moswey 2A; our Doe Slater; Jan
Scott, President of the Vintage Soaring Association of
America, and his family, and the 85 year-old Jakob Spalinger
who was pleasantly surprised to see so many of his sailplanes,
flying with us .
. During the Rally no tasks were set. The weather aillowed
soaring flights on every day. but the weather was not good
enough to permit safe flig,hts beyond the Thun area. The best
height was achieved by the young Frenchman, Frank
Descatoire, who flew the AIR 100 to over 7000ft. Heights of
over 6000ft were achieved by several including Ron Davidson
(Petrel), Werner Tschorn (FW Weihe 50) and lan Wilson OS
Weille, BGA 448).

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 62068
• U.K. Agents 10r Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m, to 6 p.m,

C.A.A. wel:ding and re-sprays
Repairs to wood. glass-fibre .and steel tube machines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of instruments in stock
Barograph and A.S.1. Calibration

October/November 1979

Peter Bourne preparing for take-off in the 1932 Skud 2. Photo: Chris Wills.

Three air displays were held in magnificent weather, ,the first
during the opening ceremony, the second on July 18 when a
Swiss, Army Ju 52 gave a fine demonstration of its amaz,ing
!lying capabilities, and the third during the last day which was
open to the public.
The very successfUl meeting was spoih on Friday, July 20,
when a violent thunderstorm squall turned O\ler and seriously
damaged Francis Russell's original 1943 JS Weihe, BGA 448.
Gunter Frei's Meise was extensively, but not relatively seriously, damaged when the Weihe descended on it. M inor damage was sustained by a Scud and Rheinland. Great credit must
be g,iven to those people who rushed out in the driving wind and
rain to hurl themselves on the lifting aircraft. They saved many
of them.
During the last day. Sa'Iurday, July 21. one hour before the
final ceremony, the Swedish built 1943 Kranich 2A, BGA 1092,
was flown in10 trees and very unfortunately finished upside
down on a steep mountain s'lope. It was very seriously damaged. We can only be happy that no pilots were injured or killed
during the Rally. We have since beard that the Weihe's trailer
turned over in France On the return journey and that BOA 448
has been further damaged.
The Rally was organised by our Swiss members and the Thun
Glidil1g Club who couldn't have tried harder. Werner von Arx
and his daughter Ruth led lhe org<lnisation. The site is a Swiss
army exercIse field and tanks, explosions and soldiers were
often much in evidence. The e~plosion clouds did sometimes
give us powerful 'lift, 9m/sec being experienced once in the
smoke by Toby Fisher in his Meise!
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In "On Becoming a Dolphin" (S&G, February, 1977, pI) I
mentioned ,that in 1957 I haddQne some "dol'phio" calculations
to see what IProportion of the air would have to be occupied by
thermals if a T-21 were 10 be able to fly cross-country w.ilhout
crrcling. I thQught the answer was about 64%. hut I have now
found my notes, and the answer was in fact 710 with 5-kr
thermals!
The notes are actually dated 1956, and in view of recenl
interest 'in the mathematics of dolphin flying (see, for examp'le,
Helmut Reichm<lnn Cross-Country Soaring) they may be worth
pUlling on record. Here they are, modified only by the omission
of some of the intermediate"lines of mathemalics. Note thalthe
model assumes "continuity", namely Ihal what goes up, must
come down, and that the polar of the glider is assumed 10 be
such ,thalthe sink is propoftionalto the square of the speed (imd
hence the gliding angle proportionall to the speed), This is too
op,timistic at high speeds - hence the quainl con'Clusi'on.
"Bluebell" W.1S (and still is) the Cambridge University GI'iding
Club's 1'-21.
"Same notes on gliding
Consider a glider flying ina straight line of unit leng,th. For I
of the distance, he is in upcurrent of velocity u. and for m of the
distance he is in downcurrent of velodty v. Now what comes
down goes up, so III = mv and '1 + m = I. Suppose the speed of
flight is Wi in thermals, and 10'12 in downcurrents. Suppose the
angle of glide is" given by {} = kw, where k is a constanl.
1n the downcurrent,
fall down due to gliding angle e2 = me2
fall due to downcurrent == mv/w2.
Therefore total fall is mlh+mv/w2.
In the upcurrent,
total fall is lel-lu/wl.
Therefore total rise throughout flight is
'r = lu/wl-191-m 62-mv/w2.
Substituting for v, e, and: el,
r = l'u/WI-16 I-m t}z.-mv/w2.
Now in thermals. we clearly wallt to fly slowly, for then we
have the leaSl gliding angle, and the maximum time in the rising
air. Then, with WI constant, what W2 gives the maximum r?

or

2.

- - = lu/w2-mk = O.
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Therefore W2 =:Iu/mk for maximum r.
What now are the conditions that make r positive?
W2 = y(lu/mk), therefore
I' = lu!wl-lkwl-2Y'(lumk).
This is positive if
m/I < (u/4k) (llwl-kwl/u)'.
Call the right. hand side the 'efficiency of the glider'.
for Bluebell, WI == 30kt, u = Skt, k = B/w = 1I600kt-',
Therefore RHS = 0.42, or I = 1/1.42 = 0.71.
This means Bluebell could remain airborne if she was in
thermal air for 71% of the distance. Her inter-thermal speed W2
must be V(lu/mk) = 84kl. Hence, if 71% gf the sky were
thermal, and Bllebell flew al 84kl between thermals, and 30kt
in them, she could fly in a straight line and remain airborne."
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·LEXANDER SCHLEICHER'S
and the
ASK-21

The ASK-21 after the first test flight.

JOHN JEFFRIES

With each successive change in the F A I
last Iwo decades. One has only to see
him physically at work on his prototypes
Class specifications for gliders or with
(complete with equally characteristic
any fundamentally new innovation in
carpet slippers) to realise that here is
training methods, there is obviously a
someone with a deep understanding and
strong temptation for a manufacturer to
appreciation of Ihe practical as well as
put his latest design on the market as
theoretical problems of glider manufacsoon as possible and in advance of his
ture and maintenance.
competitors. While this may have the
The ASK-21 has not been designed
short term advantage of soaking up a fair
with ultimate performance in mind.
proportion of initial marke potential, it
also carries with it the considerable risk
Ratner has it been designed to satisfy the
that the new design may be subsequenlly
current trend for a GRP training twosuperseded by a superior' product of seater which is suitable for day-to-day
instructing from ab-initio to crossanother company on which more design
and development time has been
country standard whilst retaining the
best of the operational advantages which
expended.
Because of the specific problems
made the ASK-13 so successful. This is
in no way to decry its performance
which the firm of Alexander Schleicher
which with a genuine Max LID of 1:34
have with respect to the small and more
is within an ace of the genuine perforor less finite labour force within the
mance of the Class of GRP singlecatchment area of the factory, they have
seaters in which trainee pilots are likely
adopted a rather conservative policy
to do their first solos. As a matter of
with their new designs believing (as the
Hon. C. S. Rolls did) that there is a
steady and lasting demand for high qualSacrifice in the interests
ity products with a superior standard of
of comfort
finish, handling and performance.
Perhaps, regrettably, such qualities can I
only be had at a price; the price, in the philosophy it was decided! that a few
case of Schleicher's products, being a points on tbe potential glider perforlonger wait for delivery ralher than grea- mance were worth sacr,ificing ,in lhe
ter cost since the relatively small world Interests of pupil/instructor comfort, visimarket and considerable competition bi'lity, ease of ground handling and ot,her
sees to it that prices are kept keen. So operational considerations which are so
whilst the Schleicher policy may mean important in a highly utilised training
that their customers are obliged to wait two-seater.
On a recent visit to the factory I took
for new designs to be perfected, there
seems to be no shortage of patient cus- the opportunity to fly the prototype
tomers whose philosophy is based on the ASK-21, from both the front and rear
seats, in very weak broken thermal soaraxiom that the best is worth waiting for.
The new Schleicher ASK-21 two- ing conditions under a watery sun. This
seater typifies the manufacturing policy gave me a chance to see how the
of the firm in that it is the last of the machine would soar in the poorer condicurrent generation of G RP two-seaters tions so often prevalent in the U K, as
to go into production, having been pains- well as to test its more general handling
takingly developed by Rudolph Kaiser and potential training qualities. As the
on the practical experience gained from handling qualities of gliders tend to be
the many hundreds of K-2s, K-7s and the subjective. no useful purpose would be
ASK·13s operating throughout the served in describing all these in detail.
world. The construction, the handling But since the ASK·21 is primarily
qualities in the air and the ground handl- designed for club-training work I will
ing considerations are all characteristic highlight those aspects of it which make
of the practical turn of mind which have it especially suited to this role.
As compared with the sleek ASW-19
made Rudolph Kaiser's designs such an
outstanding and lasting success over the and 20s everywhere around the factory,

the ASK:21 looked. al first sight, surprisingly large though with clean aesthetic lines. Actually it is only very
marginally larger than the ASK-13, a fact
which is difficult to believe as one sinks
into the extremely spacious cockpits,
both being designed to accommodate
well-fed two-metre tall pilots in comfort.
Needless to say the standard of external
finish is extremely high with an absence
of sUlface waviness on ,the wings quite
equal to top competitive gliders. Close
inspection of both primary and secondary structure revealed the obvious
intention of Herr Kaiser that the glider
was going to do sterling service for a
very long time as everything was simple,
practical and strongly constructed. This
line of thinking is epitomised in the main
fixed undercarriage assembly which is a
well engineered, beefy, welded steel
tube with large maintenance-free rubber
dumbell shock absorbers, the whole
assembly looking totally indestructible.
Likewise the canopy hinges and welded
tube support brackets looked man
enough to withstand lhe rigours of club
abuse.
As I was most interested in the
instructional capabilities of the ASK-2I,
I elected to .fly rear seat first. Being of
only medium stature and of Iillle bulk I
felt that another of my proportions cou'ld
be adequately accommoliated in the
back as well. Later when I swopped
seats with Gerhard Waibel, who is of
considerably more generous proportions, I realised that although this was an
illusion, he still looked more than
adequately comfortable. In fact, in spite
of the (for me) surplus rear seat room
everything fell easily to hand, leg length
problems being quickly solved by the
again simple but effective rudder pedal
adjustment. Although the canopy is in
two sections, rear hinged rear and front
hinged front, the intervening hoop didn't
obstruct any of the more critical angles
of vision and while the general rear seat
visibility is not quite as good as that of
the ASK-I3, due to less wing sweep forward, it is nevertheless very good. More
than adequate accessable stowage space
is provided in the leading edge of the
wing roots.
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With Gerhard flying from the fmnt
seat (for which I was duly relieved due to
the extreme narrowness of Schleicher's
short factory tike-ofT strip), the tug
remained easily ...isible as it taxied in
front of us. As the tug opened up we
accelerated rapidly, the large fixed nose
wheel lifting off quickly at around 20kt
and the machine coming unstllck below
40kl. The overall shock absorbing properties of the main wheel on the ground
run is impressive for so simple a system.
Once adequately clear of ihe ground I
carried on with the flying, feeling immediately at home; a rarity for me with new
types. If I had shut my eyes I could quite
have believed I was back in the K-13
except that the aileron loads were 'lower,
the roll rate rather higher and the noise
level commensurate with a modern glass
glider. Off tow the final impression was
of the rock-like built-i'n stabi ity and a
sense of great strength and security.
Gentle turns showed the controls to be
pleasantly harmonised with again a high
degree of built-in stability. With steeper
turns all these characteristics remained.
The rate of roll, 3.5secs 45° to 45°, is
more than sufficient for normal flying
purposes and the rudder just about
powerful enough to cope with the adverse
yaw so induced - a rarity indeed.
Although the aileron loads are of course
noticeably heavier than those on the current ASW series, they are considerably
less than on any olher two-seater I have
flown and certainly more effective.
After a spell of general flying. I
allacked a few of the weak thermals and
found to my considerable satisfaction
that dHl ASK-2 I would circle perfectly
happily at about 30° of bank at 40kt.
Indeed on deliberately pulling the speed
off to j 1st above the breakaway point, I
was surprised to find that I could gel
down to about 37kt before the gl'ider
complained.
This interesting discovery led me to
investigate the low-speed characteristics
further. I should perhaps in fairness say
that the prototype21 was a bit out of trim
so perhaps the investigation was a little

unfair. Suffice to say that it is the only
glider which I can honestly say I really
could not persuade to spin (a fact confirmed by Gerhard's attempts). no matter whal mode of entry was adopted.
Stalling attempts were equally futile
except from rather extreme rates of
speed reduction. Whether this is a good
or bad characteristic in a IwO-Se<lter is a
debatable point but for day-to-day presolo instruction sharp spinning characteristics are an attribute which personally I would rather do without.
Since the prototype 21 hadn't finished
its official test flying programme at the
time I new it, aerobatics as such with me
aboard were out. Since I'm not a great
enthusiast Rt thermalling with my head
nearest the centre of the earlh. I can't
pretend that this fact upset me unduly.
But I willingly accept the word of those
who have had that dubious pleasure thal
the rnac,hine performs admirabJ:y tile
wrong way up, which it is stressed lodo.
The Schleicher factory airstrip is such
thal you wouldn't give it a seriolls second look as an olltlanding possibility, so
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TM.61 GLlD.ER RADIO
Now the new TM,6) Glider Radio,lame size but improved
outpul to 1.8 watt 1112.5 \/olls.
Actual size x 7 %" long, up 10 6 Channels, normally supplil"! wilh 130.1 and 130.4. complete wilh hand-held mike
(or Swan-neck boom mike, optional extra al £17), speaker
and wiring harness.
PRICE 1187,50
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LONDON SAILPLANES UD
Telephone Duns'oble 62068

it proved to be a good test of the
approach path characteristic'S of this
glider. In fact, improbable as the strip is
(most Schleicher visitors don't even realise il is there), the appro<lch was perfectly straightforward with the glide path
control of the large top surface only airbrakes being only marginally less effective than that of the ASK-13. As a subsequent night showed, sideslipping with
brake gave a glide path steep enough to
satisfy any last-minute field selection
enthusiast. Close to the ground airbrake
contro'l is smooth and easy, as the necessity to negotiate a strategically placed
drainage ditch on the downwind landing
proved, and the Im'ge drum wheel brake,
operated by the final part of the airbrake
travel. gave startling braking eff,idently
to the generously proportioned main
wheel.
A~ter rotating the AS K-21 about its
main wheel. an operation which required
no sweating or straining or putting on of
tail dollies, but a mere 51b downward
push force on the nose, I swapped seats
with Gerhard and ofT we went again.
Naturally the pupil's eye view was
totally unobstructed with the added
advantage as compared with the
ASK-13 of a more positive visual reference point in the form of the top of the
nose cone moulding. This time I braved
the take-ofT which proved to be absolutely straightforward. the nosewheel
system, which has been tested on an
ASK-13 for the previous two years,
proving to be a comfortable improvement on the usual nose skid arrangement. Otherwise front cockpit nying was
uncomplicnted and comfortable as that
from the rear except 'that the cockpit
sides were more conventionally close.
Only time wiU tell whether the
ASK-21 will enjoy the same degree of
popularity as lhat of the ASK-I3, but
with the pedigree of its 'design, the reputation of its designer' 'IInd the manufacturing standards of Schleicher's. it
will be very surprising if it doesn'\.
Further details are given in the
Scleicher adverllsement on 1'218.

Now the New TM.62 Ground Set
Fitted with 129.9, 130.1 and 130.4.

5 watts output.

Actual size X 8" deep.
Price £210 plus VAT

Send for details to: London Sailplanes Ltd., Tring Road,

Dunstable, Beds. Tel. Dunstable 62068.
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'The Sch eicher
ASK 21
Now In full production
The two-seater specifically designed with the practical aspects of FRP training in mind
Incorporating the company's experience of over two decades, of
two-seater trainer design and operation with the high technology
of Schleicher's world beating competiHve single seaters

Outstanding features Include:
Good performance - a GENUINE 1:34 plus
Excellent pilot comfort - will accommodate 2-metre tall
pilots front AND rear seats
Very easy ground handlling - can be rotated as easily as a K.13
Easy access to both seats
Robust, simple well sprung main wheell
Welll harmonized controls
Docile 'Iow speed handling
Good glide path control .
For details of the ASK.21 and the Schleicher range of ASK. 13, ASW.19 and ASW.20

.
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Write or Phone
J. R. Jetfries,
LONDON SAILPLANES LTD.,
lring Road, Dunstable Downs, Dunstable, Beds.
rei: Dunstable (0582)63419
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A Psy'chological' Perspective on Gliding
Part 2 ~ Anxiety and flying
KEITH A. NICHOLS

Inlhe same way that an engineer's world
is full of machines, a psychologist's
world is often concerned with anxieties.
Usually (but not always) other people's.
So in writ'ing about the issues of anxiety
in gliding I am not reflecttng some growing or hitherto unrevealed crisis in our
sport, but am simply writing of the things
that my background makes me likely to
be aware of.
The anxiety reactiol'l has evolved as a
stereotyped pattern of physiological
changes which direct and energise our
behaviour when a threat of some sort is
seen or associated wilh a situation that
we are dealing with. Since our perception of events and people is a flexible
produc! (in that we do not have access to
a shared rea'l world; but each construct
our own personal version) there is much
opportunity t@ see threat where it is not,
and 10 fail to see it where it does exist.

Do you feel nervous when
flying? If so, should you
do anything about it? In
this second article (see
S&G, April, p65 for Part 1)
Keith, of the Department
of Psychology, EX,eter
University, recommends
anxiety management.

of nervousness, although a good many of
these later :become confident. Of lhe
post-solo ,pilots it was thought that
maybe up to HY70 continued 10 be nervous 10 a level that held them back to
some degree, er at least made for
considerable discomfort at times.
Before going on I ought to clarify my
terms a little, since nervousness and
anxiety are rather general and vague. It's
arbitrary but perhaps we might accept
the following Ihree part classification
based on I~vels of emotion:
(I) Functional apprehension refers 10
An added burden
the sl'ight stirrings of anxiety that proPeople are enormousl:y different in the
vokecaution and vigilance in response to
s'ituations which they find threatening.
an awareness of potential hazard. WithAn ice cool pilot may find himself dry
out this we would all have flamboyant,
mouthed with anxiety when addressing short, psychopathic lives as pilots.
an audience, and similarly, a nervous
(2) Manageable. Imt I,imiting anxiely.
pilot may drive his car with fearless
Here we are talking of anxious feelings
abandon. Much of psychological litera- which a pilot knows to be unreasonable
ture is taken up with attempts to account and resents, but cannot easily shake off
for such variability. For our purposes because they are powerful and intrusive.
here it is perhaps beller if we accept it, These anxious feelings do not stop him
rather ,than try to explain it. There are
flying but can limit what he does in comthough, two important principles to be
parison to others.
There is no systematic survey of such
emphasised. Firs,t that nervoUsness with
fly,ing is in no way a valid predictor of anxieties, but probably ,there will be cerlain "Itrigger" situations which are found
nervousness or neuroticism in other
situalions. Secondly, thal the origins of to be particularly bothersome. A lisl of
nervousness in flying are many in the more frequently occurring of these is
number. Some pilots may 'be il,1 at ease
bound to include fears of solo flying (in
pre-s,olo pilots), unusual, attitudes, spinbecause they are prone to imagine
hazardous outcome, others because of ning, steep turns, strong turbulence and
win!Js, going into cloud, going out of glidfears from the past (a fear of falling, for
ing or visual range of the home field,
example), olhers because they get anxious if they do nol have full control over field landings and so on. Of course, in
events, and so on. Uniformity is, therethe history of mosl pilots these will be
fore, distinctly 'lacking. when it comes to the more demanding events anyway. But
accounti,ng for anxiety. But what is defi- whereas many will quickly gain confinite is lh~t a proportion of pilots dence ,the nervous pilot will find a prob(amongst whom i number myself inci- lem of continuing lension and may well
dentally}, have to accept nervolllsness as exerdse avoidance in relation to his paran added burden to deal with in I.heir ticular aversions. Those who do push
gliding ac,tivities. What the exact proporthemselves into feared situations probtion is I frankly do not know. A quick
ably find it is at considerable personal
check with some of our iJ}structors at cost and that it 'leaves them stressed and
North Hill suggested that about 3Q..4001o , shaky. Irritali,ng nervousness of this type
of people in training show obvious s.igns can Qflen be diminished with constant
October/November 1979

practice and exposure to feared situa·
tions, but will flood back again Once
praclice lapses. So a gap in flying of several months can wipe out hard won gains,
in confidence,
Risking being rather trite, it is worth
squaring things up a little by noting that
regular confrontation wi'lh personal fears
of this type demands a certain amount of
courage from a pilot. Perhaps more so
than in the case of a naturally relaxed
pilot: simply because the experience is
Ihat much' more demanding for the nervous pilot.
(3) Incapacitating panic. Not a regular
experience for pilots, but it can happen.
Indeed, it is responsible for the occasional accident, 'Panic Is an emotional
sta,te where rational control and logical
thought break ~own and a person is driven by a very powerful urge to escape.
In flying the effects ate obvious, a pilot
is effectively disabled. It is he, not his
machine, which is out of conlrol.
In this arlicle I am really concerned
with the second of these categories. Two
q\lestions arise. Should pilots do somet,hing about nervousness, and if so what?
The first point is easily dealt with.
There are no "shoulds". It ,is a personal
choice. Some people clearly gain much
from the confrontation with, their anxieties in gliding and derive a sense of significance and triumph from it all. In fact,
not long ago I talked w,ith a person who
gave up gliding because he had acquired
confidence and he preferred a sport that
produced s-ome fear for him (he turned to
deep water saili,ng. People can be perverse, you know. Somet,imes the thing
they comp'lain about is very important to
them).
My suspicion though is that most
nervous pilots would ralher be free of
their reactions so that they can develop
more as pilots. In which case there are
thin,gs tQ be done.
It is fashionable in my ,field alt the
momenl to talk of anxiety management.
The term is helpful in that it carries a
message. Ralher than pursuing the target
of getting rid of anxieties one initially
I might accept them as a present reality
and seek to counter their effects and live
with them more effectivdy. Thus, we
may accept that Ihere will be anxious
reactiens to some stages of a flight, but
by means of careful preparation minimis'e the disturbance that this has on our
behaviour and experience. It is also well
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known that it is possible to progressively
erode anxieties if an intelligent planned
approach is adopted. To give you a
glimpse of the siJ1ple and practical techniques employed1n this work r have set
out below a few short notes whkh I hope
will serve as an introduction:
Problem analysis - specifICation or the
ideal. It is essential to have a clear knowledge of what differences exist between
the known ideal physical~ and psychological state in flying and what actually happens. The first task is therefore one of
observation and recording. Take a simple example - somebody who is very
tense on a winch launch. He needs to
watch himself carefully on a couple of
launches and then go home and record
the details in writing. He will ask what
the content of his thinking was prior to
launcb, how he behaved physically during the launch, and with what strategy he
conducted that part of the flight. It is
very likely that the pre-flight thoughts
will be found to be rather threat laden (or
to put it rather more simply, full of
unreasonable estimates of hazard and
personal inadequacy in the "what if
... , I won't be able to ... and I can't
... " vein). Pre-flight nerves will be a
direct consequence of the pilot giving his
unopposed attention to such thoughts
and the development of an expectation
of hazard or traumatic experience.
The physical behaviour needs to be
similarly detailed. The likely observations in our example are of flustered
(possibly repetitious) checks, and dur,ing
the actual launch a fixed pattern including tightly gripping the control column,
clinging on to something at the side of
the cockpit, staring at the instruments
rather than looking out, and a rigid muscular tension involving much of the
body. Control movements will be gross
and events such as signalling launch
speed errors resisted. As far as strategy
goes this pilot may well real:ise that the
whole event was approached fearfully
and rather than a deliberate thoughtful
attempt to improve and enjoy the launch
it was a matter of expecting it to be bad
and getting it over with somehow. Analyses like this should be done thoroughly.
They are a valuable guide and often
revea'l that the entire event has become
dominated by " rigid set of thoughts and
habits and that nothing systematic has
been attempted to oppose these.
Equally important is the job of
specifying kow things should be in the
idea)" Work this out by rational analysis
of the situation and by discussion with
instructors. * Obviously there will be
some general pr,inciples. There is a clear
·Some of Derek Piggotl's books are helpful on the
specification of ideal flying behaviour. eg Beginning
GIIdIDI·
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need to oppose Irrationally threat laden
think through the way in which he will
thoughts with more realistic appraisals of try to modify his behaviour.
personal ability, past successes and
Self instruction during the night. The
likely outcome. There is a need for 'controuble in the air is that one can get distrolled and deliberate physical response
tracted from endeavours to relax and
in the context of a body slalte which is
oppose anxieties. Old habits will reapfree of redundant mUSCUlar tensions,
pear.. A useful way of keeping on target
such as rigid shoulders and arms. The
is to verbalise aloud instructions about
gaze should be directed by issues of the required behaviour. I could easily get
interest, accurate flying and safety, not
embarrassed telling you to talk to yourself but fortunately it is .common practice
anxiety.
The point of specifying the ideal is to
amongst athletes and is occasionally
bring out the discrepancies one has in
recommended by flying instructors (I
comparison to it, and 10 derive a set of was complaining to one the other day
targets for change. These need to be ,kept
about my circuits getting a little sloppy
in mind in alJ flights. Without this sense
and he suggested talking myself round).
of analytic commitment improvement ' In a situation where tension is ,expected,
becomes more a matter of chance since
a person can greatly improve h'is chances
many people remain nervous, because
of changing -by taking on the role of
they get locked into the habit of nervous
instruction and encouragement and talkthoughts and behaviour.
ing aloud in that role to himself. Of
course there is a time and place for
Rehearsal in Imagery - pre-fljght preparation. Pursuing our example the pilot
everything and it may be opportune to
with the winch launch! problem needs to
forgo this particular aid at times. Somema'ke a very positive effort 'towards perhow with a passenger sitting next to you
sonal preparation. It has two phases.
It does not seem the best moment to be
Having worked out, almost like a script,
saying aloud "now for God's sake try
and relax and stop, gripping the damn
the sequence of how he would like to
behave he can rehearse this in imagery .
stick like an oar", if you see what I
It means time set aside to relax in an mean.
armchair without distraction and imagine I
Progressive controlled exposure. (Not
the event through several times at a
what some of you might be thinking - it
session in a realistic approximation (for
is more boring than that.) This is a cornhim) of the ideal form. He will, theremonsense technique which basically
fore, imagine slow deliberate checks,.
involves a programme of events which
relaxing physically and breathing easily
get progressively closer to some feared
in the cockpit just before rolling, relaxing
but desired end-point. Let's change our
down once in the air and looking out and
,example to that of spinning. A pilot Who
around. He will emphasise imagining the
is fr,ightened of spinning will find it useful
feel of the controls and using light slower
to work on (and have the instructor work
movements. Finally he will go through
on) a sequence of events which lead up
the idealised versions of cable breaks
to the tar,gel of being able to spin on
one's own without too much trouble. I'll
and signaliling. It is necessary to imagine
these events through fully and remain
use a personal anecdote here because
physicaJl,y relaxed while doin,g so (this is
spinning has always been a hurdle for
a standard teohnique in clinical psycholme. It became a positive obstacle when
recently I went throug'J;t power training.
ogy for dealing with fears - it has a good
history for being helpful). Obviously this
Despite any official· descriptions my
can be used for any aspect of flying from
experience of a Cessna 150 spinning is
that i' falls with a sickening thump into a
circuits to loops. and is by no means for
eXClusive use of those dealing with anxnasty flicking spin. I felt dreadfully
ieties. It is useful for tel:hnique refinealarmed with the first demonstration. t
ment by any pilot.
had to use all. the tricks listed above and
The second aspect of personal prepblend these with a programme of proaration has to do with the ten minutes
gressiveexposure. Th,is involved two of
before a night. A time of critical Importhe weekly sessions just siuing passively
tance because any benefit accrued by the
trying to rela~ while my instructor Ted
King spun and ,recovered us, Next sesabove will be los' if the pilot involved
allows himself to be launched hastily
sions of following through on the conwithout finally reminding and briefing
trols (not. that r did not know what (0 do,
himself on how he ,intends to be physithat was not the point) again practising
cally, behaviourally and psychologically.
relaxing and not wrestling with the airThe person with the winching phobia in
craft. Having progressed to managing
whose fate we have acquired an interest
spins dual there came a set of proneeds to get away from tile launch line
gressions towards spinning the thing
and all the people in order to prepare
solo; Gentle s'talls, stall.ing w'ith fl'apsand
picking up a dropped wing with the rudhimself and get into the feding of the
der and so on. Such an approach
manner in which he is trying to fly, ie to
ordained that a day would come when
slow down and relax. He needs a final
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with copious self-adminis,tered exhortation it was up to 4000 ft oVer the Exe
estuary and no more messing about. So it
did.
,
Any pilot with aJirarea of difficulty ,in
training can make an illtelligent breakdown of the troublesome event and produce a programme of progress'ive steps
towards the idealised alternative. Collaboration with a sympathetic instructor
makes things thal much easier.
Anxiety managemenf. Fillally the general stance taken to difficulties of the
type we have mentioned is clearly very
important. One has to "budget" for
being a nervous pilot ill terms of commItting the efforl, discipline and patience to
oppose it. Rather like following a track
with a crosswInd there must be a constant correction to tight the effect. This
means that the beginning of each season
may be taken up with going ,through the
same exercises, rehearsals and pro-

grammes again, because during the layoff the ,insecuriti:es wi'll have crept back.
11 may be necessary during the Season
too.
If you can involve someone ,else in
your struggle all the beUer. Someone
with whom you talk prior to a mght and
agree targets and thell report back ,to
after. It prodwces an atmosphere of
,responsi'bility and commitment. This
then is the business of anxielY maliagement.
Finally a last word about instructors.
Their style is important for some are
reas,suring and some are anxiety inducing, A nervous Irainee needs to build an
expectation of himse,lf tflat he -can cope.
Instructors wllo emphasise positive
feedback. pointing ou,t strengths and
achievements as w-ell as weaknesses and
failure, are going to help him. But
instructors who give' mainly negative
feedback always emphasising error,

danger and the' 'what ifs." of a situation
fue'l the nervousness and wea'ken the
trainee's belief in his ability to manage.
Some instructors fall back on the
s'ledge hammer technique of Itotal exposure to the feared situal,ion (it is used in
psychology by some too). So for the
unslls.pecting trainee who has ·,confessed
to problems it is three loops, a chandelle,
a full spin and "you have control". It
can work, but it is a gamble and could be
like pouring petrol on a fire. On the other
hand there is lillle future in colluding
with a trainee and avoiding any exposure
to his difficull situations. A lillJe gentle
directiveness can be. a generous contribution towards a person's flying history.
To those readers who have felt that
the issues dealt with ,in this article are
personally relevant I recommend the
approach of anxiety management, and I
wish you well with your efforts.

AIRMANSHIP IN THERMALS
It is generally true to say that anyone accident could always have been worse and also
that the typi'cal reaction is to invoke measures to prevent a recurrence, Elsewhere in this
issue there is a report of a mid-air collision. However crowded a thermal may be it is evident that the hazards are not great, clear-air collisions being rare. The finer points related
to maintaining separation are, more usually, learnt rather than taught. Here BILL SCULL,
BGA Director of Operations,examines the various factors in the light of the recent accident.
The mles regardiAg sharing or joining a
thermal are quite simple and are given in
Laws and Rules for gilder pilots: Operational Regulations 6.10 "A glider Joining
another in a thermal shall circle in the
same direction as that established by the
first." Recommended Practices (RP)
(19) amplifies this: "When joining or
leaving a Iherma,I, a p,ilot should fly in
such a manner that other gliders shall not
be required to 'take avoiding action. No
abrupt or ilarge .changes of direction or
speed when centr,ing or joining or leaving
a thermall should be made unless the pilot
is absolulely certain that (here is no
other glider in the thermal or vicinity."
Purther RP (20~ states: "No pilot
should dosely follow another glider, or
remain flying in its blind spot, unless he
is absolutely certain that its pilot has
seen him and knows exactly his whereabouts."
This might be regarded as slightly contentious; the coro'llary to "or remain flying in it'S blind spot" is accepting Someone flying in yours (blind spot). Almost
everyone must have done this at some
time or other and accepted i,t because the
other pilot is a "reliable sort of clhap",
"always keeps a good lookout, you
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know". However good a lookout the
these a'ternative avoiding actions:
olher pilot maintains it mllst be accepted
I. Both tighten the (urns.
that flying in such a way as to rely on the '
2. Both alter cOUl'se to the ,'ight.
other pilot's lookout increases the risks.
The second complies with the standard
The third RP (21) says, in essence,
coHision avoidance rwles but I. might be
that you accept ful'l respons,ibility for colthe betc{er action to take. However in
lision avoidance if you fly in the other
practice it a'll depends on circumstances
pilot's blind spot. Furthermor,e that the
and the need for <tnticipaling the poteng,lider in whose blind spo'\ you ate nying
tial hazard.
should not have to take avoiding action
Tihis example suggeststh<t( there is
when the other glider becomes visible
need for a rule for overtaking (vertical
again.
sense again) in thermals. This would be a
These three RPs deal with ithe broad
ditlkult one to write and even more difprinciples of flying together in thei'mals.
ficult to app,ly in practice. Should the
Actual practice however shows up a
overtaking glider fly outside on a wider
number of potentiali hazards which most
circle, or inside it? The chances are that
pilots will have experienced occasionunless it's inside (in the core of the therally. These hazards often occur because
mal) it will not be possible to overtake
the circles bei,ng flown are not concenanyway. The decision if you are' 'climbtric.
ing through" another glider mllst take
The extreme example of this is w~en
into account the basic TU'res already mentwo gliders, both turning left, find themtioned with particular emphasis on:
selves facing each other head-oll. It is
I. Not forcing the other pilot to give
probable that one of them (or both) is not
way.
properly centred ,in the thermal; almost
2. The blind spot considerations cerlainly one gl/ider is overtaking the
pUlling yourself in his or him in
oth.er - in the v.ertical sense. The risks
yours.
are evident and l,he avoiding acti0n obviThe other factors which determine
ous - or is it? Facing each other headwhether such practice is acceptable or
not might be termed circling (formation)
on but both banked to the left might give
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

compatibility which requires gliders
sharing a thermal to fly with similar bank
angles and speeds and in substantially
concentric circlt>. We all know what
happens if none of these criteria are met;
one pilot's nerve breaks and he either
rejoilils the thermal lower down or finds
another one. 'f. on oc.casion, the other
pilot joins your thermal and, you suspect. has not seen you at all then your
departure will be immediate. Onl'y rarely
will the reaction be "this so-and-so isn't
going to push me out of my thermal".
The philosophy of sticking liP for one's
rights almost certainly will increase the
hazard because in jockeying for the best
positiolil closer proximity than usual wil<l
have to be accepte(!;
Polite thermalling has, therefore, the
additional criteria of:
I. Circle concentricity.
2. Similar speeds and angles of bank.
In practice different speed and angles
of bank are acceptable in some circumstances - the K-8 circling inside the
waterballasted Nimbus 2 for example (at
300 bank and speeds of 35 and 55kt

respectively the difference ,in radius of
,turn is nearly 300ft). The K-8 would do
three circles to the Nimbus's two
(approx) and so would effectively be
overtaking on the inside, to use Cl motoring analogy: the concentricity/
speed/bank criteria must, in the final
analysis, take into acount adequate sepam/ion.

Failure to maintain adequate separation increases the risk; the circumstances leading up to an accident usually
means that a number of factors have
,combined - usually in quick succession
- and a point of no return (PNR) has
been reached after which the collision
may be unavoidable.
Additional psychological factors here
may include the competitive spirit - trying to climb faster than the other gliders
(aHhough ,if everypne is centred the difference in climb rate is not alllhat significant), plus t.he ones already mentioned
of "he's ,not going to push me out" and
Ihe more subtle (and insidious) ''I'm
centred - it's up to him 10 make his
circle concentric with mine." Too many

CONVERT TO POWER
THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blac'kbushe Airport; Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Sepcial Course. for Glider Pilot. tQ obtain
Private Pilot'. licence
Silver C Conversion Course.
Normal Course. for PrivatePilol'. lkenc·e
Night FlyiQg - In.trument Flying - RlT - Aerobatic.
Fly:ng In.tructor Course.
CAA. Approved Course. 35 hours
licen.ed Bar, Diners Club Credit C"rd. accepted
Barclaycard' and Acce.. Qccepled
CFI Lauri. AdJing'Ol'l

YATElEY 87374:7 (Management) B72152 (OperQtion.)
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psychological pressures obviously
'increase ;t'he r,isks or the chances one is
prepared to take.
Past the poillt of no return collision
avoidance may prove difficult for the
sole reason that to increase separation
may require an early break from the
circle or one glider 10 accelerate and the
other to slow down. If the glider which
needs to accelerate is flying slowly at the
time it cannot climb and may not be able
to tigh'ten the circle aill that much. Whatever the avoiding action necessary it is
almost certain that the situation should
not hav.e arisen ill the first place. ,t"s a
bit like the situation on a motorway
where three lanes reduce to two; inevitable, and largely due to a lack of anticipation. separatioll is reduced. If when
there were three lanes this was margin<ll
(ie less than thinking distance/reaction
time) from the vehicle in front. it is
bOUJld to be less. and potentially fraught.
in two lanes.
The margin for error in any circumstance musl allow for a mistake on the
other pilot's part. No matter how great
the pressures are . failure to make this
allowance, if a collision were adjudicated, would be regarded as a degree of
negligence or bl'ame.
The message should be loud and clear:
Maintain adequate separation and allow
for the fact that the other pilot may be
one of the "Blunders".*
Aim to make circles concentric with
those of other gliders; if they are, different speeds and ang'les of bank may be
acceptable.
Don', rely on the other pilots' lookoutthey are probably as busy as you are.
Don', react to the pilot who pushes you
out of a thermal in the way that a motorist who has been "carved up" does. The
other pilot probab'ly has nerves of steel
Or no imagination; Consider whether it is
better to give way a~d fly again tomorrow.
Soaring in company ,is a subtle art and
changes take place insidiously.
'The TV drivillg paJfJllafit.l·.

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
The Atr Apparatus & Valve A.I.R, Z4 se"ies oxygen equipment for gliders Is now
available for self Installation, comprising a control head and 630 litre oxygen cylinder.
With all the in-flight olllygen controls situated in the one position, this control head has
been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to Drug
Tariff Speciftcation 018.
The cylinder.Is of Briti<lh manufacture and earries C.A.A. approval No. E 11460.
It is supplied vall'ed and Charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The Company also supplies por,table oxygen equipment based on 230-and 630 Iit,re
cylinders, and flice masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In ,the unlikely event or servicing being required, the Company operates a 24-hour
turn round postal system.

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LlD
Oakfleld Works, Branksome Hill Road, Cam~erley, Surrey
Tel: Camberley 35073/35486
October/November 1979
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THE NAVY'S NEW RECRUIT
NEEDS NEW RECRUITS.
As a Fleet Air Arm Pilof, you could take oHin t.he Sea Harrier ski-jump

;et - the new generation of Naval fixed wing fighter.
Or you could take control ofthe 160-knot Lynx: the first RN small
ships helicopter with a self-contained radar-guided missile system.
If you're in the sixth form or at University, and interested in such a ;ob,
we'd like to hear from you.
Minimum qualifications for Fleet Air Arm Officer are: age between 17 ond 26 On entry;
5 C-grade '0' levels (or equivalent) including Ma,ths, English Language and a Physics-based Science.

~: Captain D. Pentreoth RN, Officer E;;;;;' Section (896SH1), OIi'id;;;;;'Uy BuJd;n;]
Spring Gardens, London SW1A 2BE.
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"WHY , NOT THE HALF HOMEBUILT1"
Alongside the mega-million-pound confections of the world's aerospace giants
at the Paris International Air Show at
le Bourget in June, a 'bunch of French
schoolboys aged between 14 and 16 was
quietly building a 37: I glide-ratio sailplane.
The latest project of the pupils at the
Edouard Herriot Col:lege at LivryGagnan near Paris was the centrepiece
of the French Gliding Federation's display.
Under the leadership of woodwork
teacher and Diamond pilot Jean Magne
the boys at Herriot have, since 1967,
built no fewer than four Fauconnel
single-seaters and drastically modified
one; repaired a badly bent Co311 sailplane and a Stampe SV -4 aerobatic biplane; made the moulds for a home-built
glass-fibre project; recovered a Bijave
two-seater for the National Soaring
Centre at St Auban and, in 1974, undertook construction of the prototype Carman 15-34 Kit-Club 15m sailplane.

than that of the kind of homel'>uilt project
which, unaided, most amateurs would
choose to undertake.
Builders of the Kit-Club receive the
wings raw from the mould and ready for
hand-finishing, which is expensive in
terms of commercial man-hours. But,
overall, ,. half-and-half factory {amateur
project can be completed far more
rapidly than a whoHy home built sailplane, giving rather less time for the
constructor's initial enthusiasm to flag.
It should certainly be well within the
competence of a keen club to organise a

asks BOB RODWELL

sma'll team 10 complete such ao addition
to the fleet within the duration of a relatively shorl winter dosedown.
There is a lot of talk currently about
stimulating the very low level of amateur
construction in the UK gliding movement and of a design compe·tilion for a
suitable l1omebuilders' machine. I suggest that consideration should be given
to the Carman-style approach, marrying
amateur enthusiasm and thriftiness with
professional factory skills to produce the
wings which, after all. do the essential
aerodynamic work.

Parisian Pot.. Pourri
Photographs by CHISPIN RODWELL

Ready for wave season
The aircraft being built alle Bourget in
June was a "production" example of the
now certifictlted Kit-Club and was destined for the C6te d' Azur Soaring Centre
at Fayelilce, whose neet it should join
before the wave season later this year.
The point about the Carman Kit-Olub
is that it marries factory.built high:precision glass-fibre wings of the Carman 15-36 with an easilyA)uilt wooden
fusel'age and empennage, to obtain most
of the aerodynamic advantages of highcost professiona'l construction with some
of the economies of homebuilding, thus
obtaining a rather better perfor"mance

/
/
..

./

Top: Latest addition to the ever-lengthening range of Rumanian sailplanes is the IS-29EM Single-seater motor glider, available with both 15m and 20m
wings and powered by a French ~ectimo 12()()cc, 39hp engine. Now ceNiticated in Rumania, first deliveries of the IS·29EM are scheaulea /or neKI year.
Left: Up and over for' Mme Paulette Fournier., wife of well-known french lightplane designer, Rene Fournier, as she displays features of the Rf.9 IW.o-seater
Limbach-powered motor glider. fhe ~F.9 enters production in October at an initial rate of two a month. The claimed best gliQf1 angle is 28:1. Right: The
newest shape among the soaring hardware et le Bourget was the C;lrman 15-38 which the french company Siren is to build alongside the Sil~ne and Iris
at Issoire.
October/November 1979
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REGIO~ALS'RESULTS

with more results to come
In 8 future Issue•
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SA LPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
WRITE Of,! PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.,
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

INTER-UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK SaltbY,July9-13
No, not the same as Uniglide, for this was a cros,s-counlry only
contest and thus complementary 10 the aims of Uniglide which
,is a get-tog,ether for non cross-country ,flying.
This contest, in its first year off the ground, has started by
being a huge success. Twelve pilots, with e",perience from presolo to three Diamonds, were able to enjoy five days of lasks
umler the direction of Brian Spreckley, National Coach.
On Day I, due 10 o\lercas~ and strong NW wind, a fun out
and return task to Belvoir Hill (200ft and six miles away). Two
aircraft made it back, using ,the only thermal of the day. Day 2,
task A was a 13 tkm triangle which was completed by everyone
electing for this distance while task B was a 96km declared goal
for Sil'ver distance hunters - al1d three were 'successful. A
2€lOkm triangl'e on Day 3 and al14km triangle on Day 4 was
completed by everyone but ttle 130km triangle on Day 5 wasn't
completed.
Achievements: Pete Whitehead (Edinburgh, K-I) completed all tasks except on Day 5. Bob Fletcher (Notlingham,
K-I3) somehow managed not to complete the tasks - by landing at Leicester East on three days running. It sti'lI isn't known
what attraction that airtield had for him! Jim Wilson (Edin-

burgh, K-8}, Dave Chapman (Nottingham, K·8) and Geoff
Lyons (Nottingham, K-6cR) achieved their Silver distances.
Final results, scoring to National Ladder IUles, as follows:
I Pete Whitehead (Edinburgh), 2877pts; 2 Bob f,letcher
(Nottingham). 976pts; 3 Geoff Lyons (Nottingham), 863pts with
Edinburgh University ahead of Nottingham Uni,versit.y on
team scores by 3877plS to 2824.
Inter-Untversities Task Week, 1980
It is hoped to hold this eVent again at Saltby, provisionally
from July 7-13. It will be open to all members, including staff. of
University, Polytechnic and College GCs, Further information
can be obtained from David Chapman, Nottingham University
GC, Athletks Union, University Park, Noningham.
A message fl'OID Pete Whitehead
This was a superb week with good weather, a relaxed but
competit,ive atmosphere, good food by Trish and kind hospitality
from our hosts. Buckminster Gc. This year many entrants
withdrew due to finaneml problems (the time to budget for
next year is now}, but I hope all the University; Polytechnic
and College GCs in the country (and there are many) make a
point of including this event in their calendar next year.

GLIDER & LIGHIT AIRCRAFT
IINSURANCE
Including Aeroengine Breakdown and Flying Accident Insurance
All premiums payable by Access or Borclaycard

For a Specialist Service at Competitive Rates
Contact: John Sivell or Jeffery Temple-Heald

,
11

r------"'i

October/November 19;9

Aviation Underwriti,ng Dept.

HOlMES HUlBERT (~~~~:n&) LTD.
1 2~ 14 DEVONSH,IRE ROW
LONDON E.C.2

Represented
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SOARING
ACROSS
COUN.,RY
BILL SCULL, Director
of Operations, British
Gliding Association
Cross-country soaring provides an unlimited progressive scale of
challenge and achievement. In Soaring Across Country. Bill Scull,
instructor for twenty years. sets targets (or pilots, encourages
self-confidence and explains techniques. A par icular feature of
the book is a sequence of photographs taken on an actual crosscountry flight. showing how to select good navlga.tlonal features,

£7. • 95

216 x 138mm 192 pages
50 line drawings 25 photos

GLIDING
AND SOARING
Bill Scull
The challenge of gliding, the thrill of the
first solo flight. the element of
excitement and hidden fears, are all
captured in this Introductory book,
together with advice on how to get
started, the team effort of getting the
glider airborne, developing skills as a
pilot. and the progress to flying
across country.

, Like all good instructors, he
uses a (ew well chosen words
to say a lot. ,

Flight Internotlonal

250 x 190mm
Fully illustrated
64 pages

£3.20

HANG GLIDING
Martin Hunt,

first Chairman,
British Hang Gliding Association, and

David Hunn
A complete gl,Jide to hang gliding that tells you how
and where to do it and what are the limits and
dangers. Chapters cover the materials and
manufacture of hang gliders, how they stay up,
equipment and kit, the future of propelled design
improvements, thermal and wave lift and cross
country flight.
210 x 197mm SS b/w photos. 16 colour

£5.95
228

PELHAM BOOKS
SAILPLANE & GLIDiNG

<~.

ErrEVEN

LONG,LAND

Stop Press! God not dead, merely resigned
The gliding movement, not to mentiorl that Class B apple,
Earth, has an exciting time ahead of it, though whether this will
be the overwhelmingly positive experience that "exciting"
might suggest is more than open to doubt. Escalating fuel
prices; inflation i r.ecession; tyranny; human isolation and
despair; random violence (not that there is anything to be said
for the other sOrt!) .. , and all the r.est! Hell, dear friends, is
actually here. now, not safely rotting away in some distant dustbin of discredited ideas.
Clearly the problems facing ,the ,gliding movement are not
uniquely those of the movement. They reflect pustular emptions of more unpLeasant prob'lems that are certainly not going
to go away while we look in the other direction and think desperately of flying! This is 110 mild mid-European skirmish; the
eventual victory of right and a b'lissful return 10 the habits of
yesterday. On the contrary, whatever happens in the next few
years, things win never be the same again.
Our problems can be placed into four groups; a) Fuel, b)
Costs" c) Airspace and d) Our atlitudes to these problems - a
matter closely linked with why ,the problems arose in the first
place. OOhese four groups, Airspace, though a serious problem,
is minor compared with the others. After all, one doesn't need
Airspace if there's nothing to put into it. Fuel and Costs are
clearly major problems. As far as Fuel is concerned, our possible courses of action are rat'her limited.
We need fuel, no matter what, and even if someone invented
an anti-gravity motor it would almost certainly be expensive
and one can bet that it would require some highly sophisticated
fuel, itself. Since there is plenty of,expertise that can be brought
to bear on the fuel problem, (if only it can find the ellergy to
organise itself and slart doing something), '"m not going to concern myself with Fuel, except to say that the longer we wait
before we do something about it, the worse the cu~e ~s likely to
be,
Whilst lack of fuel may seem I,ike the kiss of death to gliding,
the more subtle and sly wolf in Grandmama's clothing is Cost.
Gliding has never been really cheap. If it is not expensive in
terms of money, 't is certainly a ravenous consumer of time.
Not so long ago the quoted prices for high performance gllidelcs
wel'e ,in the region of .£1000 - for those days a small fortune.
Gliders still cost a small fortune, and additionally, in times of
economic uFlcertainty they are an eXltre·mely poor investment.
You can't 'Spend a giider, nor do very much else with it if you
can't fly. (] suppose that if it is made of wood you can at least
break it up and burn it for warmlh.) Most people look to clubs
to provide them with something to Ifly. As financial questions
become more press,ing people become less and less wililing to
fork out money, not just to buy gliders of their own (which isn'l
so important), but 10 tlc,wally fly - and that certainly isn ',t good
from a club's point of view. Couple rising launch costs to those
incurred simply arriving al the sile and you have a very powerOcloberlNovember 1979

~~/~
~
ful disincentj,ve to fl:ying,. Unfortunately the effect of cost is not
confined to reducing club r,evenue. It also affects flying safety.
Three or four years ago peopl'e would take a launch ,into non
soarable skies just ror the fun of it, perllaps to prio\ctise some
modest exercise, or merely to amuse themselves and frighten
everybody else with aerobalics. The tendency now is for pilots
to sit on the gwumd until they are quite sure that puning down
their hard cash will make them s'tay up, This suggests t'hat .£x for
the extra circuit and landing is not regarded as preferable to
coming a more expensive crop.per later on through simple 'lack
of practice. When a pilot does decide to 'aunch, on an aerotow,
he will almost certainly pull off tow a good deal lower than 'he
might have in cheaper times, prepared to risk an outlandillgjust
outside the site boundary, or a dangerOUsly low cir,cuit, or, what
is in some ways far worse, to return a few minutes later and
indulge in a one man riot with the tug pilot, or anyone else who
happens to be in earshot.

Stop Press! Punch and Judy seek Earth franchise!
It is possible to divide mankind into three indistinct
categories. Kickers, Kicked and those who don',t wan I to be
either - those in the middle.
If the wOI'ld were a sane place, which it obviously is not, the
Kicked and the Kickers would come together, mutually
attracted by their complementary needs, and either annihi ate
each other completely like maller and anti-matter, or live happily ever after doing what comes naturally. Most importantly
they would leave the Middle alone. Such a Utopian anrangement has never been known to work. The Kicked are perversely drawn, not to those who might s~rve their deepest
interests best, but to provoking the Middle to outrage - usually
by constant beJlyaching! Af(er the mess is over - ouch!- the
Kicked wallow in glutinous and gooey puddles of guilt, crying,
"Oh dear! Why Oh why did ,I make you do thal'? ] feel so
utterl,y despicabl'e making you do that!" Equally perversely, the
Kickers findllittle or no pl'easure in knocking the s'luf'ting out of
those bits of human funniture that lon,g to be sat UIX.m. The
Middle, at'tacked from both sides, and tricked into virtually
killing themselves, gradually shrivel up and die, the victims of
that most secrel of all crimes - a psychological murder which
leaves the corpse buried securely in the victim. The real culprits
live on. The Kicked continue to sigh and moan li'ke the whoopee
cushion wind in a hundred thousand desolate chi,mneys, and
the Kickers, naturally an'xious to please nobody but their
own true self (as they see it !), leap around like unkissed frogs,
or demented Kung Fu experts engaging in helpful and meaningful activities like shattering bricl<s and breaking Ihe odd neck or
two.
Basically, this is what problem d is all about. 'It might seem to
be a minor problem, but one factor most important to the health
of the gliding movement is the general relationship between its
members. A club, like the movement, requires a good "atmos-
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

P K-20E

MOTOR SAILPLANE
FROM FINLAND

•

In series production

•

41 LID ot 60kt

•

Take-off to 45ft in 330yds

•

Power to spare

•

Empty weight only 660lbs

•

1980 options available

BALL ELECTRIC VARIOMETERS
Sole UK Agency
•

Latest models in stock

•

Very low battery consumption - os low os I ma

•

All self-contoined - no awkward bottles

•

Standard sizes 3* and 2~ inch available

•

Netto, cruise, variable gain, variable damping and averager available

WATCH FOR DETAILS OF A NEW SAILPLANE FROM FINLAND
AND OF COURSE: C's OF A, REPAIRS, TRAILERS, SPARES AND INSTRUMENTS

JOHN HULME

BOTTISHAM · CAMBRIDGE
Telephone Cambridge 8 J J323
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phere" _Almosphere is Iilot some mysterious force that survives
and tlourislhes by itself, blJt neither is it enli'rely dependenl on
whether the launching facilities are working or no!. A good
atmosphere coiliJ.s oul of genuine rnu tl!J aI' co-operation, not
mo!,ivaled by ellJ1er Kicked or Kicker psychology _ A few
enthusiastic and tolerant people can raise the level of club operations to something mQre than the sporty chasing after badges,
winning competitions, or spenclmg a hundred years relaying the
field drains - and not tlying in toe meanwhile. By way of
contrast, a few of the other sort ol' people can sufficiently misplace their energy enough to wreck a club. And so the quality of
the atmosphere is rather V'ital; and not to be judged solely by the
amount of babbl,ing in the pundits bar, but by whether each
member of the club, regardless of his or her level of ski/{ and
experience, aCIJ1ally feels, Ihal the club ,is a worthwhile place to
go 10.

Stop press: Cain and Abel sign non aggression pact
In the world at large, co-operation is al'most always enforced
by I1Iles and regulations. Some are commonsense. The vast majority
ate the result of whim and prej~dice. One thing that rules
and regulations Cannol do, though it is what they are supposed
to do, is make peo,ple good. You might just as well wag a dog's
tail to make it feel happy. Gliding clubs are in a rather limited
sense, co-operati,ves. For those that are run without a full time
pr~Jfessional staff, vohmtary labour is a must. h helps to keep
the costs down (sometimes at the expense ol' efficiency) and
produces, on the whole, a much more cohesive club spirit. Anything woich tends to desllioy thal actually helps to break down
the gliding movement as a whole, .to produce cliques and factions leading to further "organic" irritation between members;
a process which, in the human body, leads to prolonged and
debilitating illnes.s climaxing in major surgery. I n other words,
allowing that least tangible of club assets, its atmospheFe, to
become poisoned ensures that the patien.t may not survive the
cure. Clubs are obviously going to hav,e to cope with the problems produced by fuel and costs but they will also nave to cope
with the m0l'e intractable one of people's altitudes. If the
movement as a whole, Inils moment of crisis, were to be
attacked on every side, inside and out, by the kicked and kickers in its ranks, it would stalld a good: chance of becoming the
killd of bureaucratic monster, the cabbage like thing ostensibly
created to ,protect the interests of its members (yet actually
doing thenl no good at all, like political parties and unions), that
it has so far avoided becoming" It is up to the clubs to reorganise themselves In any way which will help 10 promote,
carefuUy, tne kind of co-operative spirit that the gliding movement needs to make the solution of its other, more obvious
problems, easier and less painful.
This may mean that -we have to discuss amongst ourselves
just what sort of people gliding needs (not just who needs glid-

WINTER BABOGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS.'

ing) because the types of people who come inlo and stay in
gliding also decide - whether lhey mean to or not - the sort of
people who are going to follow them.
In discussing alii these problems we are in facl discussing the
survival of gl:iding. And ,perhaps we have 10 ask ourselves why
it should, or ought 10 surv,ive?
Should it survive because it is (un: Welll, it ought to be fun,
bUI that hardly counts as a reason. Many other Ihings are just as
much fun mad far less expensive. Has glid'ing a praclical value;
some redeeming social role? Well, it doesn't make many people
much money, and it isn't a spectator sport in Ihe Roman Circus
tradition of motorr racing. Is it simply a sink down which one
pours surpltls ~ime and money? It could be that. and if it is that
then woen lime cmI'! money run Qut, so does gliding. Is gliding
an energetic sport that enhances the health and well being of
mind and body? Hum!' Apart from the brief slrains of rigging
there is little effort involved. Pushing gliders from here to there,
and Ihen back again, is hardly athletic. And, when we tly, we
spend the entire lime sat down, strapped inlo our seats like
mutinous children, and quite unable to do anything normal in
moments of acute stress and anxiety except waggle a few parts
around or jump out. the rest of gliding seems to be standing
around exercising Ihe muscles of the face. In short, it is not
good for yom physical welfare, your bank balance. your mind
- or anything, apparently! So what is it good for?
GI:iding is a form of self-knowledge, regreltably abused by
many of Ihe people who involve Ihemselves in it. I don't mean
that as a joke, or as some pseudo clever way of describing
something else. On the straightforward practicallevellhe disinterested laws of aerodynamics are not suspendedl by the over
exercise of the imaginatiolil, and challenging the entire universe
to a duel by having unshakeable faith in the effectiveness of
one's will only leads to spinning in off the final turn. At its best
gliding has very little to do with simply pinging round the country like a superr ball in a squash court, or drifting lazily and
sell-indulgently round the edge of Mummy - local soaring.
Like most wo,'thwhile sports it has wilhin it the potentiality for
insight into one's relationship, nol merely with the shambolic
contents of the human ego (a pitiful thing at the besl oJ times),
but to the seemingly "oulside" world. In fact. should Ihe relationship between what is in, and what is apparently outside of
one be more than mildly inappropriate, then one slands a very
good chance of having one's universe come to a full stop with a
fatal accident. Whilst trois might seem a rather drastic way of
redressing any imbalance' between human expectations and
what's really going on, it is cerlainly effective. What gliding can
give people is a ul1ique chance, not to measure themselves up
against each other - which seems a supremely daft, not to say
adolescent way, of passing tliJe time - but to find out who they
actually are. In view of the fact that most people are remarkable
forgeries of themselves, this would seem to be a good thing.
Whether people will like the results is not for me 10 say, but
solely on the basis of offering an opportunity for useful insight
in a world that has become increasingly fraudulenl and second
hand, gliding would seem worth preserving.
The question then becomes" Are we prepared to preserve
it?"
Are we?

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfi.eld, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256,83 359
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Part I
Gillian and I had always longed to visit the US, and each issue
of Soaring with its reports of Standard Class gliders exceeding
90mph round huge triangles and 18 OOOft c'Ioutlbases increased
the desire to go and Iry il ourselves. However. the logist<ics
problem seemed to defy reasonable sol\lt,ion, as taking a glider
from Europe seemed very expensive and complicated, yet it
appeared virtually impossible W hire the necessary equipment
Over there.. I finally thought of the idea of a glider exchange,. and
placed the following advertisement tl'l last January's issue of

Soaring:
Mosquito. specially smoothed wings, full competition
equipment, trailer and toWC(/I'. AvailabLe to a US pilot for
European competitions in returll for simi/(" offer and
equipment for us contests.
At tirst I received little response until I mentioned the idea to
Glastlugel, and they spreatl the word at the Chicago Gliding
Convent,ion and came back suggesting I contact Or Mike
Greenwald of 101iet, Illinois.
The subsequent telephone call introduced me to the fundamental characteristic of the Great American Dream: everything
and anything is possible. On bearing my proposals from a total
stranger 4000 miles away Mike's reaction was summed up by
his words: "'Fine, I see no problem. Just tell me in which con·
test you want to fly and in what ship." I asked whelher it would
be possible to fly a Mosqui,to as 1 was thoroughly familiar with
it, and Mike rep:lied: "Certainly. My friend Ecke Friederich
has one, and I know he would be happy to lend it to you."
Fee.Jing a bit lik,e a voyeur peeping into Aladdin's cave I asked
about my part of the bargain, to which Mike replied calmly that
he had no definite plans to visit Europe,. but that he coul'd do so
during summer 1980 and would await my advice on the best
time and contest. t put the 'phone down, wondering if it could
all be true.

Flaps locked al zero
In the subsequent. weeks of planning we decided that the ideal
itinerary would be 10 arrive in Chicago, spend a couple of days
there familiarising ourselves with the equipment, then Iproceed
to a suitable competl,tion in lime for two days' practice, and
thereafter have a final week in which to explore one of the
famous US soaning areas w,ith a view to possibly attacking the
British distance record. With this in mind we decided to try for
the Standard Class contest, ill which Racing Class gliders could
compete with their tlaps locked at zero. This was to be held at
Hutchinson, Kansas, which is approximately in the middle of
the US where conditions were expected to be strong, the landing fields ex'cellent, and it was only a day's drive from Colorado
or Texas! I wrote anxiously (0 the organisers, and ,they replied
welcoming us; subsequently Sherrill Ilredfeldt visited us in

London during a business trip from Hutchinson with lots of
good advict:: on what to expect, and even arranged for us to be
accommodated by Sieve Beasley, the Contest Director, at his
home. So all we had left to do was to pack an odd assortment of
clothes, sealing strips, cushions., sun tan cream, Instruments.
gel coat etc, and, clutching our Super Apex tickets, we were

off.
The first 72hrs following our arrival in Chicago provided us
with a further demonstration of the American Dream: never
had Gillian and I worked so hard and slept so little, but at the
end of it we had completed an ambitious sealing and feuling
programme on the Mosquito, installed and altered the instll!linen~s and camera moun~s, test flown it, become familiar with
the tra,iler and gigantic Oldsmobile towcar, and driven the 800
miles down to HUlchinson. That we were able (0 do all thi,s in
the time was thanks firsUy 10 Ecke Friederich, who met us at
the airport (despite the identifying white "W" on our suitcase
becoming an "M" as Gillian stuck ,it on with the suitcase flat
and the handle towards her), put us up for the night and spent

An account by the winner of the,
the whole following day helping us at his machine tool workshop, all'owing us ,to do wha.(ever we wished to his precious
glider; and secondly to Mike Greenwald, who an'ived back
from the 15m contest that evening and showed no undue surprise when two somnambulists staggered into his house at
I0.45pm (we had been due two hours earlier) so exhausted we
were hardly able to eat the magn.ificent meal his wife., Sand ra,
had prepared as a welcome, and were on'ly able ,to speak in
'm<mosyllables. Fortunately, by ,the next day we were sufficiently awake to. recognise M,ike as a personification of the
American Dream: after a varied career he is now a leading
orthopaedic surgeon in the Chicago area, while Sandra is a
pract,ising paedetrician. Having an apparently inexhaustible
supply of energy and enthusiasm coupled with great ability
enables Mike additionally to nm an aircraft leasing business and
a substantial farming enterprise which includes the raising of
thoroughbred horses, and whose land conveniently houses the
Chicago Gliding Club, where he has his own hangar containing
Ihree Mini Nimbuses and a PiUs Special.
We reached Hutchinson late in the afternoon, after a 13hr
drive across almost featureless country except. for the Mississippi river which we crossed at St Louis. Still reeling al the
combination of tiredness and a sense of good fortune for having
slumbled into such generosity anti kindness from Ecke and
Mike, we had our next shock: Sunflower Gliderport was the
largest airfield we had ever seen. formerly a US naval airbase
(it is only 2000 miles from the sea!) it boasted a concrete apron,
(
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called the ramp, around the control tower bigger than most
entire gliding fields in the UK, and the whole contest could
have operated from ,il alone. However, in addition there were
two enormous parallel main runways, numerous minor runways, and miles of perimeter tl'acks and taxi-ways, most of
which were usable. Among this paUern of concrete were fields
of lovely sunflowers, whose heads tracked the sun across the
sky.
Following local advice we securel.y picketed the trailer to
steel hoops embedded in the concrete and then sought out Steve
Beasley. He immediately understood our tiredness problem,
and led liS back to his house in Hutchinson some ten miles away
into which he had moved only seven days previously with his
wife Jackie and their cat. Having s\<lch a marvellous base which

US Standard Class Nationals
we could treat as our own made a huge difference to us and was
undoubtedly a major factor in our subsequent success.
After tlur first ful'l night's 'sleep for four days we spent the
following morning fellling the glider, checking in, and meeting
some of the other competitors. We had thought that there might
not be very many of the big names in the contest, but were
proved utterly wrong: the contesit was full, with 67 entries,
including a large number of ,the famous US pilots; Ben Greene,
A. J. Smith, Herbie Mozel', Wally Scott, Laszlo Horvat'h and
many others. They all seemed to have flown in one, if not both,
of the '79 Nationals for the other F A I Classes, so were clearly
in good practice! I therefore hastily took off for a practice tliglll
myself, and examined ,the surrounding coun,tryside.
The first obvious feature was its complete flatness, just
wheatfields to the horizon, broken up into geometric squares by
the roads which ran either due north-south, or easl-west, with
virtually no diagonals. Hutchinson lay to the north, and was a
sizeable 'town with what had been the longest grain elevator in
the world tmtillast year, when the Russians completed an everl
longer one. In every olher direction one could see grain
elevators stretching lowalids the horizon at roughly ten-mile
intervals.
The flight itself lasted only an hour, and was curtailed by the'
alTival of medium cloud from the north, which rapidly cut off all
convection. Afler landing I 'learned ,that the current weat'her
pattern was most untypical, and much poorer than usual. This
was proved by the next day which was unsoarable, being simply
OCloberlNovember 1979

overcas4 and humid. In the evening the organisers held the
mandatory pre-contest briefing which involved running through
the rules with the pilots. Not surpr,isingly this resulted in lots of
discussion,. and was only brought to a halt after two hours by
the arrival of a spectacular thunderstorm outside with its
accompanying deluge of rain. Fortunately I I had already
studied the rules in some detail, and noted that whilst they were
mostly in line wi,t;h European practice, there were the following
three major exceptions:
I) Take-off times were selected by the pilots and selection
was -done immediately after briefing each morning. Whilsl this
tended to result in a typical streamed take-off picture, ,the
pilots' ability to alter their take-off times up to 20min prior to
their original selection meant that if the weather started to
develop differently to expectations the pilols could do something about it.
2) In the US turning poin't procedure ,is to flyover turning
points, whereas in Europe we oily round them, Thus we were
not requifed to photograph the turning point itself, but a prescribed feature near it from an appropriate angle to establish
that the glider was over the turning po.int at the time. There was
no photographic sector and no system of graduated penalties,
you just had to get it right. The system seemed 10 work, but I
am sure it gave the organisers some interpretation problems.

Better to complete than gamble
3) Much to my surprise, the scor,ing system was comparatively lowly geared towards speed ,points, these being awarded
OIl a linear proportional method based on the fastest s'peed. The
important conclusion I drew from this was that if there were
allY doubts about the weather it w.as far more important to fly in
such a way as to ensure completion of a task rather than 'to
gamble for a fast time. Admiuedly" the rules did stipulate that
the organisers should set tasks with a view to achieving a 90%
completion rate, but I felt this to be somewhat unenforceable,
and so it proved.
Day I. After all initial no-contest day, briefing commenced
with a complicated discussion regarding ,the definition of the
airfield's boundaries, until the owner, Bill Seed, who was also a
competitor, brought it to a satisfactory close by declaring: "I Cs
my airfield, and the boundaries ar,e where I say ,they are."
Thereafter we were set a 146 mi'le triangle to the north-west.
Clouds began to build IIp and spread out earlier than I had
expected, so I mo,ved my take-off time forward. However, I
acked the courage to set off, and hung around for a few others
to start. The resull was lhat I eventually crept across ,the line at
2600ft under a large patch of overcaSl, very conscioLJs of an
even larger area of dag in the direction of the f!rstturning point.
8y heading ofT at 45 to course I managed to reach some sunshine and good lift, which enabled me to get to the first turning
poinlt wlilere thermals had just recommenced as a result of the
lop cover breaking up. Some gliders 011 the ground below gave
silent warning that no lift could be expected under the overcast.
The first half of tne second. leg went quite well, but ahead lay a
large sun'less area blanketing the next turning ;point. Several
gliders with reasonable altit\<lde set ofT into the murk, but I
could see no future in it and decided to simply ilry Ito stay airborne and await developments. Gradually the overcas't began ,to
disperse and after 20min, dming which I circled downwards
from 3500ft to 2000ft, usable lift reappeared. This area slowly
drilled towards. the turning poinl, until I calculated I could get
round It and back to the s'Urlshine. I cut it a bit fine,. getting
down to IOOOft before recontacting, but at least I 'knew I was
ahead of the 23 gliders on the groulld at the turn! Thereafter I
new cautiously back towards Hutchinson, keeping a careful
check on my position as the v,isibj'lity was poor. I had to cross
one more wide 'gap before taking a final thermal 16 miles out
which got me home with 100ft to spare. I clambered out feeling
0
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FLOW TECHNOLOGY 2000 L TO.
126 WELHAM ROAD

MA'LTON
Telephone

(065~1

NORTH YORKSHIRE
246.

SOLE U.K. AGENTS
Straight from the successful debut
at Cranfield, we have pleasure in
introducing the 'CARMAN' range.

J P 15
J p15
J P 15

• 34
. 36A
• 36 AA
c'5 - 38

(The Kit version, 01 the 15-36)
(Water ballast optional)
(Retractable wheel version)
(Flapped version of 15-36)

Full details and specilication available on request
Demonstrator
available

Also in stock

a full range of:

INSTRUMENTS
PARACHUTES
OXYGEN
RADIOS
BAROGRAPHS
Kollsman A.S.1.
Miniature ~allmarked
GOLD and SILVER Cs
(Diamonds also)

DITTEL RADIO
FSG 15

Have you heard about C.R.S.M.??
If you are selling or wishing to purchase a sailplane why no.t give us a ring and find O.ut all about it!
(0653) 2469 and ask for Marjorie
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pretty exhausted, but was delighted to find that my J7.78mph together with Ben Greene and Dick Schrederl searched for
was good for 2nd place in a field of 16 finishers.
every bit of lift availab~le. We finally reached the western outDay 2. A 103.5 mile triangle, to Ihe north. Another day of skirt's of Hutchinson where I managed to findl feeble lit) up to
uncertain weath,lr, ~o this time I did set oul fairly ear,ly, A good 1900ft before it died. I had flO option but to set off for Sunthermal over Hutchinsoo helped me along and gOI me ahead of flower, with my glide chart 'showing it to be at the extreme limit
an accompanying Std Cirrus. However, 20 miles ahead I was of my ,range: a mile ahead and 300ft lower was John Brittingham
confronted by a solid cloud mass blocking the roule and it in his Std Cirrus doing the same .. The last four miles were really
seemed it must be ra'ining hard over the ,turning point. As I Rung exciti'ng,. with John landing jus,t short of the airfield boundary,
back pondering the problem some of the later starters went past and my crossing the line at three feet. Only six got back and I
and ten minutes later their landing messages confirmed my was. second for the day (44.19mphl, behind Ben Greene
analysis of the conditions ahead. Devoid of ideas I lacked up (47.3mph). All the later star~ers were stopped by the cirrus,
and down the leading edge of the murk, trying to find a way which was generated by a line of thunderstorms that arrived
round it or through it and failed. Remorselessly I was driven with startling rapidity, and showed us why ,it was advisable to
back down lhe first leg as it advanced at a steady IOkt. Thus derig every night and picket one's trailer securely. The wind
4hrs later I was back at Sunflower. There I learnt thal Wally when it came was short bLJt sharp, and a Super Cub was
Scott had triumphantly completed the task by starting 15min considerably damaged despite being picketed with chains.
Day 6. The last day. A 131 mile triangle to the south, By now
ahead of me and'geuing through the slorm to ilS further edge,
which then led him 10 the second turning point. There was also I had a 75ptlead over Dave CLJlpepper. the only other pilot to
another finisher,the Std Cirrus I had left in my firs't thermal, complete all the tasks so far, and he was some 250pts ahelld of
who had somehow found a way through the slorm and into the A. J. Smith in 3rd place. Clearly alii had to do was to get round
better conditions beyond. Nearly everyone else landed on lhe safely in a reasonable time. It did not turn out like that!
first leg, or back a't Sunflower as I did, and it was a no-contest
day. However, the day did have one positlve result: it was Took a small risk
discovered tha't the final digit of the phone number displayed on
I picked a fairly early lake-otT time to give myself the chance
the task board was incorrect, resulting ,in one surprised local
farmer receiving calls from nearly 50 pilots. That he retained his to start early if it appeared necessary! I decided conditions were
sanity and his sense of humour was demonstrated when Dick still improving, and landed back to have the flies cleaned otT the
Schreder rang in and alilnounced: "This is Victor Tango here," leading ,edges. I then became concerned <lboul leaving too late.
and crossed the line at 3000ft determined to get on with the task.
10 which the farmer replied, "Well, I'm sure glad to know you,
Those starting live minutes behind w,ith proper racing slarts
Victor Tango."
Day 3. A 140.5 mile triangle, to the south. Once again I felt caught me almosl immediately, but going into the first turn I
the wealher might prove treacherous, and set off 15min ahead took a small risk and went in low, and fortunately caught a
of what I estimated to be the best starltime. As a result I had a strong. thermal at I200ft which got me ahead again. The second
rather slow first !'eg, catching it off cycle, but thereafter things leg went well, with 6kt thermals and c10udbase at 5500ft. At the
improved, and I made up a couple of minutes at Ihe end by second turn I was still ahead, but we were all down to 250Ofl.
going in low to the best thelmal of the day alild using it for a fasl Having taken my photographs I set off towards two hopefullina:1 glide. My 58.52 Was 7th for the day, and I remained 2nd looking clouds on the homeward Irack, but they de-cycled as I
reached them, and almosl immediately r was down to I200ft ,in a
overall.
lai'ge area of sink. 1 desperately scratched my way back up to
2000ft and th ~n ·set off in search of something better. which I
A good speed day
failed to find, and ended up at 800ft in zero sink with a Libelle
Day 4, A 167 mile triangle, again to the south. The weather 500ft above me. Things now looked really bleak, with all the
seemed to be impmv.ing and I felt it should prove a good speed clouds decaying, aod 1 doubted whether there were many
day. I took great care in trying to start at the best time by flying ground generated Iherma'ls left. Fortunately the zero sink
out along the farst l.eg before starting to watch the cycling pro- slowly developed into a usabl'e thermal and I eventually got
cess. I was rewarded by a fas't Ileg to the first hnning point, back to 3000ft, joined a gaggle struggling homew2lrds. and we
which I turned at 5700ft. Half-way down the second leg there finally all got back together some JOmin later.
t had no illusions as to the time I had lost on the last leg and
was a belt 20 mile~ wide where the clouds had de-cycled, and I
decided to gamble by pressing on. Down 10 1200ft I ran straight had lit,tle doubt that I had thrown away my leading position, I
into 6kt which whisked me back to cloud base and enabled me to therefore landed on a remote nmway to enable me to readjust
reach the second turnil1g point at 2500fl. The last leg lay down- my philosophical outlook. Thus, after Charlie, the flap fuzz;
wind so that al,though the thermals were fading I gol back fast had come up on his motor bike to check my flap seals and then
roared away, the Mosquito and I were left 10 ourselves on the
enough to achieve 56.l7mph and first for the day.
Day 5·, After another two no-contest days we were set a edge of a deserted runway. Some 20min later we were still on
103.5 mile triangle to the north. The day slarted with low our own when a soft whistle overhead made me look up in time
stratus that slowly broke up to form ragged cumulus. Atfirsl it to see Dave Culpepper finishi,ng. Clearly he had had troubles
was hard work just staying a,irborne and as soon as c10udbase also and I must have won after all! Moments later Gillian
reached 3000ft I set off, once again 15/20min ahead of my esti- arrived in the Oldsmobile having missed my arrival altogether,
mated optimum start time. The first leg was slow, but a good and had sadly concltlded that J must have landed out until Steve
thermal at the first turning point up to c10udbase at 3500ft Beasley came over and told her I was back. And so we stood
helped me make better progress towards the second turn, where there in the late afternoon sunshine, surrounded by acres of
I joined about 20 glidei's in a convenient tlllermal. The final I'eg sunflowers, drinking in the fact that, for us. the ultimate Great
initially presented a ten mile blue hole with better looking con- American Dream had come true.
ditions beyond, and I foo.lishly got down to 800ft before contact(To be continued in a winter issue)
ing a we~k thermal that eventually took me back to 3000ft. I
was then horrified to discover that during this ten minute SllUgFinal results: " Justin Wills (Mosquito), 3776pts; 2 Dave Culpepper (LS·3),
gle a thickening sheet of cirl'lls appeared from the west travel- 3619prs;
3, A. ,I. Smith (Hornet), 3598prs; 4, Ben Greene (ASW-20), 3510pts; 5,
ling at a tremendous rate and had spread right across the home- Carl Koenig (Srd Cirrus), 3441pts; 15, Eric Mazer (ASW-19), 3418pts; and 7,
ward track. The cumulus ahead immediately began to decay as Wally Scotr (Vega), 3381 pts.
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which time it was too late tQ take avoiding'
action.

AND

GENERAL
NEWS
TWO GLIDING HONOURS

George lee, World Open Class Champion,
is to be awarded The Royal Aero Club's
premier trophy, the Britannia, and Doe Slater,a very active consultant editor of S&'G,
is 10 receive a Silver medal. Our congratulations to them both.
MID-AIR COLLISION AT LASHAM'

During the lasham Regionals there was a
mid-air collision ·between a !Kestrel19 and a
PIK 206,ln clear air.
The ,Kestre,I's rear fuselage was broken
off and the pilot, Hugh Harwood, bailed
out. The pilot of the PIK, John Hoye, was
able to ret,urn to Lasham (the COllision look
place just two miles upwind of the a,irfield)
although his glider was quite badly damaged. No other glfders were involved.
The circ·umstances leading up to the collision suggest that the Kestrel was banked
more steeply than the PIK and climbil'lgfaster. Ihe respective circles were evidently
not concentric. The only conclusion to be
d~awn Is that each glider was In the others
"blind spot" until the last moment, by

cerned were made this J'anuary in Aust,ralia
in an lS-3. The triangular distance,
77~,68km, and 'he 750km 'r,iangle speed at
99.45km/h was claimed on January 24 with
'he 300km triangle speed at 121.54km/h
on January 30.
The new UK multi-seater 300km triangle
speed record is now held by B. Fitchell and
A. S. Miller with a flight on May 9 in a Janus
at 85.87km/h.

Take-off with elev8.tor disconnected!
A PIK 200 was launched with the elevator
disconnected at Booker on August 20. The
glider was substantially damaged and t·he
pilot, Harry Cook, injured.
Ihis type of accident is on the ,increase
- at ,least three in the UK in the last 15
months. With a T-tail the weight of the ,
elevator means ,that i·t rests on the
pusn/pulI rod and when the stick is moved I LEAD HEL'D ON THE LADDER
so' does the elevator whether it is connected or nol. The only way to check for
There has been liHle change at the top of
sure is to have someone ho'ld the control
the National' ladder tl1is summer.
surface(s) and move the stick against them.
For the second lime the same names
W. G. Scull,
dominate the leading places on both lists
BGA Director of Operations
sent out affer the deadline for the last issue
of S&G.
EUROGlIDE RESULTS
O~n'L.dder
George Lee, Worlq Open Class Champion,
flew an ASW-17 at 'Euroglide to win the
Opel"l Class wHh Brian Spreckley (ASW-20),
a BGA National Coach, leading the 15m
Class and Graham Smith (Std Jantar) the
Standard Class.
The competition held at Hl,Isbands 80Sworth frOm August 18-27 and hosted by
Coventry GC, gave seven contest days for
the Open and 15m Classes and five days for
the Standard Class. A report and final
results will be in the next issue.
_______________ I

RECORDS HOMOLOGATED

The follOWing record claims by Karla Karel
have been homologated in the Br,itish
National women's single-seater category
and have also been homologated by FAI
as world records. The two flights con-

Leading pilor
l' L. Beer
2 A. Kay
3 J. Cardiff
4 L. FQrsey

Club Ladder
Leading pilor
1 C. C. Rollings
2 G. Metealfe
3 C. tbvell
4 Alison Jordon

Club

Prs

Fits

Thames Valley
Thames Valley
London
Thames Valley

6-317
5654
5578
5404

4
4
4
4

Club

Prs

Airways
Surrey & .Hants
Surrey & Hants
Imperial College

*,0
4261
4024
391'

Firs
4

3
4
2

GLIDING ABROAD

If any pilot has flown from foreign gliding
sites this summer we would appreciate a
brief account of their experiences, giving
costs, facilities, etc and names of contacts.
We are hoping to publish an article in the
February issue for the benefit of anyone
contemplating a gliding holiday next year.
The deadline is November 30 due to the
Christmas break. (Eo)

198'0 SOARING CALENDAR
WI'TH 15 MAGNIFlCENT FULL COLOUR GLIDING PHOTOS
A limited quantity of the famous SSA calendars is being imported and will be available
from the BGA salesroom by the end of October.
EXCELLENT VALUE at oo'ly £1.50 (add l~p extra for postage)
NEW - G'liding Tea Towels in best quality Idsh linen with' the legend
"1'0 RATHER BE FLYING THAN DRYING"
£1.85 eacb (add 10p extra for postage)
BACK AGAIN - rear window stickers with the message
. "GLIDER PILOTS DO liT aUIETLY"
20p (add' 5p ext'ra for postage)'
Order these items from:

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LEl 7ZB
or ask us to' send you our complete sales list
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Telephone 0533 51051
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
Our apologies for. the lateness of the last
issue but the cire'flmstances were beyond
our control. We hope in future to have the
magazine out a little before the end of the
publication, month.
The next issue is to commemorate the
50th anniversary of the SGA and, we are
planning 56 pages, the majority of which
will be devoted to a series of articles
reflecting the development of the movement and various aspects of the sport during this hal,f century with a look to the
future.
INCREASED INSURANCE
The SGA Executive Committee have
decided to increase the minimum amount
of compulsory third party insurance cover
carried by ail gliders to £250000. This
replaces the pr,evious minimum cover of
£100 000 ai1d should be put into effect as
soon as possible and in any case by January 1, 1980, at the latest,
GLIDER REGISTRATION LETIERS
The BGA Executive Committee have introduced a voluntary glider identification system to take effect from October 1, 1979,
This means that all gliders with a BGA C of'
A are allocated a three-letter 'combination
wMich can be used for visual identification
and radio communication if requi~,ed,
The registration leUers are issued to
gliders free 01 charge and are nontransferable, thus remain,ing with the glider
thrQughoul change.s of ownership and
removing the expense of repainling numbers 'as at present. No more competition
numbers will be allocated aUer October 1
but holders al that date will be able to
retain their numbers if desir,ed by continuing to pay an annual fee to the SGA as p.reviously, However, when numbers are not
renewed i,n future they will not be reallo-

cated, The Ihree-Ietter registrations will be
permissible for use in eompetitions from
1980 onwards.
A list of the reg'istratiQns allocated to
BGA .gliders may be obtained: from the BGA
office.

PR'ICE?

COACH BUILDING IN GRP
FROM £1250

NORFOlK SAILPLANES
158 Ipswich 'Road, Norwich
1el(0603) 53448
Dc/obef/November 1979

•
•
•
'.
•

We regret that the arrilngements made to
celebrate the SGA's Golden Jubilee with a
dinner at the Grosvenor House Hotel, Park
Lane on November 30 have had to be cancelled. Recent cost increases (including
VAT) meant that the ticket price would have
to exceed £20 a head and, under§t<;lndably,
this has proved (0 be more than most glider
pilots would wish to pay. The SGA wil'l,
however, still be holding its 50th birthday
party. It will now take place in March as
part of the 1980 BGA Weekend. Further
details will f€lllow laler.
Roger Barretl,

Direct replacement for lhe ASH.360
Provides fuU 12<t channel availability
tow cun~nl consumption
Built-in intercom facility
Weight approximately 2.5 Ib

For further dewi.ls conwct;

AVIONIC SYSTEMS
('Heothrow) LTD.

Viscount Wa)'
London (He(l/hl'Oll') AlrpoJ1
Hounslow, Middlesex, England
Tel: '01-759 ,1261 01-8979628
Telex 848314 Chaml'On Slough
A.S.H.

AIR BAND MONITORS

BGA Chairman

NEW FACILITIES FOR LONDON GC
Work has started on a £90 000 building
scheme at the London GC's Dunstable site
IQ give new olfice space, lecture rooms and
a tU9 hangar. It is near the existing headquarters and been designed by Tarmac,
who are al,so the builders.
WHO?

DIGITAL FLIGHT SCAN COMPUTER
TUNED R,ECEIVER' SCANS THE
ENTIRE AIR BAND.
PRICE £230 inc. VAT

HUMBERSIDE AVIATION
reI. 0302 771005 (9-5.30)
0302 770101 (evenings)

WHERE? WOODSIOE ROAD, WROOT
(10 miles east of Doncaster)

I

WHAT?

Sympathetic solutionS l:>.y" our
Senior Inspector to your
financial problems caused by
gliders - NOT girl frieA<ds!

HOW?

Free advice based on thirty
years' flying. Glass ships to
-vintage types welcomed.
C's of A and Insurance
r,ebuilds, including Ultralights and Hang Gliders.

OUR NEW CONCEPT IN

CONSTRUCTION -- NOT MADE IN A
MOULD -

The ASH720 VHF Radio

GOLDEN JUBILEE DINNER

WHY?

HOW?-

**********************

The Trustees of the Phi lip Wills Memorial
Fund thank the following for their donations received up' to August 15:
Anon
P. MGSS
J. Beringer
N. Murphy
L. Crane
J. Nunneley
Dorset Gliding Club
F. Reeks
E. Giles
T. Rudge
V. Griffith,
R. Rutherford
J. Harber
Shropshire Soaring
Kent Gliding Club
Group
P. Lewis
A. Stanford
H. Manthorpe
C. Towle

GRP T~O~I~E~
MAINTENANCE FREE
RUST, ROT & CORROSION PROOF
MAOE TO MEASURE
LIGHTWEIGHT
STRONG
DRIER INTERIOR
STABLE & FAST ON TOW

ANNOUNCING *t

PHIUP' WILLS MEMORIAL FUND

T'HE BEST MOOERN GLIDERS ARE I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

**********************

i*

WHEN?

Any day o,f the week! The
coffee's free, especially fGr
those coming from poland,
Spain, France, Germany,
Norway, Holland and UK
from Cornwall to Aberdeen,

I

NEW R512

8 CHANNEL SCAN

TOP PERFORMANCE AT MODEST
PRICE £138 inc. VAT

And of course lhe unique AP12
co.mputer tuned pocket receiver.
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS

LOWE ElECTRONICS LTD.
Oavendish 'Road, Matloek, Derbys.
Tel 0629-2430 or 2817
Tetex 317482 lowlee G
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NEW LARpER COCKPIT SPEED ASTIR

n15 OR WITH CLIP ON TIPS 17 MTR

•

Details .regarding:
Sales - Oelivery - Demonstration
U.K. & Eire Oistr.ibutors

SOARING OXFORD LTD.
Telephone: 086 736565
Telex: 83251

90 OXFORD ROAD
GARSINGTON
OXFORD OX9·9AE
(P. Curtis, D. Lidbury & P. Pratellil

Details of:
Service & Repairs to all types
Larger stock of Spares & Instruments
Plywood, Metric bolts. Glass
Cloth. Fabric, Tapes, Etc.

CHILTERN SAILPLANES LTD.
Telephone: 0494 445854 (Works)
0865 8005H (Home I

·';;;;l~
! VISA

HOOKER AIRFIELD
Nr. MARLOW
BUCKS Sl7 3DR
ID. W. Paton)

I

~

Also the: CLUB 11 STANDARD 11 TWIN and TWIN TRAINER
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ALL THREE
No.

97

DIAMON~

Name
P.-..!J. Riehie

Club
Kestrel

1979
19.5

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No.
1/153
1/154
1/155

Name
E. J. B. Davern
C. Dews
P. J. Riehie

Club
South Africa
Cambridge Univ
Kestrel

1919
21.12.78
19.5
19.5

Club
East Sussex
Norfolk
Southdown
South Wales
Thames Valley
Imperial College
Airways
Essex
Southdown
Dorset
Trent Valley
Dorset
Bristol
Wo/ds

1979
6.5
19.5
19.5
19.5
19.5
19.5
1.4
19.5
19.5
1.6
19.5
19.5
19.5
15.7

DIAMONE> GOAL
No.

2/915
2/916
2/917
2/918
2/919
2/920
2/921
2/922
2/9Z3
2/924
2/925
2/926
2/927
2/928

Name
D. H, Gardner
A. P. Goodlellow
R. W. Watson
R. H. Djxon
C. J. Evans
P. Reading
P. J. Marshall
K. J. Dumo
P. J. Henderson
R. C. May
A. J. Mills
D. L. H. Sampson
C. Masterman
l. Cooper

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
3/410 J. A. Sims

Club
Clevelands

GOLD C COMPLETE
No.
Name
717
E. J. B. Daver.
718
D. H. Gardner
A. W. Walson
719
720
R. H. Di'xQn
721
S. Fraser-Beek
722
E. R. Belbin

Club
South Alriea
East Sussex
Southdown
South Wales
London
Airways

1979
17.7

1979
29.12.78.
6.5
19.5
19.5
11.3
11.3

GOLD C HEIGHT
Name
J. J. Sharp

Club
USA

E. J. 8. Davern
A. Urwin
R. HI Dixon
S. Fraser-Beek
C. H. Appleyard
R. A. Harlow
M. Bond
C. G. Lodge.
R. J. Washer
E. R. Belbin
J. C. K. Mutehings

South Afriea
Borders/Millfield
South Wales
London
SGU
Herefordshire
Clevelan1ls
Clevelands'
Clevelands
Airways
SGU

w.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

1979
9.10.77

GOlJO C DISTANeE
Name
D. H. Gardner
A. II'. Goodfellow
R. W. Watson
R. H. Dixon
C. J. Evans
P. Reading
P. J. Marshall
K.J.Durno
P. J. Henderson
R. C. May
R. J. Mills
D. L. H. Samp.on
C. Ma.terman
L. Cooper

29'.12.78
13.9
7.5
11.3
29.4
24.9.78
12.5
8.7
8.1
11'.3
18.7

Club
East Sussex
'Norfolk
Southdown
South Wales
ihames Valley
Imperial College
Airways
Esse.
Southdown
Dorset
T,ent Valley
Dorset
jBristol & Glos
Wolds

1979
6.5
19.5
19,5
19.5
19.5
19.5
1.4
19.5
19.5
1.6
19.5
19.5
19.5
15.7

Club
Ridgewell Oalley
London
Kenl
Lasham
Lasham
Clevelands
Bicester
B'laekpool & Fylde
Surrey & Hants
Kenl
Kent

197.9
19.5
11.5
19.5
19.5
5.5
19.5
16.4
19.5
1.6
5.5
19.5
1.6
19.5

SILVER C
No.

5259
5260
5261
5262
5253
5264
5265
5266
5267
5268
5269
5270
5271
5272
5273
'5274
5275
5276

Name
J. S. Riddoeh
G. M. Franzl
M. J. Neeeh
I. G. Macfarlar1
J. A. Boys
P.J. Stewart
I. G. Bas.
E. C. Massey
Brenda Snook
C. J. N. Weston
K. Manley
A. Turrell
A. Smith
A. M. Johnson
1'. J. Parker
S. S. Mackintosh
I. D. King
M. Gulson

Col.sw~d

Kent
Borders/Mlllfield
Thames Valley
SGU
Devon & Somerset
Bristol & Glos

~5.5

6.5
26.5
6.5
19.5

5277
!j2'78
5279
5280
5281
!j282
5283
5284
5285
5286
5287
52811
5289
5290
5291
5292
5293
5294
5295
5296
5291
5298
5299
5300
5301
5302
5303
5304
5305
5306
5307
5308
5309
5310
5311
5312
5313
5314
5315
5316
5317
5318
5319
5320
5321
5322
5323
5324
5325
5326

J. "aleheft
C.AlIsop
R. Gardiner
A. P. Clarke
J,. Even.
Christine Hi~on
G. A. Hobben
F. J. Tucker
C. R. Haddow
E. A. Henman
A. B. Diekinson
It J. Carruthers
C. H,. Appleyard
R. J. M1, Fenion
T. D. Stewart
A.C. Ball
J. W. Barretl
W. H. Bu.h
I. Striekland
R. E. Roberts
I. Barlo...
D. Haigh
M1. A. Germain
J. N. Heath
A. G. Fordham
D. Thoma.
B. W. Finnie
W. M. Farrell
R. C. Multon
M. C. Downey
A. Malyon
M. S. Chana
J. E. Sherwood
Anne-Marie Bower
T. S. WHson
G. R. Oavey
J. S. Wand
Jill Atkinson
W. H. G. Elliol
S. J. Davis
T. J. Mitehe"
O. T. Edwards
B. A. East..,ell
N. M.Sims
G. Johnson
M. G. Sturmey
J. Hunter
S. J. Smith
M. S. Hunt
R J Brownlow

Bristol & Glos
Midland
Cotswokl
Kent
Cambrklge Univ
Dorsel
H.ighland
Southdown
Highlan<!
Oorsel
Derby'& Lanes
Dumfries
SGU
Oumfries
Bieester
8icBsler
London
Bieester
Surrey & Hants
Burton & Derby
Airways
Oxford
Imperi,,] College
Southdown
Fanland
Bristol & Glos
Surrey <\ Hants
Ulster
Donea.ter
Aquilal
EsseJl

Wolds
Norfolk
SGU
London
Bannerdown
Essex
RAE
So~thdown
K~strel

Thames Valley
Cambridge Univ
East S~ssex
Stratford
Wolds
Londpn
Wolds
Bi~ester

Oeeside
Bieester

14.6
14.6
1.6
23.5
19.5
1.6
19.5
19.5
19.5
1.6

U!
14.6
16.6
14.6
16.6
22'.6
19.'6
16.6
19.5
20.6
19.6
16.4
22.8
19.5
18,6
27.6
26.6
24.6
5.7
5.5
14.6
30.6
22.6
1.7
1.7
1.7
23.6
22.6
19.5
6.7
10.7
6.7
57
23.6
1.6
10.7
15.7
14.7
12.7
16

CUT THE COST OF FL YING

INSURE WITH THE
GLIDING BROKERS

,~,

Ring Carol Taylor at THJRSK (0845) 23018 (24hr. Ansafone Service)

or write to:

MOWBRAV VALE INSURANCE BROKERS
8 CASTLEGATE, THI RSK
NORTH YORKSHIRE
Y071HL
Telex 587470
All classes of Insurance transacted

OctoberlN'ovember 1979

Represented at Lloyds
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Editor; A. E. Slater, 7 Highwot1h

.'

Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 280, England.

.

GERMAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

USA NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

Landing!l were being made up to 21.oohrs
on the final day of the German Nationals at
Buckeburg from May 19-June 4.
The Open Class winner, Manfred Dick
,(Nimbus 2) with 3859.36pts, won onl,y the
first of five competition days. Kla'Us
Holigha'Us (Nim.bus 2~ was second with
3726.34pts yet didn't win a single day al1d
came 15to on the last task bu,t one. The
Standard Class was won by Hans GI6ckl
(Hornet C) with 2587.16pts in fourcompetition days and R. Schramme (ASW-19) was
second' with 2551.98pts. The 15m Class
w.inner was Ernst Peter with 3389.44pts in
six days and Peter Lackner was second
with 3177.53pts, both flying ASW·20s. Luftsport.

Dick Buller, Kestrel 604, won the Open
Class Iileld from June 19-28 at Minden,
Nevada. Herbert Mozer, ASW-2O, did likewise irl t·he 15m Class l.1eld from July 3-12 at
Adrian, Michigan. Oavid Culpepper, LS-3,
became the Standard Class champion after
5 contest days held from July H-27 at
Hutchinson. Kansas. The wil1ner in Ihe
Standard Class was JusUn Wi'fls of GB who
flew a Mosquito. (See page 232).

PADERBORN NEEDS BETTER
CONDITIONS
With the next World Championships to be
held al Paderborn from May 24·June 61981
the organisers are to hold a "running-in"
contest during 1980. The period se'lecled is
the second most promising weatherwise
with the ,praclice week from July 20-25 and
competition from July 26 to August 8.
This year's Regionals (88 entries) held at
Paderborn Irom June 23.Jl.Ily 8 was beset
by dreadful weather resulting in, low scores
and only one task in the Open 'and Standard Class could be completed by a few.
The Open and Club Class finished with 3
contest days, the 15m Class with 2, and the
Standard Class wilh 5. Let us 'hope that
they have used up their bad weather quota
and thal 1981 will produce the conditions
to make the World Champiol1ships a swc'
cess.

LUCKY ESCAPE FOR WORLD
CHAMPION
During the competitions at Hieti, Ital,y, in
early August the Vega flown by World
Champion Standard Class, Baer Selen
from Holland, suffered wing failure at
6000fl horn which height he baled out
safely. As the accident is under investigation the cause of the failure is not yet
'known. for the time being the maximum
speed has Iileen reduced to 95kt .and 110
water baHast may be caHied,.
With 11 high speed cOrltestdays,AJvarez
Orleans de Bourbon won t'he 15m Class in
an ASW·20. In the Open Class Walbert
Neubert, ASW·H, of W. Germany was well
ahead of the new Italian Champion Luca
Urbani, NimbUS 2. The new Standard Class
Champion, Nino Perottl, flew an ASW-19.
LADIES' INl:ERNAtIONAL CONTEST
Nine contest days, with tasks between 131
and 361km. were the result of the International Ladies' contest held in Hungary .from
July 22-August 5. Monika Warstat. East
Germany, won with 7629pts closely followed ·by Eda laan, USSR with 7623pts,
both flew Std Jantars.

The 24 pilots entered represented 11
countries.
SECOND TRANS-EUROPEAN RALLY
Of the 11 participants from france, Germany, 'Hollana and SWitzerland no-one
'completed the 3000km course Angers,
Zell-am-See, Marburg, Sisteron. Angers.
Only Gillis Navas, France, Nimbus 2, managed to round the last TP at Sisteron and
won the contest with 2503km,
The longest distance in a day was also
achieved by Navas with 430km. In general,
however, the pilots had to be content with
short daily distances and mediocre
weather conditions.
HUIT JOURS d'ANGERS
Bert Zegels,Janlar 2, and Michael
Bluekens, ASW-20, both from Belgium, are
this year's winners of the Open and 15m
Class at Angers.
AUSTRIAN NATIONALS
These. tRe 16th, Were held a\ Pinkerfeld in
Burgenland trom May 26 to June 9. More
than halt of the 47 entrants flew in the
Standa'rd Class. Weather was anticyclonic,
becoming thundery in Ihe second week.
Leading results:
Standard Class: 27 competitors; eight
competition days. 1, Waiter Sz.abo, Std
Libella, 6511.9pts; 2, Gregor Stagner, Std
Jantar, 651t.2pts; 3, Johann Suchanek,
ASW-156, 6119.8pts. Total distance,
57661km.
15 metre Class: 11 competitors, eight
competition days. 1:, Andreas Haemmerle,
Mini Nimbus, 7568.4pls; 2. Vinzenz
Grabner, Mini Nimbus, 6370.2pts; 3,
Reinhard HaggenmOller, ASW-20,
6241.1pts.
Open Class: Nine competitors, seven
competition days. 1, Alf Scnubert, Nimbus
2, 6893:0pts; 2, Franciszek Kepka (Poland),
Janlar 26, 6677.1,pts; 3, Karl Brauer, Nimbus 2, 6620.7pts.
Stop Press: Hanna Reitsch, 67, of Germany, the most famous female pilot in the
world, died on August 24 after a heart
attack. (Obituary to follow).

all pilots can read- but the 'BEST PILOTS read

Sailp,lane & Glidin,g

OVERSEAS AGENTS

The magaZine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs
in Gt ·Britain, alternatively send £5.50 postage inclwded
for an annual SUbscription to the British Gliding. Association, Kimberley Irlouse. Vaughan Way, leicester. Single
copies, incllJd,ing postage '90p.

SOUTH AFRICA:
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg.
Transvaal.

Red leather-clot" binders to take copies Qf' the magaZine are
available.
Prtce £2.25, £2.65, Including post and packing.
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CANADA:
T. R. 'Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 621.
SI. Laurent. p.a. Canada. H4L4VS

HOLLAND:
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, Eindhoven 4508.
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £5.50 or US $11.50 but International
Money Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Vega
1st and 2nd in Washington Regionals, U.S.A.
Won le Sueur Award for fastest
Contest Task in V.S. Standard Cllass Nationals
1st 15 metre ,in Dutch N!ationals
1st 15 metre in Lasham

Regional~s

2nd 15 m,etre in Boaker Regionals
Unsurpassed combination of performance, comfort, handling, safety and ease of rigging

Holds World Out & Return record, 829 km fsublect to homologation)
• First class handling

• Excellent performar.·.:e

.Good visibi'lity

Price£8,200+VAT.l ex-demonstrator available @ £7,750+VAT

Slingsby Engineering Lld
OCtober/November 1979

Kirkbymoorside, York. Tel: 0751-31751 Telex 57911
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from Lasham and John Horrills who has
joined us with his Delphin which was built in
1965 and is the only one of its kind. Does
anyone else know anything about it?
It was a most successful wee'k capped by a
superb barbecue attended by the jubilant
pilots of the 25 gliders which had flown from
Keevil.
J.A.L.

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)

Stratford members do it In stY/fJ when graduating from the lowcar 10 gliders! Congratulations to John
Blakemore and Nigel Sims on successfully eompleting their degree course at Aston University. Photo:
G. Carvell.

in

CLUB NEWS
Copy 'and photographs for the December-January ~ue of S&G should be sent to the Editor, 281
Queen Edith's Way, Camhridge CBI 4NH, le14772S, to arrive not later than October 9 and for the
February·March 1980 Issue to arrive not later than November 30.
August 15. 1979
GILLIAN BRYCE·SMITH

ALTAlR (Cold Harbour Farm)
We are a new club based at Cold Harbour
farm on the A361, three miles from Chipping
Norton anC! telil miles from Ballbury. Our formation started in the spring of 1978 when a
group of six instr'uclors decided to form a flying group. At that time we were without aircraft, airstr.ip, winch or money; that was the
debit side. In the credit balance we could
muster two tug pilots, four official, observers,
one inspector, the six im;tructors and. most
imJX>rtant, a determinatiOA to fly as a BOA
c1u'b before the year was out.
Our first piec,e of ·Iuck arrived when a
member found a 1000 yard long grass strip
(originally a private airstrip) unused ,excepl
for field landing checks by our neig'hbours at
Enstone. Much to our surprise It was ours for
the asking.
Finding the strip was like lighting tht; touch
paper. A T-21 was purchased and rebuilt, a
single-drum winch was purchased as scrap
and rebuilt, ,a barn was reroofed to become
our "hangar" and a windsock appeared up a
telegraph pole, for which we claim no credit,
'but we must be tne only club with a sock the
size ofthe RIO!.
.
Our first flight in the' T-21 was made from
behind the Enstone tug in September with
Naomi Christy, former BGA Development
Officer, a very welcome visllor and helper on
that day.
•
Since then, and despite the weather, our
launch rate has improved considerably and
we mow crack 30 a day without effort. We
hav,e also discovered there is a knack in 'flying
from a winch launch (lff a 100fl wide, 1000
yard long, hedge bordered grass strip in a l:5kr
90" crosswind, and the landi.ngs are almost as
much fun!
We now have three aircraft on site and have
started cross-country flying, a 300km triangle
242

The beller weather in our second club week
prompted three members to attempt their
300km. Barry Purslow (Oly 463) made
Wetherby, Terry Hanison (Skylark 30)
reached Sutton Bank and Bob Boyd (K-6E)
made the longest flight to Winthorpe.
Gordon Bleasda'le flew Silver distance to
Knaresborollgh. Our members are becoming
much bolder and the Pennine barrier no
longer looks to be as formidable as the past.
Our T-21 blew over causing considerable
damage and our K-13 suffered from an amorous interlude wi
ws. Fortuare back after repair.
s.tan Race says it's now 35yrs since he g
his A Certificate No. 1944 and he is st1ll flyillg. I wonder how many club members can
bOast a lower number?

(well 274 of them but he did gel back) in lhe
Weihe by Derek Godfrey, our CFI elect,
being the most noteworthy. Our first pupil~
are about to solo and add another rung in our
ladder of development.
S0 from the contented to the eSlablished "Hello" and remember, if your hol ship runs
cold on you over Chipping Norton drop in
and see how the other half live at 1:5°5S'N
1°5l'W.

D.G.G.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil)
We nave just completed our task week alld
flew every day from July 18 to August 5, but
with only three contest days. On Wednesday
Mike Hughes (K-6E) flew the furthest upwind
and back, reaching Maiden Bradley before
turning back. On Saturday the task f0r the
glass ships was won by Andrew Davis (Mini
Nimbus) with Chris Ito'wland (Std Cirrus)
second and Ron Lynch (DO-lOO) a close
third. The task for the wooden gliders was
won by Andy Smith (Skylark lA) with Stuart
North second (in the same machine a second
time round) and Mervyn Pocock third in his
son's Oly 463.
On Sunday the winners were first, Ron
Lynch, second Gave Parker and third Steve
·Parker. Bernard MacBride was the only pilot
to fly the task for wood in the K-6E.
During the week Jim Gardner and Richard
Marsh were passed out as fully raled instructors by John Williamson. Roger Boor (Olympia 28) .flew to Lasham to complete his Silver
C, a Silver task also achieved by John Melville in the club K-6E. Tricia Langlands gained
her five hours and Ken Way completed both
Bronze legs.
We had several visitors including Ron
Wright :(Mini Nimbus) who rejoined us for the
week after many years, Dave Lush (DG-1.00)

Our new winch has now entered service 200 (super) man-hours were spent by Alan
Urwin, our Chairman, building a selfpropelled twin-drum winch. It has proved to
be very reliable, enabled us to launch our
1J0cian in flat calm conditions and increased
launch heights dramatically. Members bought
Alan a leather flying jacket in appreciation of
.aH'ris hard work.
Alan also has a share ill the first glass Ship
to grace our site - a DG-200. It launches
COOK VARlOMETER
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superbly and regularly di,sappears for hours
on poor days, highlighting the potential of our
site and generally widening horizons.
Our gliding week 1ft July was a success. The
good weather gave.us plenty of flying and
boosted the club funds which we hope will
allow us to start work on an enclosed trailer
park. In addition several pilots gained badge
legs including two distance flights which
completed Silver Cs for Andrew Cal'der and
Colin Sword.
A.J.B.

on Bradwell Edge, and achieving 40 successfullaunches; David Body and his hot air balloon and Phil Chapman with his eX'hibition of
vintage cars. The social climax was a splendid
barbecue and country dance, mounted jointly
by us and the Vintage Club, which was the
finest Camphill party for many years.
S.G.
DUMFRIES & DISTRICT (falgunzeon)

BRISTOL lk GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympsfield)
Several new syndicates have formed on site
including a K-8, K-6 and a Mi,ni Nimbus. $0
far this year we are well up on 197111igures for
hours flown, 'launches and cross-country
kilometres.
With the new dormitory arrangements and
toilet block v,irtually completed and proving
very popular, we are now looking seriously at
the possibility of new workshops and tug air.
craft maintenance facilities which look as
though they will become mandatory in the not
too distant future.
After a series of problems with the Bocian
undercarriage, we have the shor,t term use of a
YS-53, thanks to the k,indness of t'he people at
Dunkeswell. Pupil reaction to it has been
mixed bllt generally favourable - all the
instructors agree that the superb visibility is a
great safety feature.
Wave put ,in several appearances during
July and the best climb was by Chris
Hughes (Cirrus) who reached 12000f1 near
Usk.
R.A.R.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
(Cambridge and Duxford)
John Evans, didn't hold his claim on being the
club's youngest Silver C pilot for very long. A
few weeks later Thomas Edwards, also III but
further away from his next birthday, flew for
five hours to complete his Silver C.
This has. been a summer of high launch
rates from both sites but with few spectacular
llights.
A.N.

COVENTRY (Husbands 8osworth Airfield)
THE Whit Traction Engine Rally was held
for the last time on our site in May. The
Commilleehave decided that the return
from this event does nol justify tfle disruption
to our gliding and the ever present risk of
a big loss in ;the event of bad weather.
Euroglide is almost upon us. We are the
hosts this year and our Contest Director,
Claude Wood house', and his ,team of helpers
have been working hard for months in
preparation.
Our annual task week, \Inder the guiding
hand of ChI'is Thomas, was held at the end of
July. Although the weather was rather mixed,
we all had a jolly good time. We had numerous tield landings, no inciden(s, and a number
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of our early solo pilots had useful crosscountry experience under tuition in an atmosphere of friendly competition.
We have welcomed back Lou Frank and his
family from South Africa, but regret that
Mike and Jean ,Bagnall have left us for
California. We wish them every happiness.
Much work has been done to the airtield oyer
the last year 'to improve ttle s'urface, and the
concrl"le landing strip has been resurfaced at
great expense. However, we may now continue to fl:y all the year round, whatever the
state of the grass areas of the fie'ld.
B.R.
I>EESIDE (Aboyne

Alrneld~

Diamond heights are back in fashion after a
slow start with Ronnie Allan gaining his in the
club Capstan and Willie Stephen going to
22 OOOft in his DG-IOO.
Our task week was maned by tlle usual bad
weather and a 76km triangle by Dave Innes
before breakfast was sufficient to win unfortunately he declared it and then flew the
task in reverse ..
Silver distances have been gained 'by Carol
Bissetl and Stewarl Hunt and Dave Innes
attempted a 300km triangle in therrnal's, only
to fall out after 215km, the furthest poss'ible
distance for the retrieve. Both tugs are back
from C of A, awa,iting the autumn wave season.
D.I.N.S.
DERBY & LANeS (Camphill)
Open week (which some have suggested
mi,ght be renamed HUMPHWEEK, after that
organising genius of endless energy) was,
despite several bouets of that ill-tempered
weather which will characterise 1979, an outrageous success.
With 500 air experience llights, several
limes that number visiting the site, and considerab'le local radio and' newspaper coverage,
we have brought the sport closer not only to
those within our own region, but to many
holidaymakers too, so we hope that not all
the fruits of our labours will be reaped by our
club alone.
Our special thanks to those outside the club
wllose efforts contributed so much to the success of the week. The members of tile Vintage
Club who brought their venerable machines
once again to grace our skies; members of
ether clubs, and visitors, risking countless
slipping discs to keep alive the art of bungying

Wave at last! Ryan Feoion and pupil. lan
McNay, took the club K-2 .to 7000ft from a
winch launch for the first real climb from our
present site. They were still ascending when
they broke ofT. With aerotow facilities we
would probably enjoy a great deal more of this
exciting flying.
Our congratlllations to John Mc!ver and
Bill Gordon on going solo. They both deserve
their success in the air for alii the stalwart
efTor! they put into ground projects.
The weather has been very variable but we
have had thermal soar,ing and used hiJllifl on a
number of days. However our flying week in
August suffered from indifferent conditions.
F.S.
ESSEX (North Weald)
Despite the rather disappointing weather,
over 9000km have been flown. 175km of this
being contributed by' John Wand with his
Silver distance, height and duration flight 'to
Skegness'! Other Silver distances .have been
fl'own by Roger Fry, Martin Tamkin and
Peter White.
Our competition successes also continue,
with three gliders entered in ,the Western Regionals, Mike Jefferies beating Tim Healey,
Mike Throssell and Guy Corben to come
Ihird. Mike is at tile moment in the Northern
Regiona'ls with the 1<-13. Dave Appleby
entered tile Booker Regionals agail1l but did
nol quite beat Bemard Fitchetl! We are
sorry to say goodbye to Dave, who ,is lea vthe area. His many years service as aidield
manager were much appreciated.
At the moment we are looking forward to
repeating last year's successes with our
annual Aboyne trip in Odober.
Further congratulations go to Kei(h
Thompson for his solo after only two mon'ths
and Tony Mainwaling for our successful
social calendar.
S.LD.
HEREFoRI>SHIRE (Shohdon Air,field)
Competitiol1l Enterplise was an excellent
experience (see full report on p212). Eight of
our pilots entered and Don Towson came
fourth. The Comp showed us unexpected
cross-country poss,ibilitieson awkward days
and introduced us 10 new friends.
We have sord our Rally.e tug and one Blanik
to a group headed by Jolln Bally. They are
developing a beautiful site 900ft asl between
Ta'lgartfl and the Black Mountains. John is an
experienced power pilot and a hang gliding
buff. The ealle w,ith which he's taken to
"proper" gliding is driving us mad. They are
intending to have a reciprocal arrangement
wilh us for training. Their site is superb for
ex.perienced pilots to soar the Hay Bluffs and
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SYSTEMS

MINI-VARIO
AUDIO DIRECTOR

INTEGRATOR

Your choice for 1979.
The choice of winners at Cnateauroux, Rayskala and
Waikerie.
The only complete system from basics to advanced accessories.
Utilizing the latest in electronic and packaging techniques,
Cambridge is the only system with tne unique building-block
approach, enab'ling you to tailor tne system to exactly your
requirements. All system components are compatible and
retrofittable on the field.
STANDARD VARIO

Full two year warranty and fast service back-up.

Cambridge systems are available through:
$OUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES, LASHAM AIRFIELD, NR. ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
TEL: HERRIARiJ 359
Service is available through:
GLIDER INSTRUMENTS, 5 GUNDEVON RD., WaDDlEV, READING, BERKS.
TEL: 0734 696491
STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS IN

Australia, Cilnada. England, France, Germany, Holland, New Zealand. Switzerland. Full Service
Facilities in Australia, Canada. England and Switzerland.

Variometer Systems
Pirol Air Data Computers
CONTACT YOUR mAHROR

BUSINESS.MEMBER

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS INe
365 OLD MARLBORO RD. CONCORD. MASSACHUSEnS 01742 USA
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TEL 617-369-8572
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the Black Mountain'S but a bit difficult for
beginners,
They want a small active club for
enthusiasts and we Ire negotiating for permission to put up a han&ar an a clubhouse. Ideal
for us because we can get a tow back from
there if we can't gel enough height 10 glide
home. We also have a reciprocal' a"rrangement
to fly at the Long Mynd.
There is a surpr1sing amounl of wave
around. The stan'y-eyed syndicate of Partridge, Harlow Rnd WillIT (not shipbuilders)
flew their carbon Mini: Nimbus ,the day she
arrived from GermaflY. She is 10 be joined by
a sister ship early in the new year (Maitland,
King sYNdicate).
Adrian L10yd (K.6cR) completed his Silver
C with a flight to 'Nympsfield on July 15.
There have been a crop of Bronze and Silver
legs and four solos, David Falls, Tim Walls,
Richard Nightingale and liz Williams. Fr<lnk
Moore, who gained his Silver C a long time
ago and has had a long lay-off, sl10wed great
patience and determination during a lengthy
re,training period and is now Oying his [)arl

IS.
The Avro Club spent a month with us
bringing two K-7s and 16 solo pilots with
Jerry Ramsden and Slewarl Lowe in charge.
They have airways problems at home and
come to us for good soaring.
In Augu,sl Charles Boucher collects our
Twin Astir from Germany. The dead keen
ab-initios and early solo mob are producing
a club T-shirt for us. I'm not sure if their
slogan "join the Shobdon thermal
gropers" has passed the censor.
R.P.
HIGHLAND (DalIachy)
We congratulate Jim Tait on becoming our
new CFI, and wish him well. We also congratulate Gordon Armstrong and John Murreil on going solo.
This has been a good summer so far for
visitors. and the Bocian is kept fully oCl;upied
at weekends.
We ar,e suITe.ring from a shortage of instructors at the moment, so our partil;ular thanks
are due to those who have given so much time
to the back seat of the Bocian when t!ley
might have been doing other, mol',!: ex\;iting
things.
We have now installed a much-needed tele"
phone. The number, (weekends only) is
Fochabers 820568.
R.E.T.

COMPETITOR -

DOLPHINI

Congratulations George lee!
World Champion used
Dolphin Vario Conversion
"Simple - Effective - It Works!"
Basic Oolphin
Double Oql,phin

£17.00
£30.00

Write or phone lor deteils

JSW SOARING
12 WA'RREN RISE
FRIMLEY. SURREY GU16 5SH
Tel. CAMBERLEY (0276)63236
and JSW Calculators £3.25
Prices Include Postage in U.K.
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE (Lasham Airlield)

I

The Easter course was a great success,
thanks to the good weather, and a'lI six pupils
went solo. Our thanks to Paul Minton for
instructing - over 100 launches in one week.
Tom Fall' and Don Mayo com~leted .heir
Bronze l'egs shorlly aflerwards and Bob
Green achieved his duration.
We have made the best of the summer so
far with seven Silver distances and on May ,19
the entire Oeel went cross-country. The K-8
Oew 10 Keevil for Silver distance (and back),
the Club Libelle went around a 300km
triangle. the Astir did 280km of the same
triangle and Steve Parker did a 500km in his
Kestrel.
The club cel'ebrates its 50th anniversary
next year and the dinner is on Saturday, May
10.
P.T.R.

considerable number of Silver heights. duration and distal'lce legs by both club pilols and
visiting private DWlilers. The unusual number
of days with fair to strong westerlies seems to
have curtailed the long <lis lance attempts but
as a consolation ,is prov,iding excellent wave
soaring as the thermals decline in the evenings.
The task week began successfully with
three flying days in the first five. The
strongest August winds for a Ilong time forced
our task seller, Chris Day, to resort to a
treasure hunt through the hilliest and narrow"
est lanes he could find in Shropshire. Many
thanks to Chris and family for alltneir efforts
to make the week successful and congratulations to all those pilots who 'hav,e gained Silver
legs. completed their Bronze or soloed for the
first time.
D.L.W.

NORFOLK (Tibenham)
KENT (Ohallock)

n has certainly been a good year for Silver
distances with Trevor Bint, Roger Gunkel
and Lenny Parris 'being the latest to succeed,
all in Skylark 4s. Tony Moulang has done well
by winning Competition El'lterpr-ise and .coming third in the Lasham Regionals' Standard
Class.
Improvements to the airfield are continuing
- a further grading phase has been completed
leaving only one main area to be dealt with.
The hangar has been given splendid new
doors, thanks to the expertise and engineering
facilities of Ron Cousins, and a long overdue
coat of paint, for which we thank Bill Waite,
Tony Bradley and others for scaling the
heights.
D.H.
LONDON (Dunstable)
Indifferent weather has contributed to a lack
of achievement recently; although Ron Grant
would have got his Silver distance on August
10 if he had switched on his barograph. We
have. recently hosted a BGA task week as
well as a K-7 and a Pi'latus from the Vale of
Neath (three of whose pilots did use barographs for their distances).
Four gliders attended the Vintage Rally in
Switzerland: the Kite I, Mu 13, Peter
Bourne's show-stopping Scud 2 and lhe
Weihe which was tragically smashed in a
whirlwind. (See report on p213).
We also Oy boring plastic gliders at Dunstable: there are now no less than four
ASW-20LS. whose owners obviously know
that Oying ISm makes you deaf. Wiser still are
Mike Bird and Clive Hawes who recently
bough. Ihe magnificent ex-Delafield Nimbus
which spans almost 21m. Your scribe will
soon oUldo them with a GlasfUgel 604: this
should blot out the sun permanently.
F.K.R.

MIDLAND (Long

Mynd~

The soaring season is progressing nicely with
most days providing some combination of hill
lifl, thermal or wave. This has resu'lted in a

Q£tffftfffff!ff!i'
A$K.l8

..::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:::::~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::0.
That's its name! Drawing by Charles Hall.

The club fleet now has an AS-K 18 as "topship" thanks to generous grants from the
Sports Council and others. Skylark 2(120) is
up for sale. A PliK-20B and a Dart 17 have
arrived to boos'l our considerable collection of
syndicate aircraft, while Oedgling CFI,
"Woody" Woodhouse, and his veteran predecessor, Joe Podolski. are off to Germany to
collect a Std Astir.
The two hard worked Condors are showing
signs of fatigue in the form of valve trouble, so
the many heavy evenings of passenger Oying
are oul for the time being. A retired telephone
exchange will shortly provide much needed
workshop facilities.
La'st year's popular advanced soaring
course is being followed up Iby a crosscountry course in lhe two iK-13s. The summer
ah-inilio courses are now in full swing. Emie
Cunningham has taken his. IS-288 to France
to compete in the Rouen Gliding Club's task
week, and a plane-full of colleagues will
over from Tibenham to cheer him on and to
further develop friendships with our twin
club.
M.T.B.

:ny

SCOTT,ISH GLIDING UNION
<Portmoak)
By coincidence probably the best conditions
during the 'last two months came on the
anniversary of "The Weekend" of last year.
Good wave returned and four 300km triangles
were flown.
Andy White carried the Scollish Oag to the
first European Club Class Championships in
his iK-6E, doing well by coming 26th overall
and fourth in the wooden ships, Oying 1500km
in eight days.
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Friends of Bert Jarvis, who was going to
crew for Andy and was taken ill while ell route
10 Sweden, will be pleased to -know he is fully
recovered and hard al v,l,rk ill the workshop.
R.H.

fortunate in finding a willing Chairman, our
Secretary, Stan Denner, with Steve Evans as
CFI. With the·ir guidance the club has been
looking up . .In March we purchased a Kr8
complete with barograph and parachute and it
is being put to good use.
Our CFI has gathered together a good team
of instructors - Dennis Snowden and John
SOUTHDOWN (Storrlngton)
Sentance have been joined by Keith Bowdler
and Len Cooper. Two further instructors (Q
A rare spell of decent weather has allowed
qualify from the club are Mel Guard and
Richard Bragg to complete his Silver C with a
Dave Foster.
flight to Ringmer. Paul Wainwright did his I
The benefits from our gliding week at the
five hours while on holiday at Sulton Bank.
end of July were 'shown by Andy Uoyd claimWe have been running an experimental
ing Silver height .and distance in one go; Bob
group lraining scheme on Tuesday evenings
Grant, Neil Meakin and John Brassington
lhroughout the summer. Progress made has
gelling their Bronze C; John Cawrey achievbeen extremely encouraging .and the normal
,ing a dur;ltion to complete his Silver C and
drop out rate during Itraining has been reduced
Ron Cousins and Bob Grant completing
by about 400%!
50km. Our youngest member, Kate Denner,
The new Astir has anived but to the horror
went solo at 16 and Pete Wailer has also
of one of the 'larger syndicate members, the
soloed.
cockpit sizes have been I:onsiderably reduced
The annual pilgrimage to Portmollk has
from the earlier CS model. Obvious'!}' anyone
taken prace with a rebel going to Lasham and
contemplating bl!!y,ing a new aircraft should
returning with great enthusiasm and glowing
'tryout the current model for fit before parting
reports.
with the sackful of Marks.
We had a film show followed by a cheese
B.A.B.
and wine evening and a social evening with
, the presentation of annual trophies. Tony
, Faulkner has been presented with a testimonial showing ollr appreciation for his services
SOUTH YORKSHIRE & NOnS
to the club.
(Winthorpe)
We flave had a record number of people
wanting to take part in our Friday night air
experience llights and wishing to join the
At our AGM we were sorry to hear that our
Chairman and CFI, Tony Faulkner, was leavclub.
R.M.
ing us due to pressure of work. We were most

SPECIALIST TWIN TRAINING

SPORT
A'IR
REPAIRS

STAFFOROSHIRE (Morridge)
Alan Jones flew the K-8 for 70min during the
second dub comse week on June 27 to gaiJil
his second Bronze leg. Pauline Gwinnelland
Peter Dyke have completed their C certificate, both in tile K-8, and Ken Whillon and
Joe Yarwood have had cross-country flights
in their Olympia 2B. joe's retrieve crew found
the glider surrounded by bales of hay which
had been made after the landing.
We have had a loan of £1000 from the Philip
Wills fund for site improvements. Our launch
fee has increased from 60p to 70p but flying
fees remain the same.
Members went on a canal trip by horse
drawn barge on Augus·t 17, whjch was a
change from flying at Morri.dge.
P.F.F.
SURREY & HANTS (Las'ham Airfield)
The dreary summer c·ontinues, very nearly
washing alld blowing out ,the Lasham Regionals. After a number of incidents including a
mid-air collision, fortunately with no injury to
pilots (see BGA News), worthy champions
arose. Ralph Jones took the Open Class, Ted
lysakowski the Racing 15s and our star club
pildt, George Metcalfe, the Sports Class.

GLIDE'R
INSTRUMENTS
RepaIrs, Overhauls and Calibration.
Approved for PZL repairs ahd Barogroph Colibrotion.
PZL Instruments in stock.

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Rood
Woodley
Reading, Berb
Telephone 0734 69649/

AIRCRAFT HIRE
our aircraft are
full airways equipped

REDUCED RATES
FOR BLOCK BOOKING
Private Pilot's licence
PA23-1179's
IIR Renewals
liMe R.atings
GFT's for group A & B
Instruction on private aircraft.
Special, instruction for Glider Pilots
to obtain: Private Pilot's Licence

Bookings and IEnquiries: BIGGIN Bill 74166
14 High Street, Chislehurst, Kent
Tel: '01-467 4840
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•

Glider & Motor Glider

•

C of A Inspection
ond Repairs

•

Argon Arc, Gas and
Electric Welding

STORCOMM
Give your glider 0 commanding voice equip it with a
76b3 - the full power
radio.

n

·Two·unit des.ign with ,moll ond unoblrus.ive
control bax
"Extremely rugged construction

-Highly sensitive and selel;tive receiver
"Fau, channel capability. 130'.4, 130.1 and
I 29.9 fitted as standard

•

Wood and Metal
Trailers buih to order

"Supplied obsalule'ly complete and ready to
use
COMING SOON - Our camponian 5 watl
all tranSlslor vehicle set
Send for derailed infarmalian 10:

,lakeside Farm,
Middle Aston, Oxon.
Telephone
Chorlton-on·Otmoor 441

George Storey
H.t. Comm... nicatlons
P.O. lox 4
SUNIURY ON tHAMES
Middlesex, TWl6 7TA
Md'lOg glider radiO, Since 1967
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George has gained his 300km, :'lOOkm and
5000m Diamonds over a recent period of nine
months then in a K-6 wins his firsl contest.
The Comps organi.tion ran very smoothly
throughout and we <tWait the Nationals next
y.ear.

c.L.
ULSTER (Bellarena)

YORKSHIRE (Sutlon Bank)
The season has been disappointing with few
excellent days. However R,ichard Blackmore
is to be congratulated on a 486km out and
return t{) f:)idcot power station starting from a
100ft winch launch onto the ridge. Congratulations also to Catherine Hibbs, Jim Shield,
GeolT Hardisly and Michele Walker on going
solo and to John Shanley on completing his
Silver C.
Our old faithful gave up the ghost in July
and we are grateful to the Markington group
for Ihe generous loan of the:irs. Our new
winch should be ill action for our ilulumn
wave visitors. In addition we are operating
I,hree tugs so that a high launch rate should
always be possible in the future.
E.S.

~[E~Wl~(C[E
[M[EW§
BICESTER (RA'FGSA Centre)

May 13 was a perfect sunny day at Bellarena
without a single cloud in the s:ky - as seen
from 10000ft in the south-westerly wave anyhow. The PIK and the SF-27M both made
about II0000t some way to the south, Mike
Miskimmin achieved 10500ft in the Skylark 3
only five mil'es from lhe sile while t;he Twin
Astir bobbed up and down like a cork for
Shrs, to between 7500ft and lO000ft ·each
time. Radio reception was excellent: we could
hear most of :the clubs wi,thin a 300km radius
from Scotland through the Midlands to the
south coast of Ireland.
Mervyn Farrell new the Capstan and Ruth
Hall the K-6{'R to the west of Lough Neagh
on June 24 . which, with Ruth's subsequent
height climb, completes twO more Silver Cs.
The next week saw the club's. best ever
wave day. John Dent, up from Dublin with
his K-6, reached 13000f1, while the dub
record was broken in the P,IK by Jel'emy Bryson with 1:5000ft, and later by Alan Sands
who climbed 10 18200f1 (it was stilJl going,
albeit slowly), 10 show that a Diamond height
really is possible less Ihan ten miles from the
field. With a NW wind, the wave was being
triggered by the In,ishowen hills norlh of
Dmy, whose highest point ,is 201 9ft.
Other recenl exploits include Louden
Blair's five hours and first solos by Glen
Rainey and Tommy McBride. By the beginning of OClober our next expedition with the
Dublin GC to Farranfore in Co Kerry (in
search of yet more wave) should have taken
place; and maybe we will have cut through the
red tape to get our hangar put up at last ...
A.S.
OCtober/November 1979

AI the end of July we bade a(J re voir with a
presentation of tankards to two of ellr keenest
American members who have returned to the
States. Tony S.lbino - father of ·three small
boys ~ will be missed' as the member guaranteed to have completed Dls of the winch and
a few gliders by 8.30 on a winter Sunday
morning, and for his Mexican hot pepper dip
which warmed everyone in ,the bar at ihe end
of llying. As instructors, both Tony and John
(Linleton) did much to encourage their compatriots at Upper Heyford to come gliding.
Although the weather has been rather mixed.
there have been a few near misses at 300km
and some cross-country flying by pilots al
weekends or on task or soaring weeks in
,July/early August. It has been a good year for
Silver legs with at least ten mOre Sil'ver
badges completed recently. The pi'lots
included two Centre staff - Pete Lewis and
Vk Carter - and a former staff member Bob Welsh, who often helps with our
glider maintenance. Andy Parker and Gerard
Ivey did their Silver legs in the universilY
glider and showed that a K-7 is not to be
despised as a cross-country machine. Others
to be congratulated include Gwen Babcock,
Whitso!1 Bush, Andy Leitch, Steve Smith and
especially J'ohll AI;mstrong (a Halton apprentice) who had a slow stall 10 solo and then
completed lrIis Silver C in eight weeks!
Thanh 10 westerly winds Dunstable has been
a more popular 50km goal than in other years
with Alex Robertson and two others pioneering a new mute from Farmoor reservoir near
Oxford to Dunslable on August 5.
About 15 pilots, including some on the Joint
Services Adventur.e Training week, have
recently gone solo or obtained Bronze .legs.
J.W.

CHILTERNS
(RAF Weston on the Green)
The bad weather at the beginning of the year
gave us fairly low launch figures. However
members worked hard, especially on the
clubhouse which is being modified. The
launch rate improved in the summer after an
enjoyable expedition to Bannerdown GC.
Our thanks to their CFI for pUlling up with
us.
Fl'lllowing that we have had three A and B
certificates and several Bronze and Silver
legs. Cl'lngratulations 10 Richard Andrews
who went solo on his 16th birthday.
The longest day started well al 4.30 a.m.
bu,t was soon spoiled by a military parachute
drop. The whole ·l1eet was in good working
orde,r and we welcomed back our long lost
K-4 which has been under major repair. The
Cadet Mk 'I was nying ,in the morning mist
and bolh winches and the twotraclors were in
working order which quickened: our launches
when the Hercules left om circuit.
L.A.R.
CLEVELANDS/HAMBLETONS
(RAF Dishforth)
We have had our share of westerly winds in
the north which has brought a crop of good
wave nights inclUding a duration for Key
MOllon, Chns Lodge and Yvonne Washer
gained their five hours over Sullon Bank and
we have had one Diamond height. four Gold
heights and one Silver height.
We held two ab·il1ilio courses in June with
nine solos being Hchieved. Our barbecue was
a greHt success thanks to all those who helped
to organise it and members who put themselves out to obtain such things as a marquee,
bales of straw and cooking utensils.
J.A.S.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
The Gull 4 has just returned from the vintage
meet at Camp hill - thl)nk you Derby &
Lancs for your tremendous hospitality. The
K-8 visited the Welland GC and had a very
enjoyable day.
Gliders are always welcome at Cranwell
but please weekends only. During the week it
is a very active mililary base and unusable for
gliders.
Our congratulations to Ray Walker on his
Silver distance and height; to Jolm IlJbitson
on 'Silver height; John Renshaw and Ken Pick
on completing their Bronze; Dick Kenny on
Bronze leg and Terry Addcock on going solo.
NumerOus non badge cross-CQuntries have
al'so been nown.
The longest day was enjoyable, espedally
the barbecue organised by George Baker.
P.S.
CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
Our soaring season was Easter weekend!
Since then we have watched with mounting
frustration the cumulus forming over the border. We've had numerous visitors over the
past weeks including George lee who new
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our K-13 in a very successful dual tow with
our CFI, Ray Brownngg, in our Blanik.
Congratulations to ~ick Long, John Salmon and Nigel Grant db gaining both Bronze
legs; to Mkk Samson &nd GeotJ Speake on
going solo; 10 Avo Mangoian, Steve Vaux
and Chris Lodge Qncompleting their Bronze
Cs; 10 Avo and SIeve Vaux on Silver height
(and Steve bas. qualifi.ed for passenger carrying) and finally to our two new baby instructors, Dave Lancaster and Chris Putt.
We have said farewell 10 Richard Halliburton, Pete McLaren and Arthur Wall, Arthur
comple'ing his Bronze C before leaving. We
have also welcomed many new Crusaders too
numerous to mention.
J.S.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerslon)
We are still here and although our move from
Syerston at vne time seemed imminent, the
question of the gliding club being "posted"
elsewhere is now merely I'urking in the dim
murky background.
Nick Lewinton soloed in the T-21 with the
"bomb" ballast weight in the front of the nose
and a 30lb ballast weight where the instructor
used to be. There have been a number of
achievements by K-18. pilots including first
Bronze legs by Sandra Wardle, Dennis Martin and Pete Singleton and second for Clare
Farmer and Tony Satchel. In between repairing ouI' gliders Bren McMasters has .completed his Bronze C. Silver heights have been
gained by Clare farmer, Cliff Edmundson
and Derllk Jones.
Our congratulations to Gary Singlemoreon
succ·essfully completing his instructors'
course and we welcome three more instructors, Phil Willsher on his recent return from
Germany and two full Cats. Martin Durham
from Cran.well and John Taylor from Dishforth.
The ani,val of the ASW-20 has compensated for the PIK 200 going to a Buclm1inster
GC syndicate. The new Motor PIt< 20E, the
second to enter the country and the first to be
flown here, has aroused considerable interest.
11 is jointly owned by Bob McLucki, Rod
Whiner, lake Jacobs and Ron Jones. Andy
Penswick went to Germany to collect his
DG-2oo which features extendable wings tak'ing it from a 15m to a 17m wingspan.
Final'ly, 617 Kestre'l syndicate has returned
from le Blanc ,in Central France. During a
fortnight they achieved a total of 56hrs and
3500km, along with envious suntans.
L.R.B.
FULMAR (Klnloss)
Soaring achievements have been rather disappointing this summer, the sea breeze keeping the thermals.an annoying few miles inland.
However we congratulate Andy Bould on his
300km goal and Diamond leg, which completes his Gold C. Mark Bonthron starred
during his K-'8 c~nversion by soaring in very
weak wave for 30min for his first Bronze leg.
We ar,e very pl'eased to have George Lee
flying with us at the moment. On his first day
on the airfield Ron Jackson showed (Jeorge
around' the winches and left him there for an
hour. We hoped that this would set a trend
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amongst the other club full Cats but they
chose not to follow the example.
Our longest day celebration was a great
success and we rnanaged 201 launches in the
,day followed by a barbecue Party in the evening.
Tile club Astir trailer took another Ilnoc'k
on the return journey from the Inler-Services
Regionals. The lrail'er and aircraft were
slightly damaged but are serviceable now.
Jan Everett is doing a great job running our
bus, giving us a good range offood throughout
the long days. We also congratulate Jan 00
converting to the K-S.
R.G.H.
HUMBER (RAF Lindholme)
We have had a big influx of pupils and the
tWQ-seaters are work'ing overtime. And'rew
Cmson went solo on his 16th birthday and
Ctive Brealey flew Silver distance to RAF
Syerston. Stan Cooper achieved two Bronze
legs and a Silver h.eight. Mick Breeze also
gained Ilis Silver height on the same day and
has converted to the Astir 77 a'long with Clive
and Phil Airey. Vic and David Wilson are
pUlling their Sky to good use by flying their
Bronze legs witlt David missing his Silver
height due to not having switched his ban;)graph on!
Four of our pilots have just competed in the
Northerns but there was Itardly any flying
due 1'0 bad weather. Better luck next time!
K.M.G.
KESTREL (RAF Odiham)
The last couple of months have seen three
more members completing ,tlleir Silver badge,
Harry Chapple, Simon (son of Pam) Davis
and Martin Eldridge. Since then Martin
attempted to aerobat a Ford EScort and is
now hospital,ised as a result, we hope not Cor
long.
Andy Ginever and Roy Dalling have survived their assistant ins.tructors' course, and
are now firmly entrenched in the rear seat.
Our venerable Cirrus has flown its last
competition as an AGA glider, the Lasham
Regionals, flown by Mike Pobjoy into a creditable 7th place. The competition number 52
now passes to our new flagship the MiniNimbus.
Recent visitors to Odiham were members
of .the Vintage Glider Club. The Mii 13 liked
us so much that it adopted us and now resides
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here. We have also had the use of the 15-2882
demonstrator for a weekend.
Our Secretary, Pam Davis, having apparently felt the need 'of a break. frorn gliding has
gone for a walk round the HimalaY'i1s!
P.W.A.
PEGASUS (RAF Giitersloh)
This month we have sadly said farewell to
"Q" Oswell, our founder and Chairman, who
almost single handedly brought this club into
existence. We send him all our thanks for the
incredible job he has done which has just
allowed us t~ buy our six th club aircraft in the
two years we have existed. We are also I'osing
Bob and Eileen Perry whose invaluable work
in establishing and running the club's catering
si~e will be very much missed, and 'Phil'
W.llsher who has kept our fi.nances in order
over the last two chaotic years.
After a rather hair-raising two weeks at the
RAF Germany Gliding Comps the club has
settled down to a membership drive and to
sorting out the ,fleet. We have purchased a
replacement K·8 and the old one is recovering
well in the hands of Pete Carr, who bravely
bought what the storm left of it, and hopes to
have it flying again by next summer. Our second winch is also due to appear any day now.
We congratulate John Jenkins on his full
Cat status. Despite the poor weather we have
had some A and Bs, notably Bill Cordon who
has put in so much hard work and enthusiasm.
The airfi.eld is soon to be operational again
so we are checking our radios but don't
expect any serious disruption. We are also
building up good relations with the German
ridge sites at Vennebeck and Disperode
where we occasionally fly at weekends.
Finally, our thanks 'to Bob Bickers who,
along with many other duties, is our new
Chairman. He has been a driving force in the
club for a long time.
C.M.E.
PHOENIX (RAF Driiggen)
Members. are continuing their relentless
march up lhe achievement ladder. Women's lib
has been given an uplift with two of our recent
first solos being ladies. Congratulations to
Sue Banks. Patsy Beckley, Geoff Stevens"
Dave Kent and Rick Cowley. I>ave Kent and
Rick Cowley have converted to the K-8 while
Steve Wall, AI Stacey and John Duncan

ENTERPRISES

(ANGUS FLEMING)
TOP QUALITY METAL GLIDER TRAILERS FOR
THE DISCERNING OWNEH - WELL KNOWN
FOR TOWING STABILITY
POPULAR GLIDER FITTINGS
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

EXAMPLE
NIMBUS 2
COMPLETE
FITTINGS

JACKING BELLY TROLLEY
fUSELAGE MouNtED TAILPLANE
SOLAR BAnERY CHARGER (Roof Panel)
'WINGFIL' WATER BALLAST PUMP-(3 g.p.m,)
VERY STABLE COLLAPSIBLE TRIPOD TRESTLE
AND NOW OUR LATEST DEVELOPMENT
WATER BALLAST TROLLEY (to your capacity)
Very Ughtweighl
.
BALLOON TYRES
(TOW BEHIND T,HE CAR)
INBUltT PUMP
STOW IN THE TRA'ILER
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having completed tfueir Bronze C are now flying the K-18. Congratulations are also due to
Colin Davey and Rick Paradie on winning the
Club Class pot in tqJ recent RAFGGA Competitions duIing which Rick achieved his
Silver distance.
The new club hot ship, the ASW-20, has at
last been delivered. Our continued thanks to
Jan Paradie for her untiring work supplying
and cooking the food on the bus at weekends
and for the first class barbecue on Dick
Hunt's farewell nigh\.
Finally we reluctantly say farewell to our
CFI, Kev Kiely, his wife Liz and to Bill and
Michelle Toorell and family. Many thanks to
Kev for his guidance, prodding and occasional chastisement duIing ·the last four years
and to Liz wllo has looked after the club stats
and produced the duties Ijs\. Bill has been
Treasurer and his unending searching for
ways of obtaining money and generally managing tile club funds has been much, appreciated. Michelle has spent much of her time
chasing us for snippets of information for the
r.H.
club news.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
We have had a very successful two months
with a host of acllievements and many happy
flying hours. "Percy" Oallon, Oennis Severs, Nigel Bennett, Mick Marsha'll, Bob Jones
and "Ginge" Blackbum have A and Bs; Les
Cadogan, Mick Greenway, Gary Feeley,
Steve Charlton and "Mossie" Williams have
Bronze legs and Rhod Evans recently completed his Bronze and, wilh Mick Greenway,
gained Silver heig'ht. Our most noted

achievement is a Silver C completed in two
days by Rich Arnall.
Special congratulations to Jed Toal on gaining his assistant instructor category after waiting nearly four years. To celebrate he spent
four days and three evenings instructing
pupils on our very successful ab-initio course.
Finally, we say goodbye to Jim White,
Treasurer, and Marty and Trish Plau, Secretary, and wish them the best for the future..
B.A.B.

--==~-~=~~

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By l. GLOVER senior inspector

Hu,band, Ba,wanh A"~eld. Near Rugby
lel. Market Horborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

11 you're an experienced glider pilot and
you're looking lor a goodl base to fly
Irom on your hol,idays, Coventry Gliding
Club ,is the ptace for you.
Situated just oUlside Husbands Bosworth,
it is within easy Ilying 'reach 01 many
other Clubs. Aero-tQw launching ensures
that any machine with reasonable penetralion can enjoy 'I'ong distance Or lOcal
soari,r,g in our almost ideal conditions.
Club facilities Include Licensed Bar,Iirs.t
class accommodation, easy access Irom
motorways and good company.
We also ex tend an equally warm welcome 10 the not so experienc,ed.

REF ELECTRONICS
We have at last moved,
and hope to be operating
normally as soon as possible
Tel Penn (STD 049 481) 4483
REF ELECTRONICS
Church Road, Penn
High Wycombe
Bucks HP108LN

For details 'ring:
Harborough 880429 or 880521
Or write 10: COVENTRY GLlDINGCU.JB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield,
Husbands Bosworth, Leics.
Mar~et

AMERICAN PARACHUTES
AS WELL AS OUR OWN VERY POPULAR SYSTEM, WE NOW OFFER THE
FINEST AMERICAN PARACHUTES AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES.
EXPERT ADVICE ON YOUR CHOICE, AND FULL BACK-UP SERVICE
FROM A BRITISH PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION ADVANCED RIGGER.
All prices have been reduced to take account of
the Pound's rise against the American Dollar;
allowing us to offer you safe, comfortable and
reasonably priced parachutes from £ 189 inc.
15% VAT and postage in the U,K.
For information wrile

10:

PEAKIN
PARACHUTES
36 Minster Court
Belmont, Co. Durham
or

Telephone: 0385-44490
(Evenings)
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rule Ihat allows not more than 5pts per
jng from irE and Netto fault finding to cor'kilometre flown. Thus the effective limit is
rect map preparation. The Idebriefing sessions were entertainment in themselves D<El~~I------!..--------i 'Set by the furthest non-finisher, with speed
points added as a bonus for those that did
you can guarantee some good stories ancl
finish." This is not the case, as the 5pts/km
linteresting comparisons with 11 gliders
rule only applies when nobody at alt
setting off on Hack. And s'urely comparison
, finishes the race. When· at least cne pilot
is the important factor? Press your club to
cornpl:etes the task, distance points
have weekend ,tasks and get the crossbecome a percentage of the maximum
country bug. In a week of variable weather
we managed over 300hrs flying and 6500
daily .points determined in the normal way.
Consequently, distance points on a comcross-country kilometres.
,pleted race of less than 200km could be
Keep it vp BGA, you are spreading an
exci\ling message.
more than 5pts/km, as indeed they were for
M. D. ALLAN, (Midland GC)
the 15 Metre Class on ,the last day of the
Nationals.
, take no de'light in pointing out these
misinterpretations, for I would gladly trade
KRONFELD'S SilVER C
my knowledge of' the rules for John's soaring skill any day. On the other hand, if John
Dear Editor,
had studied the Competition Handbook he
The note following my article on Robert
SCHEME TO ENCOURAGE YOUNGSTERS
might have won that first day and finished
Kronfeld in the last issue at the end 01 p159
the Championships in his rightful place at
states that Wolf Hirth "made his first Silver
Dear Editor,
.er near Ihe top!
C flight long after KroAfeld completed his
I noticed there were very lew youngsters
GORDON CAMP, St Neots, Cambs.
three legs ..." But how lon9 is long? \;n
at our annual d,inner at the Coventry GC
(Chairman, BGA Competitions Committee)
S&G, Feb~uary, 1934, p20, I gawe the official
and during the evening formulated the idea
list of the first 18 Silver C pilots, laken from
of finding. ten members wilting to donate
Flugsport, with figures for the actual perEM each 10 tun a special competition.
TAKEN TO TASK
formance of each leg by each pilot. K'ronDavid Asquith, my syndicate partner, joined
feld was still first on the list although :Hitler
me and by the end. of the dinner I had perDear Edito,r,
had already been in power for over a year,
suaded eight others to donate.
Kr0nfeld's figures were 164km, :2160m,
Readers, are you getting enough? How
The scheme was to give three places at
man.y cross-countries have you achieved
7hrs 34min; Hirth's were 53km, 1:0'28m,
one of our lull-time courses at Husbands
this year? :DQ yOlil think you WQuld like to do
7hrs 7min. K>r0nfeld'-s distance was flown
Bosworth. The Coventry Evening Telefrom the Wasserkuppe to Markredwitz on
more yel the weather never seems quite
graph agreed to promote the competHlon
righ,t, or when it is· someone else is flying
August 24, 1'929, and his altitude at the
and launched it wIlh a full-page article on
the aircraft? SUddenly the summer is over
same meeting, ·but I cannot locate his
the c1111b's activities together with-an entry
- "Next year I really must make the effort."
duration, as ourations 'rarely received pubform. This consisted of six simple quesWell I have found a magic wand: the BOA
licity unless they were records. Wolf Hirth's
tiOns. and a request for a short letter on why
Instructors' Task Week.
duration and distance were flewn at Elmira
the entrant wanted to glide. We restricted
It <Ioesn',t malter whether you fly a glass
during the American Nationa'ls oJ 19~O on
the entry to 16 to 21-year-OI'ds.
September 30 and October :2 respectively;
slipper or a wooden parachute, when set a
We had more IhaA 40 entries and a panel
task you will find that Y0l,l can achieve more
the latter was the world's first cros$of lour sifted throug,h the replies and shortthan you expected, even in less than good
country in pure thermals and he said he
listed nine who were invit·ed to ,the .club,
soaring conditions. After all, that is what a
climbed 1000m above starting level twice.
interviewed and then given air experience
"Long" is ,therefore a year and a month.
:British standard summer day is like so you
Hights. The winners, two boys and a girl,
may as wel:l have a go. Don't be put off by
The first record I can limd of Kronfeld's
joined a course at the end of JUly.
demotion from NO. t Silver C is in the off ioutlandings - tarm-ers a,re a good bunch
This has aroused great interest and may
Icial list given in one of the many suppleand their daughters even ,better.
encourage other' clubs to run a similar
ments to Wolf HiJth's Handbuch des
Husbands Bosworth was the very hospischeme to enable young people to particitable venue and a var,ied selectioA of gliders
Segelfllegens published in 1938, and. this
pate in a sport which is becoming more difchamge was repeated in a list of the first
gathered there hom a Skylark to an
ficult for them to afford.
1032 Silver Cs up to May 1$, 1939, pubASW-20. Slingsby Engineering. Lld kindly
K. D. DAVIES, Coventry.
lished im Flugsport. Curiousl. enough this
lent us their Vega and IS-286 demonslist attributes No. 49 10 Wolf Hirth Bod No.
trators.
50 to Martin Schempp (originaHy No. 8).,
Brian Spreckley and John Williamson,
both with the date 4.10.36 and the comBGA Nationa'l Coaches, organised the
A MATTER OF RULES
ment: "issued as r·eplacement for lost
, week, ably supported by Lou Franks ana
badges"; yet a year earlier Hirth's book
Vie Carr, and their t,remendolls determinagave No. 49 as Max Kegel of' Stuttgart and
tion and enthusiasm tor cross-country
Dear Editor,
No. 50 as Ignaz Stiefsom of Vienna. Kegel
soaring quickly spread to us all.
John Williamson's report in your last
issue of the 1;979 N'atlonal Championships
flew 56km in a thunderstorm in 1926 - the
The National Coaches chose small
(p17?) was a splendi.d article. (When is The
first Silver C distance ever f,lown. (The first
groups .to lead a'round seemingly impossMaster going to write his book?) However, I
ible las·ks. I tagged on to one of Briarl
Silver C leg was a ouration of 8nrs 5min in
must correcl John's misinterpretation of
Spreckley's gaggles aAd was amazed at the
1923 by Maneyrot).
The deed was therelore done some time
the competition. rules lest his devotees and
increase ,in my cross-country speed, realisbetween 1934 and 1938. By whom? On the
students becory1e misinformed.
ing that circling in those safe 3kt thermals
First, John w.ould ,(Jot have had "to dump
is wasting good travelling time to the next access to power of Hitler in 1i933 Ihe Gerwater, land, re-photograph the start board,
6kt climb. We seemed to make lunatic
man gliding organisation, IRhOn-Rossitten
re-fill water, t~l<e-QM and restart" to rediversions olf track, park in thermals to
Gesellschaft, named after its two gliding
establish his R-ecogniHon Time Interval
wait for lift ahead to develop, or press on
schools, was abolished and the .gliding
through murky weather towards a patch of people were absorbed into a larger organ(RTI), p178. All he needed to do w.as return
and phOtogr.aph trom the air the RTI
sunshine and manage to get away from
isalion, NSFK - initials. of the German
gfOund markers laid out for this very pl,lr.
adrenalin altitude. Then there were the
words for NatiOnal Socialisl Flying' Corps. II
pose, and then cross the startline.
final glides; thanks for the calculator JWS
seems likely that someone at NSFK headSecondly, on p182 John states: "The day
but one has 10 be brave to trust it!
quarters was responsible, perhaps t'rying to
scores in each Olass were devalued by the
gain credit as a smart lad - though to a
The experts were full of good ideas rang250
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xenophobe such things are done not by
individuals but by "them". There may be a
faint possibility offindlng ou": at the end of
the war a vast 8f'lOunt of archives was
brought from s'll'llin to England, even
including reports on Zeppelin raids over
England in t,he previous war which have
already been used to produce two books.
So there may yet be a chance of identifying
the culprit
1nl late 1945 I was being driven by a German youth from GOtersloh to Oerlinghausen along the. foot ot the Teutoburger
Wald slope. and pointed it out as where
Kronfe'ld had made the world's ,first l00km
flight. He indignaJ1ltly denied this, saying
that Kronfeld had never completed the distance but had landed after going only part
01 the way. So ollicial propaganda had
deprived Kronfeld not only of his No. 1
Silver C 'but of his 100'km record loo.
A. E. SLATER, Cambridge.

A LICENCE FOR FACSIMILE RECEI,VERS
Dear Editor.
With reference to my article in the last
issue on the Facsimile 'receiver (p160) I
would like to inform or -remind prospective
users that it is a legal requirement to obtain
a licence. The procedure is as fol'lows:
a) Write to the transmittil1g authority. eg
the Met Office, asking for permission to
recei,ve the Met facsimil'e Ibr,oadcasts. Non
commercial organisations are not likely to
be asked for a lar,ge' fee.
b)' Send the letter of approva'l to: Mr O. L.
Baker. Licensing 'Br.anch, R2 Division.
Home Office. Waterloo House. Waterloo
Road. London SEl 8UA.
The Home OUice will charge a small
administraUve fee. probably about £4.80.
but the exact fee did not seem to be
specified when, I inquired.
T. A. M. BRADBURY. Brac;:knell, Berks.
COMMENTS ON liHE ULTRALlGHT
ENIGMA
Dear Editor.
I was so surprised at the content of
"The Ultralighl Enigma" in the ,April issue,
pio, that I initially thought it was an April
Fool's Day joke. However. Qnfinishingthe
article I realised the author was quite sincere.1 am therefore writing to correct some

TAKE A SILENE
FLIGHT DEMO.
AT THE
LONG MYND

misconceptions and add my own comments. Also there seems 10 be an urgent
need, for a better understanding between
,hang glider and sailplane pilots generally.
Mr Sellars uses for his comparisons a
first generation hang glider (Std Rogallo).
They are' not to be seen these days. 60% of
alii tlexwing flying hours probably being on
third generation gliders. The differences
are as follows:
Wing loading (lbllft')
Glide ratio IND)
Min, dJag speed (mph)
Min sink speed (mph)
Stall speed (mph)
Min sink (ftls)
Vparachute (ftls)
VNE (mph)
Structural weight (Ib)
Stat strength (g)

1st gen
.75-1.0
3-4
(seated)
17-19
16-18
13-·16
5·8
12-24

3rd gen
1.0-1.5
8.5-10,5
(prone)
19-24
16-20
15·18
2.5-3.5

30T
35-40

45·60
50-60
+6.6/-4,5
?
(14st)
£150-£250
£450-£650
Cost
Vparachute=rate 01 sink When descending
fully stalled like a parachute

larger spans. tight cambered low washout sails and prone harnesses have more
than doubled LID max but the speed for
min drag is still too slow for extensive
upwind flight. The polar is flatter though
and reasona'ble glide angl'es eJ<ist up to
30mph. Ridge soaring can be. achieved in
smooth wi,ndS ,up to 40mph but gusty conditions usually prevent flying due to physical
and mental fatigue plus the obvious landing hazards.
To correct ~ few 01 the statements made
in the article. 11 offer the follow'ng facts:
stalling in downwind turns is pilot error and
not a fault of any glider; semi and fully rigid
hang gliders are very rare beasts; thermal
soaring is more than marginally poss'ible;
hang glider pilots do not care to fall from
any height and hang gliders are airworthy
and of similar stability to heavy sa'ilplanes,
The paragraph entitled "Ullralight
Design Studies" is vague. misleading and
very wea~ ,/ustification for a new Class 01
glider. Surely law lirst cost mitigates low
utilisation wl;lich is anyway secondary to
the advantage of being able to decide for
oneself whelll to go flying?
Nine metre span? Flexwing hang gliders
have stabilised at 1Om-11 m! Despite the
author ignoring the question. what really
matters is that the ullralight can be legally
transported on a car roofrack not whether
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it will fit into a standard garage. All modern
flexible hang gliders can be stored outside
with safety. although the majority ,aren't.
Terylene sail. sls figging throughout. anodised AI-M'g-Mn seamless alloy tubes all held
together with AGS nuts/bolls/pip-pins and
wrapped in a drip-dry zip,per bag is surely a
good design aim for any 'ultralight?
Sailplane pilots must now expect to meet
hang gliders almost anyWhere dur,ing good
soaring conditions. A 50 mile cross-country
has been flown this year, the Mynd wave
exploited to 250011 and at "mix.ed" soaring
sites sailplanes are constantly being overflown. As hang gliders pick up and circle in
thormals at ~idiculously low heights where
they are at their smallest (positively no
resemblance to the Goodhart Standard
fhermal) sailplane pilots may find a flexwing circling tightly and coming up beneat,h
them. Remember. the pHot can't see
upwards or di-recly inwards. Howeller, he is
used to flying in heavy traffic and one way
of telling if he is initiating avoiding action is
to watch his body movements. If meeting
head on, he should move his body to your
port. As yaw Is induced by sideslip. the initial motion for larger span gliders will be
unco-ordinated and skidding outwards. As
sOOr:! as noticeable roll occurs a very tight
turn can be made. Pitch response is so
rapid thal it would never present a problem, although the limited kinetic energy
prevents extended zooms as practised by
the heavy bfjgade.
Finally, alth01Jgh wishing Mr Sellars
good luck wit,h Ilis Enigma proposals, I
honestly believe that any practical
developments in this direction will be made
by the present very successful hang glider
manufacturers moving up-market. The British clearly lead this field at present and
with their d'esign flair and foresight should
be acknowledged in a country that imports
90% of Its light aircrafl and gliders.
CLlVE H. SMITH, Garston, Herts.

John Sellars replies: I am indebted to Mr
Smith fo'r supplying more up-to-date
eetails of modern hang glider performance
than were available to me when t wrote the
article. Reworking the calculations with an
average 01 M~ Smith's figures for the third
generation hang glider gives a rate of climb
,in a standard thermal which is somewhat in
excess 01 my "typical 15m glider." I would

IRRESISTIBLE

IRIS

Side-by-side togetherness at 38:1 in a
seductive. slippery glass. two-seater, with

a docile manner.

send or 'phone today fo' you, brochures:

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTD
Sole agents UK and Eire for lssolr. Aviation
OCtoberlNovember 1979

If youl1lusl do it alone. fly
an inexpensive glass IRIS.
Or build your own from
an excellent kit.

a.GA. C of A now issued for both SlLENE ... IRIS

ASH8Y LODGE, DAVENTRY. NOR11IAIITS.
TEL DAVENTRY 372S
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not rule this out as a possibility, bu,t would
be 'interested to hear f"Om lSrrI pilots who
had beenoutclimbed in any but very nar~
row thermals.
Accepting that hano glliders call now
climb in,thermals, we can only compare the
machines fur,ther on the conventional basis
'of cross-country performance. Assuming
the hang glider cruises at 30mph with a
glide angle of 9.S we have the following
cross-country speeds; - third generation
hang glider, 24krn/h; Enigma variation one,
2Skm/n; Enigma variation two, '37km/h and
typical 15m glider, 64km/h.
Hence the lalest han,g gliders perhaps
reach the level of cross-country performance of Enigma 1 (as described In the
article). Enigma 2 wiltl a higher aspect ralio
and semi-enclosed pilot (glide angle 18, as
hinted in the article) promises to be 50%
faster.
Bul performance is not everything. Mr

Smith mentions airworthiness but apparEnigma will be easier and safer to fly in all
ently fails to realise that this involved more
weathers and will therefore have a higher
than pure structu,al strength. It is inelevant
utit:isation.
to quote a design foad faclor o'f -4.Qg for a
lhe idea of Ihree cars with Enigma bits
sallwing which cannot operate at negative
on their roofs Is. admittedly 'hypothetical
Incidence without "Iuffing". 11 will start worand stems from the initial assumption of
rying about what the negative load factor
trebling the resources demanded by one
should be when 11 have. tlbserved a hang
hang glider. In practic·e a ,ljght open trailer
glider in steady inverted t1ight. Until then I
is all that is needed if the machrne can be
cling to my dictum "single surface wing stored in an average garage.
single sided flight erwelope."
I am touched by Mr Smith's faith in the
In case Mr Smith should think this
limitless bounds of the self-taught ability of
dimension academic, t must remind him
O"lr sailwing designers, but I must comthat "proper" gHders are designed to pull I ment on nis implied criticism of British
negative g so they can safely negotiate
glider design. We have produced prodown gusts. Alii his -4.5g wilt do for him is
totypes 8$ good as anything in their Class
in the world. If Mr Smith wants to know why
to preserve the.structure intact 'unHl he hits
the ground after luffing.
they are not in mass production today he
The continual and skilful avoidance of
must talk 10 the real guilty men: sooner him
such luffingis probably a major contributhan me!
tion to the physical and mental fatigue in
gusty conditions which he mentions.
A NEED FOR A SIMPLE GLIDER

"MIDLAND SAILPLANE INSURANCE SCHEME"
operated by

Roger L.. Fogg & Co. Ltd.
INSURANCE BROKERS 30 UNOERWRITING MANAGERS
MEMBER Of THE BRITISH INSURANCE BROKERS ASSOCIATION

ASSURANCE HOUSE .. DAME FLOGAN STREET
MANSFIE'LD . Nons NG 18 1DJ
TELEPHONES: MANSFIElO (0623) 24227-8-9
TElEX: 377730 . CABLES: SECURITY MANSFIElO

• Immediate quotations for Hull-Liability-Equipmenr Cover
• Personal Accident·Life Assurance • Clubhouse Insurance

'for details, write or telephone (reverse charge facility quote PILOT)
-'

Dear Editor,
I was very interested in the article by
Jotm Sellars aond disappointed that there
was only one comment in your correspondence 'Columns in the June issue of S&G,
since I believe there is a great need for a
simple ultralight glider. The specification,
proposed seems sound, and limiting the
longest component to 4.5m is logical and
practical for the reasons given, despite
what Nick Cranfield -says (JlJIne issue,
p151). Enclosing the pilot by transparent
plastic sheet should considerably improve
performance at minimal cost in weight.
Perhaps the most important of the final
recommendations in Mr Sellar's article is
that seeking the acceptance by the BGA
Technical Committee o. designs to BCAR
Section E, non-cloud flying requirements.
What progress is being made with the
home-built sailplane competition? The
Ultralighl Enigma would seem to lend itself
to this, and if there were 14 or more Enigma
variatior;\s Or:! the 9m theme -so much the
better. For example, I believe it should be
possible to improve on the aspect ratio and _
performance by adopting a canard config-

1 S meter Glass Fibre flapped A I C
Mo•. flying wt.
Wing loadong
Be,t glIde angle
Min. ,ink
Empty weight
Water balla'l
Wing areQ
The DC 200 ho,

990 Ib,.
6.5 10 9 Ib, per 'q ft
,1' In 42 at 60 kt,.
11.1 Ikt, 01 39' kl,.
540 Ib,.
2B6 Ib,.
1'08 '''1 It.
ca~pled Aap, and aileron, like 'he Kestrel With Dowedul

top $urfo(;e oJrbrok'es and landIng flop se1ected poslllon

DG· I 00 1 S meter Standard Class A I C
Wing Loading
Be,t glode angle
Mon. 'onk
Empty we,ght
Water Balla,t
WIng area

WilTH REMOVABLE WING TIPS THE DG 200 CAN NOW
BE 17 ~ 15 or 15, 13.1 METRl SPAN

5.6108.5 Ib, per 'q h,
I in 39.2 at 60 kt,.
1.09 kt, at 3B kt,
530 Ib,.
242 Ib,.
118.4 'q ft.

DG 200 - Demonstrator lit Sutton lank.
"DO 200 southern are. demonstrotor base" at looker
A lIeroge delIvery "me opprox 6 months

Sale U.K. OlStrobutor.

H.lmu' Relchmann now owns

Cl

DG 200

AUSTIN AVIAliON
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uratior:l where the ele...alor is contributing
to the lift and $0 needing a smaller total
wing area for equi...alent lift.
How can progrer ,of these pr,ojects be
furthered? Could ~ome modest annual
financial contribution by those interested
in, return for regular information be organised?
R. G. THURTLE, Ipswich.

i

Roy G. Procter, BGA Technical Committee

member, replies: T'he Technical Committee
has now finisl>led its consideration. of the
rules for a possible design competition.
The malter is now with the Execut,i...e who, I
expect, will make some announcement
shortly.
As far as lhe non-cloud' flying category of
BCAR Section E is concerned, t would
elCpect the Technical Committee would
certily a machine against these requirements if specWcaloly requested by the
applicant, especially if this was helpful
to a new ,initiati...e within the mo...ement.
How can progress be furthered? Don't
just stand there, do something!

a'ennlg James replies: l'hat's right.
--L

I

I

Dear Editor,
With regard to the article in the last issue,
"That's Impossible" by Paul Whitehead,
p171, I would like to mention a few salient
pOints not really co ...ered but which I feel
are extremely rele...an.t.
Releasing the cable. It is essential, in !Iny
winch/car launch abort situation to release
the cable before lowering the nose. This
will help impro...e the rapidity of separatil;m
between the parachute and glider. Of
course it is essential that the release cable
is not under power from either the car or
winch dri...er.
P.,rachules. The ex-ejection seat
d1rogue-chute is ideally suited, providing it
forms part of the launching cable. 11 is·
strong, enoug,h (hence its suitability) and
will. not inflate on, the launch. As' mentioned, a knol should be tied with all the
shroud lines at a pojnt roughly 33in f'rom
the base of the parachute. I couldn't agree
more that Phantom (or any other aircraft)
brake parachutes are cerlainly far too
large, e...en enormous, and one is asking
for trouble. Ty,ing a knot wouldn't sol...e the
problem - t/c1e canopy is far too large to
start wilh.
Shock absorber ropes. To further
reduce the risk of the parachute/cable end
assembly meeting up with the glide.r, it is
wise to use a thick, heavy gauge mpe. This
helps the cable end assembly drop more
quickly and is good fer any 'release situation, normal or emergency, and when the
student pilot lowers t,he nose 100 much. In
addition, a thick section rope pr.e...ents any
possibility of the rope. wedging itself between the wheel and wheel-box Olll an
o...errun. Again, nol impossible. I'... e seen it
happen!
J. S. DOWNES, AUon, Hants.

coastguards.~

OctOber/November 1979

Thermals are about 100 sq mile 'in area
so 10/sq mile = 10% air going up, 90%
going down.

COMMENTS ON "THAT'S IMF'OSSIBLE"

HAYFEVER AND GLIDING
Dear Editor,
As a dedicated user of thermals (and any
other lift I can find) I b~come rather resent·
fur at the suggestion from the medical professionthat I shouldi gi....e up gliding during
the hayfe...er season, which can last from
May to mid-August when we usually have
the best soari n9 days.
.
Gi...en -reasonable care the symptoms of
hayfe...er, prolonged sneezing, itchy eyes,
streaming nose etc, are less e...ident on a
good soaring day than When it is humid
and breezy. Presumably the pollens are
dispersed throughOUlt the adiabatic layer
by thermals. during the day only to be concel'\trated as t,hey sink eart'hward9 during
the night and interfere with sleep. Incidentally it is a fallacy that rain will .bring reliel.
Hayfe...er j,s us'ually worcse d~ring the rain
for the above mel1tioned reason. It is only
in the fresher air behind the cold frOnt that
things will get better.
I ha...e come to lhe conclusior:l o...er the
years that chronic lack-ot sleep is probably
the greatest problem and, in retrospeci,
may ha...e contributed to the two relati...ely
minor accidents I Iha...e had in the last 15
years. This manifests itself in August when
the pollen count 'has returned to quite a low
level and the symptoms of hayfe...er ha...e
largely disappeared.
Perhaps I should go sail'ing during the
hayfe...er season, gnashing my leeth as
cumulus clouds form. It would delighl the
gliding safety pundits no doubt, H not the
I don't use anti-histamines so drowsiness
as such is not a problem but a sleep deficit
o...er a 10n9' period, however caused., mus.t
ha...e some effect on concentration and
reaction times. It would be interesting to
hear from other 'sufferers how they ,cope
and also to have their thoughts on why I
can write lelters with re'lati...e ease al3am in
the hayfe...er season whereas 11 find it virtu-

ally impossible to put two sentences
together the rest of the year.
Now a comment on the article by Or
James in the June issue, "Models o'f Thermat Structure", p109. His "fact" No. 1
seems a bit suspect. Sure,Iy if there a,re ten
thermals, each of one-tenth square mile in
area, to the square mile, this would constitute continuous lift o...er one square mile?
Very nice b~t somewhat unlikely. Whal
goes up must come down somewhere.
Surely thermals co ...er only a ...ery small
percentage of a, gi...en area, the remaind'er
being similar sized areas of sink and large
areas which are neither rising nor descend·
ing?
M. P. ANNI'SON, Salisbury.

I

The rear window stiCkers "Glid'er Pilots do '

it quietly" are20p (Sp extra for postage)
from the BGA Salesroom.

PERHAPS NOT A 500KM?

I

I

Dear Editor,
The .FAI sporting code states that distances flown must be calculated from
geographical co-ord~na1es, usingl a ...alue of
the earth's radius of 6378.245km. The ear1h
is not a sphere; it lis ellipsoidal in shape,
being some 43km shcrter between the
poles t'han across the equatorial diameter.
If this fact is neglected, calculated aistances will probably be f'ess than they actually are. The maximum error in the UK is
0.2% (1km in, 500km) on lines in the easlwest direction,
Many pilots work Ollt thei'r distances by
using Ordnance Sur...ey map co-ordinates,
which 01 course take into account the e:llipsotdal nature of the 'earth. A pilot lIying a
real distance of 500km as calculated from
his Ordnance Survey maps could find that
the FA!- consider it to be only 499km.
Luckily this problem will not affect most
people since badge or record lIights with
such marginal tolerances are seldom
declared. Also, really long flights in the UK
are mainly north-south. a direction in
which the distance errors are negligible.
TONY NORRIE, Maidenhead.

GROUND HANDLING DAMAGE
Dear Editor,
I ,feel compelled to comment on the needless damage club sailplanes suffer during
ground handling by both pilots and crew
who are in too much of a hurry to get flying.
Such damage tails into two categories the easily seen and lhe no! so easily seen.
Easily ~een - broken canopy locks,
strained and broken hinges and cracked
perspex. The correct procedure - always
close and preferably lOCk the cockpit jf the
aircraft is to be parked and nol used for
some time.
Not so easily .seen damage - strained
wing filtings and mountings as a result of
only two people, one on each wingtip, pulling hard forwards in an,~ttempt to mo...e
the sai,lplane oul of a deep r'ul on boggy
ground. This causes huQs strain on the
inboard wing mountings and mainspar
which can result in se...ere structural damage, compromising the glider's airworthiness and the Ii... es of its pilots. Correct procedure - allow only one wing tip 10 be
manned at any time, the other wingtip to be
completely free, and let the remaining
helper go to, the cockpi1 area and pull on
the pilot's harness straps in an effort to
mo...e ll1e aircraft. If il still can't be mo...ed,
get more helpers. Remember that gliders
are ...ery stt0ng machines when handled
properly; howe...er, if mishandledl they are
fragile.
'In conclUSion I would like to suggest that
one particular procedure of the good old
days be re...ised - the preflight morning
briefing. This should include the fundamental points 01 correcl ground handling
in a concerted effort to eliminate the
unnecessary d'amage to gliders as a result
of inadequate ground' handling procedure.
HENRY LESCHEN:, Victoria, Australia.
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As featured Page 153 "Janes World Sailplanes" available Avtumn '79 with full year's
C of A. Excellent Viceless soaring twoseater - only 300 hours total flying. Comiplete with comprehensive Instrumentation
(15 instruments} including AlH and Cook
Audio Varios; TM6 Radio and nearly new,
fUlly fitted. aluminium trailer ,plus Rigging
Aids.

Contact:
PETER l'AYLOR. DAVENl' Y (03272) 3725

Advertisements, with remlUlnce, should be
sent to Chelro", Press Ltd!, 7 Amer,hlm, Hili,
High W)'combe, Bu<:ks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate
20p a word. MinImum £4.00. Box numbers £1.50
extra. Replies to bOil numbers should be sent tQ
the ume \Iddress. The closing dete for cln..
slfled advertisements for the December/J'enusr)' Issue Is November 2nd.

FOR SALE
BOCIAN 1E. Comp No 558. Based Nympsfield, 1973, privately owned, 370 hours, C 01 A M'a«;h '80. Normal panel
with PlL, Cook audio, repeat display rear cockpit, TM6
radio. Winter barograpl>: two parachutes, substantial
open trailer. £6000 or nearest oiler (will splil). Tel. (day)
Tony \lemey, Malmesbury (06662) 2861 ext. 218, (evenings) Howard JOhns. Nailsworth (045 383) 2065.
SHK. Full panel. drogue, oxygen, parachute. trailer, Offers
invited lor quarter share. payable by instalments. Chip,pen ham 2550.
STD LlBELLE 201. Complete with 'ull instrument panel
and ex(:ellent trailer. Tr,is aircraft has been owned and
flown by Orle private syndicate since new and is in very
good condition, Can be seen at Husbands Bosworth most
days 'by appointment. Price £7250ono. Tel. (0455) 39157
evenings. (0922) 58311 daytime,

THE LEADING NAME IN

TOWING
BRACKETS
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Over a million made
Nationwide Stockists and Specialist Filters, Look in
Yellow Pages 'or your local Wilter Specialist or
wiite lor details
C, P. WITTER LIMITED
CHESTER 43 . TELEPHONE 024441166

K-OCR t/3 SHARE, 'based Doncaster. closed trailer, parachute. radio £14000no. Archer, 39 Humber Street.
Relford. Tel Retford 702221
WINCH M.B. WILD Winch, Reconditioned by Army 1965.
V8 petrol engine, maximum 5hrs operating time. Recently
completely overhauled and rebuilt. Gear box modified for
winch launcning. In immaculate condition with heavy
duty lrolley and 5000ft new stranded wire cable.
£60000no. For inspection near Boslon, Lincs. Tel 0205
722 345.
K-6E IMMACULATE, Brunswick tube, extensively sealed.
Bare hull. rigging aids. dust covers. Schleicher trailer
£5000. Some instruments available. Tel 0642 85927.

MODEl" GLIDER, construction kits - plastic 1/80 scale.
K-6. K-13. Phoebu$, Primary. 80p each includes postage.
White. 5 Low Road. Auchtermuchty. Fife KY1. 7AU.
SLlNGSBY PREFECT, very good condition. year's C of A.
£loooono. PREFECT. excellent ,condition finished in
white with new trailer. Year's C pf A. £16000no. Both
gliders with nose and belly hOOks. superb thermalling
machines. also aerobalic.Ring Bedford (0234) 46894
evenings or weekends.

K-6CR AND 'FRAILER, basic panel. Brunswick tube. dust
covers. private owned in excellent condition with full C of
A. I'listinctive colouring. must pe seen £3800. Tel 0487
831553.

5ZD-1I "OSCAIl·ZERO". (Photo/Details page 113 Janes
World Sailplanes). A thoroughbred champion of 15 world
records. the SlD-18 remains Ihe best of the pre-glass era.
This one is beautjfu~. and with parachute, trailer and basic
instruments. 8 giflt at only £3250. Contact O. Carter .t
Cambridge Club or Br~hlon 0273-720265.

GLIDER TRAILER. Enclosed-plywood. Strong construction. gOOd condition. Dimensions: lenQth 25ft. width
3ft l1in, height 4ft 5in. Heighl 'or rudder 51t 9in.
£6000no. For inspection near Boston. Lincs. Tel 0205722
345.

SKVILARK 2, excellent condition. Darl canopy. instruments. closed trailer. new C of A £2800. Tel South Shields
569305 evenings.

EXCELLEN'F CROSS COUN,liRY machine. 1 ,in 37 gliding
angle. Bobust construction. T 'Fail. Cobra 15 with many
extras. Offers to· Sw;noon 35468 or 721701 (Mr. Vemon).

BLANIK, good condition. Co, A to JUly 1980. £5000. no
VAT. PREFECT. good condition. new C 01 A. £1200. no
VAT. Alan Izal, SI. Auslell 4444 (Business). Fowey 3461
(Home).

BAROGRAPH. O'FA Precision Instrvment Co Japan. As
new. £100. Apply R. Bowser. Wisbech'. (0945) Offic'e 3194.
Home 4H9.

COBRA 1S, instruments. trailer. radio and oxygen. Ideal
for first syndicate (excellent airbrakes) or cheap 'allemative 10 glass. 38:1 performance for £51ooono; why pay
more? May be seen Dishfo'th. Tel Wigan 57.989.

"SW·HB, like new 'condition. New licence. carbon libre
fuselage. belly chute. Dual brake, never Oamaged. Custom fillings and Irailer. Best olter write C. E. Roberson.
2045 Broward Avellue. West Palm Beach. Florida 33407.
USA.

t/5 SHAIlE in 1947 Olympia 2. based West Essex, Trailer.
EB62. Winter barogreph. flye Bantam/Cambridge radios.
cloud flying panel (no horizon). Aerobatics. £4500no. Tel
Theydon Bois 3177.

ASW·1S, Schleicher built 1971 in good condition. eqvipped with Diltel FSG 6/63. full instruments with trailer.
offers please contact H. Zilter. 0-638 Bad Homburg v.d·.H.
Kelkheimerstr. 8. W. Germany. Tel Evenings 061 72/36825.

OLlfMPIA 2B. Syndicate owned, excellent condition. Custom built trailer, parachute. good panel. £2700. Launceston 2110. Bodmin 850647.

NEW TRAILER suitable for Plastic 15 metre Glider. Linee.
phone Dorchester 2307.
ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS - One each Sperry MK3C and
Bendix J8 Surplus to requirements - no Inverters offers to Box. No. SG.561.
3 DITIEL glider radio FSG 6/63 in good condition for best
offer, contact H. lifter. 0-638 Bad Homburg v.d.H. Ketkheimerstr. 8. W. Germany.
SHK. Good condition. Full instruments. trailer, rigging
aids. parachute etc. C of A until March 1980. £61,00. Tel
Runlold 3288 or Fleet 4906 evenings.
KESTREL 19. One owner from new. Never broken 0' syndicated. Full panel including MllO. Tail dolly and tow bar.
Wing tip ,dolly. Speedwell' lightweight metal trailer wilh
twin axle and hydraulic hitch.liebert underseal'. hcellent
fillings including jacking belly trolley. All rigging aids.
Also available. 360 channeJ radio. filled oxygen. Bohlie
compass, EB62 parachuta. This exceptional aircraft will
be avaiiatile with renewed C of A in November. £11 250.
Can be seen at lasham. or at Portmoak, October 1-19.
Roy Cross. 025665878 or 0256 75277.
KESTREL 19. Oxygen. Ash Radio. instruments inclUding
horizon and.averager. Irailer. £11 000. Marlow 3670. Penn
2651. 01.574-1603.
ASW-~O

OPEN CIRRUS wilh Irailer. instruments. oxygen.
Immaculate. £8500 complete outfit. Based Nympsfield.
Barrel!, 18 Fembant< Road, Bristol 6. Tel (0272) 44961.

(Oec 77),: Std Cirrus (1972). 'both in excellent
condition, with or without trailer; Berglalke 4 (2-seate,.
1:32 glide angle. 19721 with Irailer: RF 5b Sperber (2-seat
mOlor glider. 1:26. 1972); Super Tug OR 400/180 R
"Remorq,ueur" (11975. 1300hrs). For fUrlher details write 10:
Flugwissenschaftliche Vereinigung Aachen (1920) ev
Templergraben 55, D-5100 Aachen, W. Germany.

STD L1BELLE, 9OOhrs. prang-free. one syndicate since
new. with instruments. good lowline trailer, £6500. Tel
Loddon (0508) 20323 evenings.

ASTIR CS77 complete outfit including trailer. fillings elC.
Fully equipped and instr"mented. Two-man rigging.
Details from (0357) 22263 (evenings).

McElFISH PARACHU'FE. Purchased new March 1978. Ex
U$AF. £1300no. Apply R. Bowser. Tel (0945) 3194 business. 4719 home.

CARMEN M10OS, good condition. instruments. Irailer.
years C 01 A, easy to rig. Powerful brakes K-6CR performance. £3600. W. Thorp, Doncaster 581'70 (evenings).

CAPSTAN T·49. BGA No. 491, new C of A. basic instr. and
trailer. Contact P. Ramsden. Tadcaster 832694 evenings.
R £!oddy. York 704922 evenings.

ASTIR C577, 18 months old, fully eqUipped. radio. oxygen
etc. metal trailer £9250. Tel Ooncaster 856801 (evenings)
or Chesterfield 34040.
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CAPSTAt4 T-49, enjQy Ihe fun Of side by side lIying. with
instruments. parachutes ~nd Slingsby buill trailer. must
IJe a good 'boy £3500. Also K·6CR lull panel electric vario
with audio Lowllne trailer parachute £4200. Skylark 2B.
panel includes AlH, ~Iosed ,trailer. paraChute £3000. Tel
0937 832694 or 0904 704922.

KEST/lEL 19. Excellenl instruments. radio oxygen, parachute. barograph. water. glass trailer. ,igging aids
(genuine two man rig). Offers around £10500 for complete outfil, or 1/4 share £2600. Tel (0246) 414624 (evenings).
K-2 WITH NEW FRONT CANOPY OF K·13 TYPE. Fuselage
finished deep blue. wings white. Two· sets
instruments.
Available mid October with one year's C 0' A. £3(;000no.
Also SKYLARK 3F with 'ull sel 01 instruments and superb
Irailer. C of " to August 1980. '£3950. Also EB69 Parachute. £160ono. View at Cotswold Gliding Club. Aston
Down Airfield, Glos. Tel. O. G. .Roberts, Swindon 3846
(office), Kemble 501' (home) or K. H. Uoyd. Gloucester
68132 (home).

0'

"GOAL FLIGHT". The gliding game for children. Order
,this exciting dice game now. in time for Christmas! £1.60
& 50p p&p. Cecily Begley, 1 Oakdo'A.1 Road. Dublin 14.
SURPLUS AIRCRAFT SPARES. 1', nm ply £6 sheet.
5510 sleel sheet. T45 tube, K-6 tyres. Dart type canopy
bubbles. Doncaster Sailplane Services 0302 57695.
DG-100 complete with trailer. lull instruments. Oiltel
radio, oxyge" etc. Owned and serviced by us lor the past
2yrs. Including our usual guarantees. Flying at Doncaster
Airfield. Best offer over £8500. Doncaster Sailplane Services 0302 57695.

K-6CR with closed trailer. New
C of A and respray, £4000.
SKYLARK 28 in excellent condition, with modern trailer, £28ooono
PZL Variometers. New in sealed
boxes with flask, £97.50
SHK wreckage, offers?

Bob McLean
241 Bawtry Road, Bessacarr
Doncaster
Tel 0302 55861
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

ASW·20 (German). 1979, as new. Ready to fly npw. Com-

CITABRIA 150 h.p.
Manufaclured 1967, newly resprayed. Private
calegory C of A valid unlil April 1981. Good condi·
lion throughout. comalete with towhook. silencer
and adjustable cooliJ1l1Jflaps, cylinder 'head ,temper·
ature gauges and mjrror. 1750hrS. £8,500ono.

Kent Gliding, Club
Ch.llock, Nr.....hlord. Kent
TRAILERS BUILT to specification. littings etc. Very competitive prices. Marlyn Wells, Whichford. Shipston. Warks.
Long Compton 217.
PLE"'SE OROER E"'RL Y FOR CHRISTM...S. t :50 model
gliders on stand with individual markings and competi·
tion numbers £32. Thermal Dice Gliding Game £10.50.
",artyn Wells. Whichford, Shipston, Warks. Tel Long
Compton 217.
...LTIMETER Mk 14b. £36 plus VAT, checked and calibrated. Doncaster Sailplane Services 0302 57695.
J....RTlFI(;'...L HORIZON including Inverteras new £180.
Doncaster Sailplane Services 0302 57695.
D"'RT 17,R. wood trailer, good condition, with chute.
barograph, TM6. AS1, altimeter, Cook electric with audio.
PZL vario. accelerometer, T/S. Cook compass. Brunswick. £6300. Steve Hurt, Lincoln 29981 (day).
SKn"'RK 3. excellent condition, full panel, radio. Dart
canopy, first class trailer. £360Oono. Tel 021·4303777.
D"'RT 15" lull instrument panel. oxygen. enclosed trailer,
current C of A. £4000 including VAT. Contact Brian
Weare, Honiton 2940.
STD CIRRUS. immaculate condition. basic instruments
and Irailer £7500 (incl VAT). Tel 0264-82371 (working
hours). 0980 52373 (home).
KESTREL 20M. Superior performance -lOP Kestrel 1976
Nationals. 1979 Lasham Regionals. Comprehensive
instrumentation. radio, parachute, excellent trailer.
£11 SOO. Tel Randle. Oxford 660606.
STURDY "'LL MET...LlR...ILER. ideal lor club use. Suil 15
metre glider. £600 for quick sale. No fitting •. Tel Hemyock
451.
D"'RT 15. Superb condition. lully instrumented and radio.
Excellent low prolile wooden Irailer£4500ono. Tel
Exmouth 5274.
SHK. GOOD CONOITION. contest equipped, very lull
panel. melal trailer, easy two man rigging and personal
chutes. £6000. Tel 0272 696096 (evenings).
K-IB. Good condition throughout. basic five instrumenls.
open trailer. 12 months' C 01 A. £39500no. Tel 045452966
(home).
OPEN CIRRUS, good trailer, parachute elc. Tel 021·643
9561 (day). 021-445 tt75 (evenings).
SKYLARK 2, very good condition, full instruments. long C
of A. Good wooden trailer just repainted. Inspect at
Tibenham £2900. Tel Norwich 53448 (day).
STD CIRRUS with Irailer, parachu'!e. oxygen, waterbal·
last. Ash 360 radio, base radio, tail dOily, AlH .. lOll and
Crosslell yarios, Dolphin, barograph. £9000 all In, or
£81 SO without parac~ute. rad.os, barograph. ,1.1 Booker.
Tel R. As~urst 01·562 1270 (day) or 01-337 0536 (even·
ings).
SKYLARK 2B with new C of A. Nice machine with Dart
canopy £2500. Tel Brian Weare. Honiton 2940.
117. PILATUS !!·4, comprehensive inslruments, modern
trailer. all in very good condition. C of A to March 1960.
£5600. Tel Calne (Wiltshirei 814623.
STD lIBELLE. exoellenl condiliOn. Fantastic crosscountry machine (it now knows the way,over most of Brilain). Kit includes oxygen. radio instruments and trailer.
Ailerons sealed for good ,rate of roll. New red markings
One syndicale since new. Price around £7400. Tel 03596
360 (evenings). "

plete in every respect with trailer. instruments, oxygen.
etc. IFor sale in total, or would syndicate at suitable clUb.

IMMACULATE K-6CR

Sole: reason for sale owner going "Open"' Tel H. Cavies
on, 0943-609969 and' leave contact number or rIng 0653
2469.

PRIVATELY OWNED - COMPETITION PREPARED
WINGS - G/A OVER 301 - MOULDED G RP
SEAT - OPEN METAL TRAILER COMPLETE WITH
FITTED COVERS

SURP~'US ...,RCR... FT SPARES. ·K·6E pori wing. tailplane.

tin and rudder. fuselage. frames and controls. Blanik rear
luselage and lail units and flaps. Skylark 2 la,lplane and
rudder. r·21B complete. pirat'complete. 463 Rudder. Bergfalke 2performance two-seater complele. Swallow re-build
projeot. Doncaster Sailplane Services 0302 57695

PIR... T 2YRSOLO. less 'han 200hrs. Father. son syndi.
cate . .Aluminium trailer (worth £1000). Good inslrumenlation. Immaculate. prang-free condition. £4900' complete.
Mr. Walsh,0493 728611.
ST"'NO"'ROJ"'NTAR. full ,panel. rigging aids. towing dol·
lies. water covers etc. Glass trailer. Unmarked' and very
fast. 1 st 'Nationa'ls and 2nd Euroglide 1979. lel NiCk Hack·
ell 0509 890469.
NEW LS·3A, one onlV. Oecemberd'eli,very. Maximum pr'ioe
£11 000 including delivery and VAT. Decision urgenl. lel
Redman. Hitchin 730231.

D"'RT 17R COMPLET,E RESPR...Y. new I,ailer. superb
condition. Two weekday q,uarter share~ available in this
fully equipped Booker based beauty. £1600 each. Might
consider selling oOmplete outfit. Tel High Wycombe
20443 or Ol·692 8227.
DARl HR AT COSFORD. V. share. full panel. oxygen,
refurbished Irailer. I'nsured. C '01 A to June t980. £1200.
Te'l 0244 36353.
SKYL...RK 3F. Basic panel, rebuilt 1977, new ply skin.
fabric anil trailer. new C of A. £370Oono. Tel Huddersfield
644667 (evenings).

IIYE B"'NT"'MS. Fit your glider with an, overhauled and
guaranteed Bantam radio. crystallised on 130.4 and t30. i
with tl2 volt ,power supply and! BNC aerial sockel. ready to
plug ,in to your glider. £117. Tel Dickie Feakes on Easl
Sto'ke 230 (evenings).
KESTREL 1V. Complete ,"str..um~nt panel Inoludlng
oxygen. Glassfibre Irailer. One Owne, driver. Price
£11 01)0. Tel Zealley. Hitch," 2421

FLY THE BEST
15M RACING CLASS

LS3A
*
*
*

EXCELLENT CROSS COUNTRY m.chlne. I in 37 gliding
angle. Robust construction. T Tail. Cobra IS wllh many
e>tras. Olfers 10 Swindon 35466 or 721701.
J"'NT"''' 2, 20..5 metre open class sailplane'. 2'/, years ojd.
Complete outfit for sale. Olfers are invited lor the whole
outfit or part of. Nine Four Aviation. 062844035 or 02406
2491.
SKYLARK 3, excellent condition, 6 months' C of A. lull
panel. radio. oxygen. trailer. Dart canopy. Total recover in
last 4 years. Offers? Tel Nottingham 233595 or may test fly
at RAF Syerslon, Nolls.
WING COVERS for all types 01 sailplanes. Heavy and light
duty material. Nine Four Aviation, 06264 4035 or 02406
2491.
1975 GROS STD CIRRUS, excellent condition, trailer. C of
A August 1980. 640hrs. £6700 not inoluding Ash radio. Tel
High Wycombe 861636.
ASTIR 77 - low hours. excellent condition. Full panel
including MK6 horizon, Westerboer vario TM6 radio. lrvin
parachute. Water ballast. Filled trailer. Currenl C 01 A.
Based Yeovilton. £9500. Telllchester 666 or Yeovil21782.
OLYMPIA 460 complete, instrumenls, trailer. current C of
A. £3500ono. Swallow, basic instrumenls. current C of A,
£16000no. May be seen al Doncaster. Tel Doncaster
(0302) 23121.
A VERY FINE "EAGLE 3". last one ,built. /ull panel. C of A
and Irailer, also unique T-3OA.. "Prelecl'·. C 01 A. Colin
Street. Tel Aldershot 650526.
DIAMANT 18, excellent condition, lightweight aluminium
trailer. full rigging aids. Open class performance at slandard class price. £7600. IBristel .a838 (evenings).

PHOEBUS B (0-5733)

DG·200
Immaculate - Only l00hrs. Specially sealed
and prepared fO'r Competition Flying.
Aircraft only - £10 350
Komet trailer and instruments extra
lel High Wycombe 88H30

Tel (0602) 233279

llBELLE 201B, magnificent condition. Late model. Ilow
hours. prang·'free. Panel includes MH·. r i. S. Cross·
fell/Audio Waterballasl. oxygen, parachute. radio. con·
spicuity. Col A to May 1980. lowline Irainer. £7400 Tel
01-9400181 or 06284 711495.

DART 17R, HORIZON, TIS, elect.ric vario with Irving total
energy. radio. compass. .undercarriage warning. wings
recovered tn Dacron. super finish in white/royal blue.
under 600 hours. only IwO" private sole owners from new.
£5750 on open Irainel. £6300 in closed aluminium trailer.
Tel 0736 4207. Will be al Shobdon 10·17th October.

11:38 Standard Class, excellent condition,
located al airfield Balen/Belgium (EBKH).
Price £4600.
For further Information contact A.
Schmelzer, Oechant-Stroux-Str 59. 0-4060
Vleraen. rei Germany 02162/20858.

October/November 1979

£3850
May test fly at Nottingham

*
*

EARLY DELIVERIES
AVAILABLE FOR
NEXT SEASON
MEASUiRED GLIDE
AT 41,8:1
WITH OPTIONAL
DETACHABLE TIPS
44:1
LOW WEIGHTONLY 240 kg
FULL DETAILS
FROM THE UK AGENTS

SPEEDSOARING
23 ROUNDHEAD DRIVE
THAME, O''XON

lel (084421) 4132
WANTED
"'SW·17 REQUIRED. Any counlry considered. Box No.
SG.562.
WANTED TRAILER suitable forSwallow.lel Buxton 2549
(day) 2060 (Evenings).

K-6E or DART 17R wanted. Tel 0223 63016 or write Gar·
nett. 75 Tavislock Road. CambrIdge.

SERVICES
SPECIALIST GLIDING TRANSLATIONS. Quality work
and swift service at competitive rates. Peak Translations.
Kettleshulme, Whaley Bridge, Stock port.

COURSES
HANG GLIDING HOLIDAYS
in North and South Wales
2, 4, or 6 day courses to suit the interested
to the enthusiastic.
Send for free colour brochure orenclose60p
I(refundable) to include course manual: Dept
SG, Welsh Hang GlidingCentre, Crickhowell,
Nr Abergavenny, S. Wales. lel 0873810019

255

CANOPY STOP-PRESS
Is your MINI-VE~T stiff to turn?
Get it FEnLED~FOREit breaks
Canopy Doctor can
fettle, mend or rebuild

CANOPY CRACKED?

GLIDING COURSES
ATSHOBDON

The Cornish Glid ing and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124

Aerotow and motor glider
Standard or Intensive
Elementary to Advanced

Gliding courses in modern fleet
from May - B.GA fUlly-rated
instructors - fine soaring lovely coastal airfield - Ideal
for a different family holiday.

Book NOW for Winter fellling by
CANOPY DOCTOR, 65 Sylvan Ave.,
Timperley, Altrincham, WA15 6AD

CANOPY CRUNCHED?
It CAN fly again -

Phone 061 9733086

PUBLICATIONS
"SOARING" - official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society 01 America. Edited by Douglas Lamont. Address:
BOI 66071, Los Angeles. California 90066 USA. Subscriptions: $13.00 outside USA; apply to your post office lor a
form.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model sailplane is
a fascinating pastime and elypical phase 01 aeromodling.
Read about this and other aeromodelling subjects In
Aeromodel/er and Radio Conrrol Models and Erectronics,
the world's leading magazines published monthly.
Model & Allied PublicationsLtd., 13-35BridgeStreet. Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

All details from:

Details with pleasure from:

Herefordshire Gliding Club,

The Course Secretary
Tremearne. Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294

Shobdon Airfield,
Leominster, Hfds. HR69NR.
Tel: Kingsland369

SEBRING SOA'RING CENTRE

IRT2, Box 552, Sebrlng, Florida, 33870, U.S.A.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, publication ot the Gliding Federation of Australia. A complete co.erage of
Australian soaring and exclusi..... featuras of International
interest. Subscription: $t 2.00 Aust or $13.50 US. to Box
1650, GPO, Adelaide, South Austrelia 500 t. Moneyorders
preferred.

SOAR IN SUNNY FLORIDA THIS WINTER,
WHILE THE U. K. FREEZES,
K-7, PIK 200.
BRING THE FAMILY, DISNEY WORLD AND
MANY OTHER ATIRACTIONS WITHIN
GLIDING DISTANCE,

NEW Z£AlAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Gliding ....sociation. Printed October and allernate months. Wr~a NZ Gliding Kiwi, Pri.ate Bag.
Tauranga, New Zealand. £4.00 Sterling for year's su~
scription (inclusi.e of postage).

FOR YOUR COLLECTION
Reichmann's CROSS COUNTRY SOARINGposm.ely the best e.er.
£16.95 plus £1.25 postage

C,F,L DEREKJOHNSON

Holbrook and Byers SOARING CROSS
COUNTRY - an excellent introduction.
£5.95 plus 80p postage.
GAGGLE OF ONE - Gren Seibels beautilully
written competition experiences.
£5.95 plus SOp postage.
Coming soon - JOy Of' SOARING - the SSA
Training manuel with super photos.
£5.95 plus ~1.25 postage.

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GOI

Cheques to Lasham Gliding Society Limited

-: *

*

*

*

For the novice or pundit

ab-initio to advanced training

circuits to cross country

aerotow or auto launch

BRIAN WEARE
ClAPPER LANE, HONITON
DEVON EX 14 BOO
Telephofle HONITON 2940

WHERE'S THIS -

LASHAMI

Derek Piggott, our C.F.I., leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

Major or minor repairs
(

of

A to

gloss-fibre, wood or

metal, with

BGA, PFA

or

(AA

approval.

Dart
256

Canopies

ex-stock

We shall be pleased to send you details, apply:
Manager,
LASHAM AIRFIELD,

Nr, ALTON, HANTS

Telephone HerrJard

270
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Bristol & Glo'ucestershlre
Gliding Club

COME TO SALOP
IN AUTUMN!

Wel'comes 'private owners,
beginners and hQlday members at their
unique site IIll the Cotswolds

Ope" '1 days per week

SEND FOR DETAILS NOW

April 10 October - Normally weekends only
in winter, but weekday flying is possible by
prior permission of the Manager,
Tel 045-386 342
Courses run ,from April to October

Courses at Long Mynd
untH mid-October

For details write 10:

The MAnager
BrIstol & Glouce,tershlr. Gilding Club
Nympsflefd, Stonehouse
Glos. GL 10 3TI(

Solo pilots and P,iva.te Owners
welcome too!
Midland Gliding Club Ltd.,

Course Secretary
65 Sylvan Avenue, Timperley,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 6AD
phone 061 973 3086 (9am-9pml

ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

The Best Club Fleet in the Country
The Best instruction in the Country

GLIDING COURSES

WHERE?

FOR BEC/NNERS and SOLO PILOTS
MAY·AUGUST

WAVE EXPEDITIONS
SEPTEMBER NOVEMBER
EnqUire fo

A. J MIDDLETON

DEESIDE GLIDING (WB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: Dlnnet 1033 9851339

-TlONOON GliDING CWB

DUflstable Down,s, Bedfordshire

Telephone; 0582 63419
Situated at lhe loot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach 01
London and the Midlands by road
(just 011 the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive lIeet 01 dual and
solo aiteral!, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircralt.
This lamous site has plentilul
thermals in summer and hiU soaring
with lavourable winds throughou.t
the year. Resident instructors;
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licerlsed bar., accommo·
dation and other lacilitles. Visitors
welcome.
W,.ite for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419.

There's still time for a late holiday

5·day Holidays £80 - £125
March - October incl.
AII,oouslve of accommodation. instructIon -and VAT.
Winoh and Aero-tow facilttles, Beginners O'r Solo Pilots.

Kenl GUD"G CWB
Challock • Ashford ' Kent
Please wnte to the Secretary lor detiNls
arRmg: Challack 10233741274

WYCOMBE GLIDING
SCHOOL. BOOKER
Advanced Cours85 for early solo pilots and
Bronze 'C' Pilots, Task weeks for Cross
Country Pilots. Ab-initio Courses Early
conversion to glass fibre.
If any "f this appeals to you then call and
see us, or write to The Secretary.
Wycombe Gliding School. Wycombe Air
Park. Booker, High Wvcombe. Bucks. or
Phone High Wycombe 29263

SOAR YORKSHIRE
-SOAR RIDGE

twelve miles in suitable condi·tions

- SOAR THERMALS
Club record is 524km. in 15 metre Standard Class glider

-SOAR WAVE
Club record is 29.500 feet gained in 15 metre Standard Class glider
Visit us and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. This Is ideally
situated on the SOulh West corner of the North Yorkshire National Park in
superb surmundlngs wllhviews of up to 50 miles. Full catering available in
season. Self catering at other times.
Courses-April to October
Visit,ors always welcome
We shall be delighted to see you

YORKSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
SUlTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 08456 (Sutton) 237

'I

,
•

SOUTHIRN
SAllP ,ANIS
(RALPH JONES)

MEMBURV AIRFIELD
LAMBOURN, BERKS
Telephone Lambourn (0488) 71774

Gliding is our business
Our repai'r and maintenance service
can cope with anything - from
the latest predominantly carbon
structures to the wooden
airframes of yesteryear

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR

SCHEMPP HI81H' GmbH

& Co. KG

manufactu,re·,rs of the worldis most advanced sailplanes
Telephone Lambourn (0488) 71774 for details

